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1-Introduction 
Synchrotron Radiation

• J. Larmor, Phil. Mag. 44, 503 (1897)

• 1898 : First correct calculation of the emitted power 
by an accelerated charged particule (E/mc2)4/R2, A. 
Liénard, L ‘ Eclairage électrique, 16, 5 (1898)

•  1907-1912 : angular and spectral distribution and 
polarization properties, G. A. Schott, Ann. Phys. 24, 635 (1907),   G. 
A. Schott, Electromagentic Radiation, Cambridge University Press (1912) 

• 1944 : energy limit (0.5 GeV) due to losses due to 
radiating electrons in a beatraton, D. Ivanenko and I. 
Pomeranchuk, Phys. Rev. 65, 343 (1944)

• 1945-46: phase stability E. M. McMillan, PRL 68, 1434 (1945), V.  
Veksler  J. Phys. USSR 9, 153 (1946)

• 1946 : synchrotron construction F. K. Gloward et al;, Nature 

158, 413 (1946) particle energy loss measurement on the 
100 MeV betatron, attempt to observe synchrotron 
radiation in the micro-waves failed, J. P. Blewett, Phys. Rev. 69, 87 

(1946) 
• 1946 : theory on peak spectrum and higher photon 
energies, J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 70, 798 (1946)

• 1947 : first observation of synchrotron radiation F. R. 
Elder, A.M. Gurewitsch, R. V. Langmuir, H. C. Pollock, Radiation from Electrons in a 
Synchrotron, Physical Review, 71, 11, (1947), 829-830

J. P. Blewett, 50 years of synchrotron radiation, J. Synchrotron Rad. , 5, 135-139 (1998)

General Electric 100 MeV (1947)

50 years spent for the observation of SR !
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Then, one can generating a sinusoidal field of period Np by putting a sequence
of poles (in the so-called ”undulator” configuration). Indeed, in case of a planar
vertical undulator, the magnetic field Bu can be expressed as a sinusoid of period λp
:

−→Bu = Bu cos(
2π
λu

s)−→z (5)

where s stands for the longitudinal coordinate. The movement equations can be
derived from the first Lorentz equation, i.e. :

γmo
d
−→β

dτ
= e

−→β ×−→Bu (6)

with β the normalized velocity of the electrons. With x denoting the horizontal
coordinate and z the vertical one, after a first integrations, it comes :

βx =
Ku

γ
cos(

2π
λu

s) (7)

with Ku the deflection parameter, expressed as :

Ku =
eBuλu

2πmoc
(8)

This expression enables to better define the wiggler, i.e . for which the angle of
the velocity large with respect to 1/γ .

The vertical velocity is given by:

βz = 0 (9)

Considering that the energy of the particles remains equal to
�

1−β 2
x −β 2

z −β 2
s ,

one gets :

βs = 1− 1+K2
u/2

2γ2 − K2
u

4γ2 cos(
4π
λu

s) (10)

A second integration gives the trajectory, as :

s = c < βs > t −1
K2

u λu

16πγ2 sin(
4π
λu

s) (11)

with :
XXXX Mettre l’equation pour xXXXXXXXXXXXXX

< βs >= 1− 1+K2
u/2

2γ2 (12)

xxxxx The electrons execute smooth sinusoidal oscillations in the horizontal plane ,
so that the radiation is kept in the same emitted cone. In addition, there is a oscilla-
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1−β 2
x −β 2
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γ2 − K2

u
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Kλu

2πγ
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λu
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2γ2 − K2

u
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K2
u λu
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The electrons execute smooth sinusoidal oscillations in the horizontal plane, so
that the radiation is kept in the same emitted cone. In addition, there is a oscillation
at twice the pulsation in the longitudinal direction. The interference takes place for
the wavelengths when the λn for which :

nλn = c(1−βs)t (14)

with n an integer, βs the longitudinal reduced velocity of the electrons. The fun-
damental resonant wavelength is obtained bor n = 1, i.e. for λ1 = λu(1−βs).

Using the expression of βs, one gets the expression of the resonant wavelength
and its harmonics, according to :

nλn =
λu

2γ2 (1+
K2

u
2
) (15)

The wavelength λn of the emitted radiation can be varied by a modification of the
undulator magnetic field (by changing the gap for permanent magnet insertion de-
vices or the power supply current for electromagnetic insertion devices). In the time
domain, the observer receives a train of Nu magnetic periods which can be consid-
ered as quasi-continuous emission of radiation with respect to the bending magnet
radiation. The radiation spectrum, square of the Fourier transform of this train, is
then composed of a series of square sinus cardinal, centered on odd harmonics. The
”homogenous” relative linewidth of the harmonics is then given by :

∆λ
λn

=
1

nNu
(16)

The so-called ”homogenous linewidth” refers to the case of a single electron.
The emission is then a narrow-band in the frequency domain. In other words, the
emitted field interfere between different points of the trajectory, leading to sharp
peak emission.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx RESTE donner la longueur d’onde critique et la puissance
totale rayonnee xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

2 Electron beam characteristics

3 General characteristics of synchrotron radiation

3.1 Retarded Liénard-Wiechert potentials

Let’s consider an electron traveling on a curved trajectory and emitting radiation
at time τ (the electron time or retarded time) at the position

−−→
R(τ) with a velocity

−−→
v(τ) = −−→β (τ)c. The stationary observer receives the emission at time t at the fixed
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Undulator Radiation

!

SOLEIL @ 2.75 GeV, U20, K=1.81, Gap 5.5 mm
300 µmx300 µm at 15 m observation
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and its position
−−→
R(τ). In case of an uniform magnetic field, the particle follows an

arc of circle, which radius ρ is given by :

ρ =
moγβc

eBd
(1)

The observer receives the emitted radiation in a cone of solid angle
1

γ because

the relativistic transformation of the angles from the particle frame to the labora-

tory frame (see Fig. 2). Synchrotron radiation is very collimated, and the high the

electron beam energy, the higher the collimation angle.

Fig. 2 Relativistic projection

of the radiation angles, dipole

emission in the laboratory

frame of the particle and

projected emission in the

observation frame, within a

cone of
1

γ .

The dipoles (bending magnets) bend the trajectory of the electron in short arcs,

and the observer placed on axis receives the radiation for a very short time : this

narrow electric field in the time domain corresponds to a broad-band radiation in

the frequency domain. In consequence, synchrotron radiation covers a wide spectral

range. More intense radiation can be then obtained by alternating a series of Nw
dipoles (so-called ”wigglers”) resulting in an intensity enhancement by Nw. The

angle of emission results from these of the different poles, and it then wider.

Fig. 3 Undulator sketch with

a periodic magnetic field cre-

ated by alternated poles. Case

of a periodic field created with

permanent magnet according

to the Halbach configuration

[57].

A periodic magnetic field (period λu ) can be also generated in the so-called

”insertion devices” (undulator or wigglers) [4] made of an alternated succession of

magnets, enabling the radiation to be enlarged due to the higher number of emitters

(as shown in Fig. 3). Insertion devices can be built either using permanent magnet

and poles or with coils (normal or superconducting ones). The movement of elec-

trons in a sinusoidal periodic field Bu (Bux, Buz) is ruled by the first Lorentz equation,

i.e. γmo
d
−→
β

dτ = e
−→
β ×−→

Bu. A first integration leads to the normalized velocity β , given
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Φ(ω �
n
,−→u ) =

απN

enγ2 (1+
K

2
ux

2
+

K
2
uz

2
)|
−→
hn(0,0)−→u |2 (47)

corresponding to a flux twice as large in comparison to the resonant frequency.
These flux do not depend from the electron beam energy, even though, for a given
spectral range, the value of the energy determines that of the K value.

5.4 Divergence and beam size

The divergence can be evaluated considering the angular spectral flux. In the ap-
proximation of small angles and large number of periods, it comes :

−→
Hn(0,0,ω) = N

∞

∑
n=1

(−1)n(N−1)−→
hn(0,0)sinΓ /Γ (48)

with Γ =
πn(θ 2

x +θ 2
z )L

λ1
+πN(λ1/λ −n)

with L the length of the undulator. Images of the radiation for different harmonics
are shown in XXXXX

For a given harmonic the photon spatial distribution depends on the energy as
illustrated in Fig. 8 Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 A faire

For a photon wavelength smaller than the resonant one (blue side of the spec-
trum), the cone presents a smooth distribution with the smallest divergence, but with
less flux. At resonant wavelength, the distribution is larger and presents a flat-top,
with a larger intensity. For wavelength larger than the resonant wavelength (red side
of the spectrum), the radiation is emitted in a ring, corresponding to the particular
cone of emission. It is not Gaussian. Divergence is then larger. The divergence can
be properly calculated with the RMS value of the distribution. Par practical reasons,

1470 eV 1480 eV : resonant 
wavelength

1487 eV
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n
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απN

enγ2 (1+
K

2
ux

2
+

K
2
uz

2
)|−→hn(0,0)−→u |2 (34)
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spectral range, the value of the energy determines that of the K value.

5.3 Divergence and beam size

The divergence can be evaluated considering the angular spectral flux. In the ap-
proximation of small angles and large number of periods, it comes :

−→
Hn(0,0,ω) = N

∞

∑
n=1

(−1)n(N−1)−→
hn(0,0)sinΓ /Γ (35)

with Γ =
πn(θ 2

x +θ 2
z )L

λ1
+πN(λ1/λ −n)

with L the length of the undulator. Images of the radiation for different harmonics
are shown in XXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXRAJOUTER FIGURE
For a given harmonic the photon spatial distribution depends on the energy. For

a photon wavelength smaller than the resonant one (blue side of the spectrum), the
cone presents a smooth distribution with the smallest divergence, but with less flux.
At resonant wavelength, the distribution is larger and presents a flat-top, with a
larger intensity. For wavelength larger than the resonant wavelength (red side of the
spectrum), the radiation is emitted in a ring, corresponding to the particular cone
of emission. It is not Gaussian. Divergence is then larger. Par practical reasons, the
divergence of the resonant radiation σph can be fitted and provide an estimate of the
undulator divergence, as :

σph = 0.69

�
λn

2L
=

0.69
2γ

�
(1+ K2

ux

2 +
K2

uz

2 )

nN
(36)

determinesmanque le terme en sinus cardinal

dφ
dΩ

(θx,θz,ω,−→u ) = sinc(
πN(ω −ω1)

ωn

)2 (37)

dedans rayonnement un electron, thick beam, avec les distributions
image d’ACO et fct H

5th harmonic radiation 
• λ < λr : minimum divergence, lower flux
• λ = λr : intermediate
•λ > λr : larger divergence, larger flux; non Gaussian

Undulator Radiation : divergence
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soft-X-ray undulator source, Nature Physics, 5, 826 (2009) 11. Fawley W. M. et al.,
A Design for an XUV FEL Driven by the Laser-Plasma Accelerator at the LBNL
LOASIS Facility, Proceed. FEL06, Berlin, Germany, 455-458; Anania M.P. et al.,
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4 Radiation from a bending magnet and from wigglers

4.1 Radiation from a bending magnet

4.2 Wiggler technology

4.3 Wiggler emission from a filament monoenergetic electron beam

4.4 Wiggler emission from a thick electron beam

5 Undulator radiation

The rather general case of a periodic field is considered (period λux and λuz) and
then analyzed in the case of the planar and elliptical undulator. The general expres-
sion of the resonant wavelength is given by :

λn =
λu

2γ2n
(1+

K2
ux
2

+
K2

uz
2

+ γ2θ 2
x + γ2θ 2

z ) (30)

Kux =
eBuxλu

2πmoc
Kux =

eBuxλu

2πmoc
(31)

COMMENT METTRE DE L’ESPACE ENTRE LES DEUX FORMULES? RA-
JOUTER FORMULE GNRALE K

5.1 Angular spectral flux

The angular spectral flux dφ
dΩ (θx,θz,ω,−→u ) at the pulsation ω close the the one of

the undulator harmonics can be expressed for a filament mono-energetic beam in
the direction (θx, θz) :

ACO
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filament electron beam

3.9 nm.mrad et 39 pm.mrad

3.9 nm.mrad et 39 pm.mrad

0.1% energy spread

0.1% energy spread

Influence of energy spread and emittance on the undulator 
spectrum 

U20 case, 0.97 T, 2.75 GeV

1-Introduction 

- Emittance : via 
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∆λ
λn

=
1

nNu
(3)

The so-called ”homogeneous linewidth” refers to the case of a single electron.
The emission is then a narrow-band in the frequency domain. In other words, the
emitted field interferes between different points of the trajectory, leading to sharp
spectral peak emission. The ”inhomogeneous” broadening of the undulator line re-
sults from the electron beam energy spread, size and divergence.

2 Electron beam characteristics

Fig. 4 Accelerator schemes
: a) storage ring b) linear
accelerator.

Storage rings [26] (see Fig. 4) are composed of a succession of magnetic el-
ements for keeping the particle in a close trajectory. Bending magnets insure the
curvature of the trajectory, quadrupoles the focusing, sextupoles and possibly oc-
tupoles the compensation of the non linear terms. The transverse dynamics is ruled
by the so-called betatron motion defined by the electron beam lattice with evolution
of the betatron function βi (i being either x or z) and the dispersion function ηi.
Electron beam size and divergence are given by :

σi =
�

εiβi +η2
i σ2

γ σ �
i =

�
εi(1+β 2

i /4)/βi +η �2
i σ2

γ (4)

with σγ the energy spread. The emittance ε (horizontal εx and vertical εz), the
product of the beam size by its divergence, is a figure of merit. εx strongly depends
on the electron energy, the number of bending magnets as well as the magnetic fo-
calization strengths (optical lattice). For a given ring size, the beam emittance rises
quadratically with the electron energy. Different lattices are studies now to reach
very low emittances in the so-called ultimate storage rings [30]. The energy loss
due to synchrotron radiation is given back by the electric field of the Radio Fre-
quency (RF) cavity which re-accelerates the particles. The electrons are packed in
a large number of bunches. The longitudinal dynamics involving the longitudinal
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izontal angle of emission is spanned by the particle movement, and it is rather

wide. Several beamlines can use jointly the bending magnet radiation. The bend-

ing magnet radiation is polarized linearly in its plane. Out of it, the elliptical po-

larization can be decomposed in a vertical I⊥ and horizontal I// components, as

I//

dΩ +
I⊥
dΩ :

7e
2

4πεo

1

16ρ (
γ2

1+(γψ)2)

5/3

)(1 + 5

7

(γψ)2

1+(γψ)2)2
. I// is centered at Ψ = 0 within

∆ψ = 1.13/γ . I⊥ is maximum for ψ =±0.63/γ . The cone of the whole emission is

1.3/γ . Out of the orbit plane, the the rate of linearly polarization decreases whereas

the rate of circular polarization is larger.

4.2 Radiation from a wiggler

In the wiggler case (Nw periods), the deflection parameter Kw being large, the ra-

diation from the different periods does not interfere but simply adds. The wig-

gler radiation can then be treated as the sum of the radiation from the equiva-

lent different 2Nw equivalent dipoles, trajectory curvatures. considering the mag-

netic field where the electron trajectory is tangential to the observation direction.

The critical pulsation thus also depends on the observation direction, according to

ωc(θ) =
�

1− (θKw/γ)2. The total emission angle is of 2Kw/γ with two transverse

sources points given by xsource =±Kw

γ
λw

2π whereas the depth of field along s should

be considered. In the case of planar vertical field wigglers, polarization is linear in

the orbit plane. Out of this plane, it becomes circular right (resp. left) for positive

(resp. negative) half-period magnetic fields. Adding for the 2Nw dipoles of the wig-

gler, the incoherent superposition of left and right circular components cancels out

in non polarized radiation besides the remaining linear components. Radiation is

extended towards the higher photon energies with a several pole wiggler [114].

5 Undulator radiation

5.1 Emitted field

In the case of periodic fields (period λux and λuz) with a Nu number of periods, the

field vector
−→
H ((θx,θz,ω) can be expressed as:

−→
H (θx,θz,ω) = Nu

−→
hn(θx,θz,ω)sinc

πNu(ω −ω1)

ωn

(14)

with sinc(x) = sinx

x
. The general expression of the resonant wavelength is :

λn =
λu

2γ2n
(1+

K
2
ux

2
+

K
2
uz

2
+ γ2θ 2

x
+ γ2θ 2

z
) (15)

- Energy spread  

• Homogeneous linewidth :

• Inhomogeneous linewidth :
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ergy spread contribution to the inhomogeneous broadening can be easily expressed

from the resonant condition, as ∆λ/λ = 2σγ . For example, for 0.1% energy spread,

it equals the homogeneous linewidth for Nun = 500, i.e. for a 100 periods undulator,

for the fifth harmonic. It results in Fig. 7d to a reduction of the undulator odd line

peak intensity (by more than a factor of 10) to a line widening (by 65 eV ). The even

harmonic grows as well significantly. Adding both the thick beam contributions due

to the emittance and the energy spread makes the eleventh harmonic to be reduced

in intensity (by a factor of 15) and to be widened (from 16 eV to 87 eV ). The higher

the harmonic order, the larger is the effect, since the homogeneous relative linewidth

inversely decreases with the harmonic number.

Fig. 7 On-axis spectrum calculated with SRW at 20 m from the source through a 250 µm squared

aperture. Case of planar undulator : λu = 2 cm, Nu = 100, Ku = 1.81 (corresponding to Sm2Co17

magnets with vanadium/permendur poles). Beam parameters : E = 2.75 GeV , I = 400 mA. a :

σγ = 0, εx = εz = 0 pm.rad. Zooms on the tenth and the eleventh harmonics : (b-e). b : σγ = 0,

εx = εz = 0 pm.rad. c : σγ = 0, εx = 40 pm.rad, εz = 4 pm.rad. d: σγ = 0.1 %, εx = εz = 0 pm.rad.

e : σγ = 0.1 %, εx = 40 pm.rad, εz = 4 pm.rad.

Fig. 8 Spectra of the un-

dulator calculated with

SRW through a 50 µm (-

) squared aperture (x100),

1 mm (· · · ) or a 2 mm (− −)

one. Case of planar undula-

tor : λu = 2 cm, Nu = 100,

Ku = 1.81. Beam parameters

: E = 2.75 GeV , I = 400 mA,

σγ = 0.1 %, εx = 40 pm.rad,

εz = 4 pm.rad.

The influence of the aperture observation size is shown in Fig. 8. When the ob-

servation size gets larger, off axis radiation is seen with wavelength different from
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 Brilliance 
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−→
β =

�
βx,βz,

�

1− 1

γ2
− (β 2

x +β 2
z )

�
≈
�

βx,βz,1−
1

2γ2
−

β 2
x +β 2

z
2

�
(35)

3.4 Brilliance

Mathieu

A CHANGER AVEC BELLE MAJUSCULE

Puis notion de brillance d’apres livre Elleaume fcts de Wigner et papier rcent

Def de la brillance

General case Wigner

B(x,z,x�,z�,s,w,−→u ) =
ε0w2

2π2hc
I
E

� +∞

−∞

� +∞

−∞

�
−→
E
�

x�+
bx

2
,s,w

�−→
u∗
�

×
�−→

E∗
�

x� − bx

2
,s,w

�
−→u
�

exp

�
−i

w
c
−→x
−→
bx

�
dbxdbz (36)

In the approximation of Gaussian distributions, the brilliance can be simplified as :

B =
� w

πc

�
2

Φ(w,−→u )exp

�
− θ 2

x
2σx�ph

−
θ 2

z
2σz�ph

− x2

2σxph
− z2

2σzph

�
(37)

Angle integrated power

P =
e2

4πε0

2e
3m2c2

γ2I
�

(B2

x +B2

z )ds (38)

3.5 Generations of accelerator based light source

Puis notion de generation de Machine

The so-called first generation took advantage of the parasitic synchrotron radia-

tion emitted in the storage rings initially built for high energy physics.

The second generation was developed on dedicated storage ring accelerators.

The third generation arose with reduced emittances (product of the beam size

by the divergence) and high number of installed undulators leading to a brightness

increase and a partial transverse coherence [?]. Fourth Generation Light Sources

(4G) enable longitudinal coherence by setting in phase the emitting electrons thanks

to the FEL process. A light wave of wavelength (spontaneous emission progressing

along the undulator or stored in an optical cavity, or external seed) interacts with

the electron bunch in the undulator, inducing an energy modulation of the electrons;

Wigner distribution : general case K. J. Kim, Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 246, 71 (1986) I. Bazanov, PRSTAB 15 (2012) 050703
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Puis notion de generation de Machine

The so-called first generation took advantage of the parasitic synchrotron radia-

tion emitted in the storage rings initially built for high energy physics.

The second generation was developed on dedicated storage ring accelerators.

The third generation arose with reduced emittances (product of the beam size

by the divergence) and high number of installed undulators leading to a brightness

increase and a partial transverse coherence [?]. Fourth Generation Light Sources

(4G) enable longitudinal coherence by setting in phase the emitting electrons thanks

to the FEL process. A light wave of wavelength (spontaneous emission progressing

along the undulator or stored in an optical cavity, or external seed) interacts with

the electron bunch in the undulator, inducing an energy modulation of the electrons;
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The so-called ”homogeneous linewidth” refers to the case of a single electron.
The emission is then a narrow-band in the frequency domain. In other words, the
emitted field interferes between different points of the trajectory, leading to sharp
spectral peak emission. The ”inhomogeneous” broadening of the undulator line re-
sults from the electron beam energy spread, size and divergence.

2 Electron beam characteristics

Fig. 4 Accelerator schemes
: a) storage ring b) linear
accelerator.

Storage rings [26] (see Fig. 4) are composed of a succession of magnetic el-
ements for keeping the particle in a close trajectory. Bending magnets insure the
curvature of the trajectory, quadrupoles the focusing, sextupoles and possibly oc-
tupoles the compensation of the non linear terms. The transverse dynamics is ruled
by the so-called betatron motion defined by the electron beam lattice with evolution
of the betatron function βi (i being either x or z) and the dispersion function ηi.
Electron beam size and divergence are given by :

σi =
�

εiβi +η2
i σ2

γ σ �
i =
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εi(1+β 2

i /4)/βi +η �2
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with σγ the energy spread. The emittance ε (horizontal εx and vertical εz), the
product of the beam size by its divergence, is a figure of merit. εx strongly depends
on the electron energy, the number of bending magnets as well as the magnetic fo-
calization strengths (optical lattice). For a given ring size, the beam emittance rises
quadratically with the electron energy. Different lattices are studies now to reach
very low emittances in the so-called ultimate storage rings [30]. The energy loss
due to synchrotron radiation is given back by the electric field of the Radio Fre-
quency (RF) cavity which re-accelerates the particles. The electrons are packed in
a large number of bunches. The longitudinal dynamics involving the longitudinal
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black holes in the ring are related to the form factor. When the gap is opened, the

deflection parameter is lowered, the resonant wavelength is reduced and the red off-

axis emission shits to a larger ring size. The angle integrated spectral Φ(ω,−→u ) flux

over angles leads on resonant harmonics to :
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and close to the resonant harmonic to :
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corresponding to a flux twice larger than for the resonant frequency. The flux

does not depend from the electron beam energy, even though, for a given spectral

range, the value of the energy determines that of the K value.

5.3 Divergence and beam size

The divergence can be evaluated considering the angular spectral flux. In the ap-

proximation of small angles and large number of periods, it comes :
−→
Hn(0,0,ω) =

Nu ∑∞
n=1

(−1)n(Nu−1)−→
hn(0,0)sinc(Γ ) with Γ =

πn(θ 2
x +θ 2

z )Lu

λ1
+πNu(λ1/λ −n) and Lu

the length of the undulator. For a given harmonic, the photon spatial distribution de-

pends on the energy as illustrated in Fig. 10. In the case of the first harmonic (a-c),

for a photon wavelength smaller than the resonant one (blue side of the spectrum),

the cone presents a smooth distribution with the smallest divergence, but with less

flux. At resonant wavelength, the distribution is larger and presents a flat-top, with a

larger intensity. For wavelength larger than the resonant wavelength (red side of the

spectrum), the radiation is emitted in a ring, corresponding to the particular cone of

emission. It is not Gaussian. Divergence is then larger. Cuts of the images (a-c) are

given in g, illustrating clearly that the distribution is far from being Gaussian. The

ring thickness comes from the electron beam contribution, the higher the harmonic,

the thicker the ring as shown in (d-f). The separated contributions of the energy

spread and of the emittance are shown in Fig. 11. Both are smearing out the struc-

ture, indeed because the considered radiation is in the hard X-ray. Structures can be

better kept with the thick beam contribution for undulators emitting in the VUV.

The divergence can be properly calculated with the RMS value of the distribution.

For practical reasons, the divergence of the resonant radiation Σ �
ph

can be fitted and

provide an estimate of the undulator divergence, as :
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Instead of properly calculating the RMS value of the distribution, a fit for the res-

onant wavelength distribution with a Gaussian provides an estimated of the sources

size, as : Σph = 2.74
√

λnL/4π = 1.89λu
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6 Undulator technology

6.1 Technology of planar undulators

The requirements for the insertion devices depend on the accelerator type. Multi-

turn recirculating vacuum chambers should be rather wide, especially in the hori-

zontal dimensions for accelerators such as storage rings for synchrotron radiation

because of the beam excursion during injection, leading to a flat vacuum chamber.

In contrast, single or few pass accelerator such as linac, Energy Recovery Linac

or Laser WakeField Accelerator enable small aperture cylindrical vacuum cham-

ber, enabling to add magnetic material on the sides. Again, because of recirculation,

multipolar terms can be critical for storage rings for lifetime and beam injection

efficiency. A small value of the phase error enables operation on the undulator har-

monics especially on third generation storage rings of intermediate energy. It is then

less critical for a Free Electron Laser application where operation takes place mainly

on the fundamental wavelength and its first harmonics. Impedance restrictions re-

sult from extremely short bunches, vacuum chambers type (size, roughness, discon-

tinuity) and number of turns. Using permanent magnets for undulator fabrication

[95, 57] enables to provide a steady-state magnetic field, with extremely low oper-

ating cost. Poles are added to enhance the peak magnetic field for a given period.

To reach a higher magnetic field, the physical limitation of the magnetic gap due

to the vacuum chamber is eliminated by the mounting beams supporting the magnet

arrays inside the vacuum chamber for in-vacuum undulators. To avoid demagne-

tization, proper grades of magnets should be selected, compromising between the

value of the remanent field Br and the coercitivty Hc j : either Sm2Co17 (Br � 1.05 T ,

µHc j = 2.8 T ) or Nd2Fe14B (Br � 1.25 T , Hc j = 2.4 T ) whereas for out of vacuum

devices, grades with larger fields can be used (Br = 1.4 T , µHc j = 1.5 T ). In ad-

dition, machine protection to avoid beam losses on the magnets requires a proper

setting of the scraper values. After a first prototype built at BESSY [58], in vacuum

undulators were actively developed in Japan. A first undulator with 90 periods of

40 mm, using Nd2Fe14B magnets (Br = 1.2 T , iHc = 21 kOe) has been installed

on TRISTAN [59] and operated with a minimum gap 10 mm, leading to a field of

0.82−0.36 T . Equipped with NEG and sputter ion pumps, a magnet stabilization at

125
◦C enabled vacuum commissioning at 115

◦C. In-vacuum undulators were then

‘ 
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The so-called first generation took advantage of the parasitic synchrotron radia-

tion emitted in the storage rings initially built for high energy physics.

The second generation was developed on dedicated storage ring accelerators.

The third generation arose with reduced emittances (product of the beam size

by the divergence) and high number of installed undulators leading to a brightness

increase and a partial transverse coherence [?]. Fourth Generation Light Sources

(4G) enable longitudinal coherence by setting in phase the emitting electrons thanks

to the FEL process. A light wave of wavelength (spontaneous emission progressing

along the undulator or stored in an optical cavity, or external seed) interacts with

the electron bunch in the undulator, inducing an energy modulation of the electrons;
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The third generation arose with reduced emittances (product of the beam size

by the divergence) and high number of installed undulators leading to a brightness

increase and a partial transverse coherence [?]. Fourth Generation Light Sources

(4G) enable longitudinal coherence by setting in phase the emitting electrons thanks

to the FEL process. A light wave of wavelength (spontaneous emission progressing

along the undulator or stored in an optical cavity, or external seed) interacts with

the electron bunch in the undulator, inducing an energy modulation of the electrons;
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The so-called ”homogeneous linewidth” refers to the case of a single electron.
The emission is then a narrow-band in the frequency domain. In other words, the
emitted field interferes between different points of the trajectory, leading to sharp
spectral peak emission. The ”inhomogeneous” broadening of the undulator line re-
sults from the electron beam energy spread, size and divergence.

2 Electron beam characteristics

Fig. 4 Accelerator schemes
: a) storage ring b) linear
accelerator.

Storage rings [26] (see Fig. 4) are composed of a succession of magnetic el-
ements for keeping the particle in a close trajectory. Bending magnets insure the
curvature of the trajectory, quadrupoles the focusing, sextupoles and possibly oc-
tupoles the compensation of the non linear terms. The transverse dynamics is ruled
by the so-called betatron motion defined by the electron beam lattice with evolution
of the betatron function βi (i being either x or z) and the dispersion function ηi.
Electron beam size and divergence are given by :
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with σγ the energy spread. The emittance ε (horizontal εx and vertical εz), the
product of the beam size by its divergence, is a figure of merit. εx strongly depends
on the electron energy, the number of bending magnets as well as the magnetic fo-
calization strengths (optical lattice). For a given ring size, the beam emittance rises
quadratically with the electron energy. Different lattices are studies now to reach
very low emittances in the so-called ultimate storage rings [30]. The energy loss
due to synchrotron radiation is given back by the electric field of the Radio Fre-
quency (RF) cavity which re-accelerates the particles. The electrons are packed in
a large number of bunches. The longitudinal dynamics involving the longitudinal
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Instead of properly calculating the RMS value of the distribution, a fit for the res-

onant wavelength distribution with a Gaussian provides an estimated of the sources

size, as : Σph = 2.74
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6.1 Technology of planar undulators

The requirements for the insertion devices depend on the accelerator type. Multi-

turn recirculating vacuum chambers should be rather wide, especially in the hori-

zontal dimensions for accelerators such as storage rings for synchrotron radiation

because of the beam excursion during injection, leading to a flat vacuum chamber.

In contrast, single or few pass accelerator such as linac, Energy Recovery Linac

or Laser WakeField Accelerator enable small aperture cylindrical vacuum cham-

ber, enabling to add magnetic material on the sides. Again, because of recirculation,

multipolar terms can be critical for storage rings for lifetime and beam injection

efficiency. A small value of the phase error enables operation on the undulator har-

monics especially on third generation storage rings of intermediate energy. It is then

less critical for a Free Electron Laser application where operation takes place mainly

on the fundamental wavelength and its first harmonics. Impedance restrictions re-

sult from extremely short bunches, vacuum chambers type (size, roughness, discon-

tinuity) and number of turns. Using permanent magnets for undulator fabrication

[95, 57] enables to provide a steady-state magnetic field, with extremely low oper-

ating cost. Poles are added to enhance the peak magnetic field for a given period.

To reach a higher magnetic field, the physical limitation of the magnetic gap due

to the vacuum chamber is eliminated by the mounting beams supporting the magnet

arrays inside the vacuum chamber for in-vacuum undulators. To avoid demagne-

tization, proper grades of magnets should be selected, compromising between the

value of the remanent field Br and the coercitivty Hc j : either Sm2Co17 (Br � 1.05 T ,

µHc j = 2.8 T ) or Nd2Fe14B (Br � 1.25 T , Hc j = 2.4 T ) whereas for out of vacuum

devices, grades with larger fields can be used (Br = 1.4 T , µHc j = 1.5 T ). In ad-

dition, machine protection to avoid beam losses on the magnets requires a proper

setting of the scraper values. After a first prototype built at BESSY [58], in vacuum

undulators were actively developed in Japan. A first undulator with 90 periods of

40 mm, using Nd2Fe14B magnets (Br = 1.2 T , iHc = 21 kOe) has been installed

on TRISTAN [59] and operated with a minimum gap 10 mm, leading to a field of

0.82−0.36 T . Equipped with NEG and sputter ion pumps, a magnet stabilization at

125
◦C enabled vacuum commissioning at 115

◦C. In-vacuum undulators were then
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black holes in the ring are related to the form factor. When the gap is opened, the

deflection parameter is lowered, the resonant wavelength is reduced and the red off-

axis emission shits to a larger ring size. The angle integrated spectral Φ(ω,−→u ) flux

over angles leads on resonant harmonics to :
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and close to the resonant harmonic to :
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corresponding to a flux twice larger than for the resonant frequency. The flux

does not depend from the electron beam energy, even though, for a given spectral

range, the value of the energy determines that of the K value.

5.3 Divergence and beam size

The divergence can be evaluated considering the angular spectral flux. In the ap-

proximation of small angles and large number of periods, it comes :
−→
Hn(0,0,ω) =

Nu ∑∞
n=1

(−1)n(Nu−1)−→
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the length of the undulator. For a given harmonic, the photon spatial distribution de-

pends on the energy as illustrated in Fig. 10. In the case of the first harmonic (a-c),

for a photon wavelength smaller than the resonant one (blue side of the spectrum),

the cone presents a smooth distribution with the smallest divergence, but with less

flux. At resonant wavelength, the distribution is larger and presents a flat-top, with a

larger intensity. For wavelength larger than the resonant wavelength (red side of the

spectrum), the radiation is emitted in a ring, corresponding to the particular cone of

emission. It is not Gaussian. Divergence is then larger. Cuts of the images (a-c) are

given in g, illustrating clearly that the distribution is far from being Gaussian. The

ring thickness comes from the electron beam contribution, the higher the harmonic,

the thicker the ring as shown in (d-f). The separated contributions of the energy

spread and of the emittance are shown in Fig. 11. Both are smearing out the struc-

ture, indeed because the considered radiation is in the hard X-ray. Structures can be

better kept with the thick beam contribution for undulators emitting in the VUV.

The divergence can be properly calculated with the RMS value of the distribution.

For practical reasons, the divergence of the resonant radiation Σ �
ph

can be fitted and

provide an estimate of the undulator divergence, as :
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 β    =   L/ 4π 

Fourier limit : ∆ω. ∆τ ∼1
Case of Gaussian beams : c ∆t.∆λ/λ2=0.44
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P(λ) = Pinc + Pcoh = P1e(λ)






incoherent
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N +
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︷ ︸︸ ︷

(N − 1)N |ρ̃(λ)|2






P1e : emitted power by one electron
N : number of electrons in the electron bunch
ρ̃(λ) : Fourier transform of the longitudinal charge distribution of the bunch ρ(z)

Spontaneous CSR - low alpha operation

Analytic photon flux with a shorter bunch
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How to have shorter bunch ?

modification of the machine optics : low-α operation

α : momentum compaction factor, describes the change of path length with a change of
energy : ∆s

s
= α∆p

p

σz proportional to
√

α ⇒ low-α = short bunch
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Free Electron Laser

- electron beam-optical wave interaction (spontaneous, stored spontaneous emission, external 
laser tuned on the fundamental wavelength λ of the undulator)

- energy exchange between the optical wave and the electrons

- microbunching  (λ separation)

- coherent emission

- saturation (enhancement of energy spread, unsatisfied resonance condition)  

1-Introduction 

GαLond2/Υ3

oscillator

SASE

direct seeding

HGHG

echo
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 Accelerator type 

10 fs-10 ps,
εα1/E

Storage ring Linear accelerator Energy recovery Linac (ERL)

Repetition rate : depending on the linac (room 
temperature or superconducting) 

10-30ps, εαE2

Energy spread : 0.1 %

Energy spread :  0.01 %

II-Generation of light sources and recent developments

Ex Jefferson Lab

Ex Berlin ProEx ALS Ex FLASH

M. Tigner Nuovo Cimento 1965
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 Towards short period / high field undulators 
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II-Generation of light sources and recent developments
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 Towards high field permanent magnets EPU 

	  A.	  B.	  Temnykh,	  PRSTAB,	  11,120702	  (2008)

Period	  :	  30	  mm,	  gap	  15,5mm/5	  mm,	  Br	  =	  1.26	  T,	  45	  mmx45	  mm

A3 (15.5 mm gap)

Delta (15.5 mm gap)

Delta (5.5 mm gap)

A3 (5.5 mm gap)

II-Generation of light sources and recent developments
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Courtesy F. Ciocci
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Light source generations

First generation (∼1980) : 
Parasitic use

Ex : ACO

Second generation (∼1985-2020?...) : Dedicated 
storage rings built for synchrotron radiation, 
few undulators and wigglers, emittance of few 
mm.rad

Third generation (∼1990-?..) : low 
emittance, high number undulators, 
partial transverse coherence 

Fourth generation (2000-...) : short 
pulses with ERLs and Linacs, 
longitudinal coherence thanks to FELs

II-Generation of light sources and recent developments
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 Evolution of brilliance 

II-Generation of light sources and recent developments
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 What is the fifth generation?  

II-Generation of light sources and recent developments

Approach diffraction limit and Fourier- transform limit with larger spectral range and 
flexibility for the user  

• Diffraction limit =>  Ultimate strage rings, ERL, FELs

• Fourier transform limit : from as pulse to high energy resolution

• High level of stability

• Properties manipulations

• Higher flux

• Single / Multi-user
• Repetition rate : high with recirculating machines, superconducting linacs

• Combinations with other sources (e.g. pump-probe experiments)
...  
or reduce the cost and make it more compact by replacing constituting elements? 
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 What is the fifth generation?  

II-Generation of light sources and recent developments

 Beyond present SASE based FELs : Better 
photon performances and further 
flexibility  
- higher photon energy
- larger photon flux, brightness, coherence
- smaller bandwidth : 10-6

=> ridiculously low emittance and energy 
spread required
- energy spread / wakefields
- modified SASE process, single spike, 
seeding, oscillator
- ultrafast : attosecond....
- synchronisation with THz sources
- more user friendly
=> «dramatic increase of X-ray spectrum 
specialised for experiments» 
- multi-users

Physics and applications of High Brightness Beams : towards a fifth generation light source
Puerto-Rico, March 25-28, 2013

Towards more compact, university-
scale for physics or medecine : 
- use of «compact accelerators»
- use of laser as interacting medium : 
Compton / Thomson backscattering
- compact FEL proccess
- compact undulators

=> proof-of-principle required, critical 
measurements
technical up-grades
synergy among the different 
approaches

?
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B. Hettel, Ultimate storage ring light sources, design and performances objectives, USR Accelerator R&D Workshop, Huairou (Beijing), China, October 30, 2012

 Source comparison

II-Generation of light sources and recent developments
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ESRF

Synchrotron radiation centers

III-Storage rings based light sources  
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ESRF

Synchrotron radiation centers

III-Storage rings based light sources  

MAX IV

ESRF 
upgrade

NSLS II

PETRA III

PEPX

PEPX
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B. Hettel, Ultimate storage ring light sources, design and performances 
objectives, USR Accelerator R&D Workshop, Huairou (Beijing), China, October 30, 2012

Ultimate storage rings : towards transverse coherence

III-Storage rings based light sources  
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Ultimate storage rings : how?

strategies for low emittance :

- high number of dipoles / minimization of the H function (stronger focusing) => figure of merit            
=> MBA lattices

- damping wiggler but with an increase of the energy spread

- partition number : Generally, D  ~ 0 and Jx ~ 1, Robinson theorem : Jx + Jz + Js = 4
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02 Synchrotron Light Sources and FELs

A05 Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

θ : bending angle per dipole
Jx =1-D, with D partition number due to 
radiation damping

!! =
∫

η

ρ"
#$ − ""%#$ &'()*+, )'-.*.*/+ 0ff01.

!2 =
∫

H
ρ3

#$ +/-('4*50& 67 -'.0 8/- ε9,
#:%

;<0-0 H = β%η
′"
% + "α%η%η

′
% +

$+α"
%

β%
η"%= ρ *> .<0 ?0+&*+,

-'&*@>= '+&&' = 3.A!×$9
−$3(B β%= α%= η%= '+& η′% = #η%/#$

'-0 .<0 8'(*4*'- 4'..*10 8@+1.*/+>B C8 η% '+& η′% '-0 >('44

*+>*&0 .<0 &*)/40 (',+0.>= .<0+H ;*44 ?0 >('44= 40'&*+, ./

>('440- 0(*..'+10B

D/-0 .</-/@,< 1'41@4'.*/+> #0B,B= E2F '+& EGF% ></; .<'.

ε9 ≈ )#ν%, 4'..*10%
*"θ3

+%

!",#
!",# + !",,

, #A%

;<0-0 θ *> .<0 ?0+&*+, '+,40 )0- &*)/40= +% = $ − !!/!"=
'+& ν% *> .<0 </-*5/+.'4 )<'>0 '&H'+10 )0- 1044= ;<*1< (0'I

>@-0> .<0 >.-0+,.< /8 .<0 8/1@>*+,B !",# '+& !",, '-0 -0>)01I

.*H04J .<0 1/+.-*?@.*/+> ./ !" #0+0-,J 4/>> )0- .@-+% 8-/( .<0

&*)/40> '+& '+J ;*,,40-> /- @+&@4'./-> *+ .<0 -*+,B #K0LH0

*,+/-0& .<0 1/+.-*?@.*/+ /8 ;*,,40-> '+& @+&@4'./-> ./ !2B%
C+ /-&0- ./ )-/&@10 H0-J 4/; 0(*..'+10= ;0 ;*+ M@*1N4J

*8 ;0 ?@*4& ' >./-',0 -*+, ;*.< ' 4'-,0 +@(?0- /8 &*)/40>

-# = >*+10 θ ∝ $/-#B D/-0 )-01*>04J= ;0 ?0+0!. ?J ?-0'NI

*+, @) .<0 &*)/40> *+./ >('44 @+*.> >0)'-'.0& ?J 8/1@>*+,

040(0+.> ./ (*(*+*50H B K0 ('J '4>/ ?0+0!. 8-/( '&&*+,

O&'()*+, ;*,,40->P ./ 1'@>0 .<0 ?0'( ./ 0(*. (/-0 0+I

0-,J ;*.</@. 0Q)0-*0+1*+, >*,+*!1'+. M@'+.@( 0Q1*.'.*/+

/8 .<0 0(*..'+10B R/;0H0-= '> (0+.*/+0& '?/H0= .<0 0+0-,J

>)-0'& '4>/ 0+.0-> *+./ .<0 ?-*,<.+0>>= >/ ;0 (@>. ?0 ';'-0

.<'. &'()*+, ;*,,40-> '4;'J> *+1-0'>0 .<0 0+0-,J >)-0'&B

7M@'.*/+ #A% >@,,0>.> ' !,@-0I/8I(0-*. 8/- 1/()'-I

*+, 4'..*10 &0>*,+>B S/- ' !Q0& 1044 &0>*,+ '+& 40+,.<=

)#ν%, 4'..*10%/+% ;*44 ?0 '))-/Q*('.04J 1/+>.'+.B C+ '&I

&*.*/+= θ ∝ $/&= ;<0-0 & *> .<0 1*-1@(80-0+10B R0+10=

. = ε9&3/*"
*> '))-/Q*('.04J 1/+>.'+. 8/- ('1<*+0> /8

H'-*/@> 0+0-,*0> '+& 1*-1@(80-0+10> ;*.< >*(*4'- 4*+0'- /)I

.*1>B K0 ;*44 @>0 . ?04/; ./ '>>0>> .<0 &0,-00 ./ ;<*1<

H'-*/@> &0>*,+> <'H0 /).*(*50& 0(*..'+10= ?@. ></@4& N00)

*+ (*+& .<'. /.<0- 8'1./->= 0B,=B .<0 ?0.' 8@+1.*/+> *+ .<0

>.-'*,<.> '+& .<0 0+0-,J >)-0'&= '4>/ *()'1. QI-'J ?-*,<.I

+0>>B

!"#$$%&'%( )* $)+ %,-..#&!%
T/ 8'-= ;0LH0 /+4J &*>1@>>0& .<0 >*()40>. '>)01. /8 4/;

0(*..'+10= +'(04J= .<0 4*+0'- /).*1>B C+ -0'4*.J= .<0-0 '-0

(@1< (/-0 &*ffi1@4. )-/?40(> .<'. (@>. ?0 8'10&B

T@))/>0 ;0 >*()4J &01-0'>0 .<0 ?0+&*+, '+,40 )0-

&*)/40 θ ./ .'N0 '&H'+.',0 /8 .<0 ε9 ∝ θ3 >1'4*+,B U<0 'HI

0-',0 &*>)0->*/+ ;*44 >1'40 4*N0 θ '+& .<@> .<0 >.-0+,.< ( /8

.<0 1<-/('.*1*.JI1/--01.*+, >0Q.@)/40> (@>. >1'40 4*N0 $/θB

C+ .<0 </-*5/+.'4 )4'+0 #/ = 9% .<0 <'-(/+*1 0M@'.*/+ /8

(/.*/+ ;*.< ' M@'&-'.*1 >0Q.@)/40 &-*H*+, .0-( *>

%′′ + 0"% = −
$

"
(%". #V%

T@?>.*.@.*+, ( → (/θ '+& % → 1% ,*H0> 1 = θB U<@>=

.<0 &J+'(*1 ')0-.@-0 #.<0 >.'?40 -0,*/+ 8/- )'-.*140 (/.*/+%

;*44 &01-0'>0 4*N0 θ= *+&*1'.*+, /+0 &*ffi1@4.J /8 1-0'.*+, '+

0Q.-0(04J 4/;I0(*..'+10 >./-',0 -*+,B K*.< >('44 &J+'(*1

')0-.@-0= ;0 ('J <'H0 &*ffi1@4.J ;*.< *+W01.*/+ '+& 0H0+

;*.< .<0 ,'>I>1'..0-*+, 4*80.*(0B C+ '&&*.*/+= .<0 >01/+&I

/-&0- 1<-/('.*1*.*0> #"ν%,//#δ" *+1-0'>0 4*N0 $/θ= 40'&*+,

./ ,-0'.0- &*ffi1@4.J *+ /?.'*+*+, >@ffi1*0+. (/(0+.@( ')0-I

.@-0= ;<*1< +0,'.*H04J *()'1.> .<0 U/@>1<0N 4*80.*(0B

U<0 0(*..'+10 &0)0+&> +/. /+4J /+ θ= ?@. /+ .<0 .J)0

/8 4'..*10 '+& .<0 .@+0B D/>. /)0-'.*+, 4*,<. >/@-10> @>0 '

H'-*'+. /8 .<0 X<'>('+IY-00+ #XY% 4'..*10 E:F= *+ ;<*1<

.<0-0 '-0 .;/ &*)/40 (',+0.> '+& /+0 @+&@4'./- >.-'*,<.

>01.*/+ )0- )0-*/&*1 1044B Z 8'1./- /8 .<-00 *()-/H0(0+.

/H0- .<0 XY 4'..*10 *> )/>>*?40 EAF ;*.< )-/)0- .@+*+, /8 .<0

&*>)0->*/+ '+& ?0.' 8@+1.*/+> *+ .<0 &*)/40>= '+ '--'+,0I
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1044B C+ ,0+0-'4= .<0 ?0>. 0(*..'+10 *> .J)*1'44J '1<*0H0& ?J

('N*+, .<0 ?0.' 8@+1.*/+ '+& &*>)0->*/+ >('44 '. .<0 10+.0-

/8 .<0 &*)/40B U<*> -0M@*-0> >.-/+, 8/1@>*+, ?0.;00+ .<0

&*)/40>= 40'&*+, ./ >.-/+, >0Q.@)/40> *+ /-&0- ./ 1/--01. .<0

1<-/('.*1 0ff01.>= ;<*1< ','*+ .0+&> ./ -0&@10 .<0 &J+'(*1

'+& (/(0+.@( ')0-.@-0>B

U<0>0 *>>@0> >@-8'10& 0H0+ 8/- .<0 0'-4J .<*-&I,0+0-'.*/+

4*,<. >/@-10>= 40'&*+, ./ '&&*.*/+ /8 O,0/(0.-*1P >0Q.@)/40>

./ 1/--01. .<0 '?0--'.*/+> *+.-/&@10& ?J .<0 1<-/('.*1 >0QI

.@)/40>B 7'-4J ;/-N EVF @>0& .;/ 8'(*4*0> /8 >0Q.@)/40> ./

-0&@10 .<0 '()4*.@&0I&0)0+&0+. .@+0 ><*8.>B T@?>0M@0+.4J=

' (/-0 ,0+0-'4 (0.</& E$9F ?'>0& /+ (*+*(*5'.*/+ /8 -0>/I

+'+10 &-*H*+, .0-(> #[\U>% ;'> '&/).0&= 40'&*+, ./ ' ,-'&I

@'4 *+1-0'>0 *+ .<0 1/()40Q*.J '+& >/)<*>.*1'.*/+ /8 >0QI

.@)/40 >1<0(0>B D/-0 -010+.4J= '> 1/()@.'.*/+'4 1')'?*4*I
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02 Synchrotron Light Sources and FELs

A05 Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

!! =
∫

η

ρ"
#$ − ""%#$ &'()*+, )'-.*.*/+ 0ff01.

!2 =
∫

H
ρ3

#$ +/-('4*50& 67 -'.0 8/- ε9,
#:%

;<0-0 H = β%η
′"
% + "α%η%η

′
% +

$+α"
%

β%
η"%= ρ *> .<0 ?0+&*+,

-'&*@>= '+&&' = 3.A!×$9
−$3(B β%= α%= η%= '+& η′% = #η%/#$

'-0 .<0 8'(*4*'- 4'..*10 8@+1.*/+>B C8 η% '+& η′% '-0 >('44

*+>*&0 .<0 &*)/40 (',+0.>= .<0+H ;*44 ?0 >('44= 40'&*+, ./

>('440- 0(*..'+10B

D/-0 .</-/@,< 1'41@4'.*/+> #0B,B= E2F '+& EGF% ></; .<'.

ε9 ≈ )#ν%, 4'..*10%
*"θ3

+%

!",#
!",# + !",,

, #A%

;<0-0 θ *> .<0 ?0+&*+, '+,40 )0- &*)/40= +% = $ − !!/!"=
'+& ν% *> .<0 </-*5/+.'4 )<'>0 '&H'+10 )0- 1044= ;<*1< (0'I

>@-0> .<0 >.-0+,.< /8 .<0 8/1@>*+,B !",# '+& !",, '-0 -0>)01I

.*H04J .<0 1/+.-*?@.*/+> ./ !" #0+0-,J 4/>> )0- .@-+% 8-/( .<0

&*)/40> '+& '+J ;*,,40-> /- @+&@4'./-> *+ .<0 -*+,B #K0LH0

*,+/-0& .<0 1/+.-*?@.*/+ /8 ;*,,40-> '+& @+&@4'./-> ./ !2B%
C+ /-&0- ./ )-/&@10 H0-J 4/; 0(*..'+10= ;0 ;*+ M@*1N4J

*8 ;0 ?@*4& ' >./-',0 -*+, ;*.< ' 4'-,0 +@(?0- /8 &*)/40>

-# = >*+10 θ ∝ $/-#B D/-0 )-01*>04J= ;0 ?0+0!. ?J ?-0'NI

*+, @) .<0 &*)/40> *+./ >('44 @+*.> >0)'-'.0& ?J 8/1@>*+,

040(0+.> ./ (*(*+*50H B K0 ('J '4>/ ?0+0!. 8-/( '&&*+,

O&'()*+, ;*,,40->P ./ 1'@>0 .<0 ?0'( ./ 0(*. (/-0 0+I

0-,J ;*.</@. 0Q)0-*0+1*+, >*,+*!1'+. M@'+.@( 0Q1*.'.*/+

/8 .<0 0(*..'+10B R/;0H0-= '> (0+.*/+0& '?/H0= .<0 0+0-,J

>)-0'& '4>/ 0+.0-> *+./ .<0 ?-*,<.+0>>= >/ ;0 (@>. ?0 ';'-0

.<'. &'()*+, ;*,,40-> '4;'J> *+1-0'>0 .<0 0+0-,J >)-0'&B

7M@'.*/+ #A% >@,,0>.> ' !,@-0I/8I(0-*. 8/- 1/()'-I

*+, 4'..*10 &0>*,+>B S/- ' !Q0& 1044 &0>*,+ '+& 40+,.<=

)#ν%, 4'..*10%/+% ;*44 ?0 '))-/Q*('.04J 1/+>.'+.B C+ '&I

&*.*/+= θ ∝ $/&= ;<0-0 & *> .<0 1*-1@(80-0+10B R0+10=

. = ε9&3/*"
*> '))-/Q*('.04J 1/+>.'+. 8/- ('1<*+0> /8

H'-*/@> 0+0-,*0> '+& 1*-1@(80-0+10> ;*.< >*(*4'- 4*+0'- /)I

.*1>B K0 ;*44 @>0 . ?04/; ./ '>>0>> .<0 &0,-00 ./ ;<*1<

H'-*/@> &0>*,+> <'H0 /).*(*50& 0(*..'+10= ?@. ></@4& N00)

*+ (*+& .<'. /.<0- 8'1./->= 0B,=B .<0 ?0.' 8@+1.*/+> *+ .<0

>.-'*,<.> '+& .<0 0+0-,J >)-0'&= '4>/ *()'1. QI-'J ?-*,<.I

+0>>B

!"#$$%&'%( )* $)+ %,-..#&!%
T/ 8'-= ;0LH0 /+4J &*>1@>>0& .<0 >*()40>. '>)01. /8 4/;

0(*..'+10= +'(04J= .<0 4*+0'- /).*1>B C+ -0'4*.J= .<0-0 '-0

(@1< (/-0 &*ffi1@4. )-/?40(> .<'. (@>. ?0 8'10&B

T@))/>0 ;0 >*()4J &01-0'>0 .<0 ?0+&*+, '+,40 )0-
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02 Synchrotron Light Sources and FELs

A05 Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

dipole/ wiggler energy loss per tern
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∫
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02 Synchrotron Light Sources and FELs

A05 Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

III-Storage rings based light sources  

PETRA III : 6 GeV, 1 nm
large circumference with 
damping wigglers

NSLS II : 3 GeV, 0.5 nm
large circumference, DBA, 
with damping wigglers

MAX IV : 3 GeV, 0.24 nm
7BA with damping wigglers

K. Balevski et al. NLSL II CDR 
S. Leemans et al. PRSTAB 12, 120701 (2009)

mardi 11 juin 2013



EUCARD, EUCARD2 and and Workshop on Visions for accelertor future, CERN, June 11-13, 2013

Ultimate storage rings : how?

strategies for low emittance :

- high number of dipoles / minimization of the H function (stronger focusing) => figure of merit            
=> MBA lattices

- damping wiggler but with an increase of the energy spread

- partition number : Generally, D  ~ 0 and Jx ~ 1, Robinson theorem : Jx + Jz + Js = 4

Emittance 
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∫
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∫
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02 Synchrotron Light Sources and FELs

A05 Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

θ : bending angle per dipole
Jx =1-D, with D partition number due to 
radiation damping
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∫
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02 Synchrotron Light Sources and FELs

A05 Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

!! =
∫

η

ρ"
#$ − ""%#$ &'()*+, )'-.*.*/+ 0ff01.

!2 =
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H
ρ3
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02 Synchrotron Light Sources and FELs

A05 Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

dipole/ wiggler energy loss per tern

!! =
∫

η

ρ"
#$ − ""%#$ &'()*+, )'-.*.*/+ 0ff01.

!2 =
∫

H
ρ3

#$ +/-('4*50& 67 -'.0 8/- ε9,
#:%

;<0-0 H = β%η
′"
% + "α%η%η

′
% +
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η"%= ρ *> .<0 ?0+&*+,

-'&*@>= '+&&' = 3.A!×$9
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02 Synchrotron Light Sources and FELs

A05 Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

III-Storage rings based light sources  

PETRA III : 6 GeV, 1 nm
large circumference with 
damping wigglers

NSLS II : 3 GeV, 0.5 nm
large circumference, DBA, 
with damping wigglers

MAX IV : 3 GeV, 0.24 nm
7BA with damping wigglers

K. Balevski et al. NLSL II CDR 
S. Leemans et al. PRSTAB 12, 120701 (2009)
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Emittance reduction via lattice

• Example of USR 7, 7 GeV
40 sectors x 10BA
0.028 nm emittance
0.079 % energy spread

III-Storage rings based light sources  
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9"#$%&'()*+,$<'&=#$.>?:@,$A&$B3$8CB(D723+#• Example of ESRF

 from DBA : 4 nm to 7BA :0.13 nm
with strong focusing, better und. 
matching, tight tolerances
First planning: commissioning 2019

P. Raimondi   USR Accelerator R&D Workshop, 
Huairou (Beijing), China, October 30, 2012

Issues and challenges :
• small dynamical aperture => 

* beam lifetime (mitigation by top-up, )
    * injection (pulse pultipole, on-axis injection, reduced separation between inejcted and stored beam
• Intra Beam Scattering (mitigation by high beam energy, high damping time, round beam)
• low collective instability thresholds ( TMCI, microwave isntability, Resistive wall instability...)
• Instrumentation (BPMs, strong quadrupoles and sextupoles, vacuum chambers...)

M. Bei et al. NIMA 622 (2010) 518-535
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2.0MAX IV : 3 GeV, 0.24 nm
7BA with damping wigglers
D : 9T/m, Q: 40T/m, S: 2 kT/ 
m2, O : 30 kT/m3
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D=-1 => εx/2 and energy spread x√2 B*dB/dx ≠0 and ηx≠0

D=-1 => 

SOLEIL case, horizontal emittance : 3.7 
nmrad⇒1.85 nmrad

Emittance reduction via partition number

III-Storage rings based light sources  

2 

Emittance in Electron Storage Rings 

!  Horizontal (natural)  Emittance: 

Jx= Horizontal damping partition number 
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• partition number reduction by combined magnet scheme, Robinon wiggler

• partition number reduction with a pair of coupling cavities 
driven in TM210 mode and set in π betatron phase difference  

in a mirror symmetrical optics

H. Abualrob, P. Brunelle, M-E. Couprie, O. Marcouillé, A. Nadji, L. Nadolski, R. Nagaoka, SOLEIL emittance reduction using a 
Robinson wiggler, IPAC12:, New Oerlans,  Louisiana,  2012

Y. Shimosaki, H. tanaka, Control of damping parititon numbers in a Ring Accelerator with rf Electromagnetic Fields, PRL 110, 154802 (2013) 154802

storage ring and their !c values were set to ". One
thousand particles were used for the particle tracking and
the rms emittance values in the equilibrium state were
estimated as a function of Vc. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. The numerically evaluated rms emittance values
agree with those predicted by Eqs. (1) and (12). An initial
horizontal emittance of 2.0 nm rad is reduced to 0.71 nm
rad, about one third of the original one at a Vc value of
140 kV. In a case where the CCs are driven in a steady state,
#c must satisfy!1< #c < 2 for !c ¼ 0 and!2< #c < 1
for!c ¼ " as shown by Eqs. (1), (2), and (12), to preserve
an equilibrium condition. This means that the reduction
ratio of the equilibrium emittance is limited to
"xð#cÞ="xð#c ¼ 0Þ> 1=3 or "sð#cÞ="sð#c ¼ 0Þ> 2=3.
The simulation results, therefore, reveal that the proposed
scheme can nearly achieve the maximum emittance reduc-
tion ratio allowed under equilibrium conditions. In contrast
to the horizontal emittance, the energy deviation is
increased when #c < 0. This results in a shorter quantum
lifetime. In the case of the SPring-8 storage ring, the
available rf voltage is 19.5 MV and the rf voltage used is
set to obtain an rf energy aperture of about 3%, which
corresponds to 15.6 MV at 6 GeV in Table I. Under these
conditions, a quantum lifetime longer than 24 hours is
achieved at #c >!1:8, which gives an emittance reduction
ratio of 1=2:8.

Here, it is notable that we can drive the CCs for only a
finite period of timewith some gated signals in contrast to a
damping partition number control by a combined magnet
based scheme [17,26], because the scheme using the CC
pairs has a quick time response and its perturbation is
locally closed. This implies that under a nonequilibrium
state, an extremely large Jx or Js is accessible beyond the
sum rule, which may lead to smaller beam emittance in a
single eigenmode while the emittance enlargement occurs
in the coupled transverse or longitudinal mode. When the

CCs are turned off, the damped and excited modes of
circulating electron beams return to their nominal equilib-
rium states with a damping time scale, hence, allowing the
pulse operation to drive the CCs for a certain short time
with a fixed time interval. Particle tracking simulations
were performed to confirm the feasibility of controlling
the transient damping partition number between the hori-
zontal and longitudinal oscillation modes. The nonequilib-
rium emittance values at the 200th turn after driving the
CCs were numerically evaluated as a function of Vc. In this
simulation, the nominal rf voltage amplitude, V was set to
19.2 MV to suppress bunch lengthening. Eight pairs of CCs
(see Fig. 2 for the arrangement of each pair) were used to
scan #c over a wide range of !8 % #c % 8 beyond the
equilibrium condition. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We
see that the horizontal emittance is decreased to 0.56 nm rad
below the theoretical limit of 0.67 nm rad and these results
suggest the possibility of further emittance reduction by
additional optimization of the system parameters.
In the text above, we discuss control of the damping

partition number between the horizontal and longitudinal
oscillation modes. In a similar way, the damping partition
numbers can be adjusted between the vertical and longitu-
dinal modes. This requires the presence of a significant
vertical dispersion at each CC.
The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. T. Ishikawa,

Dr. M. Yabashi, Dr. K. Soutome, Dr. S. Goto, and Dr. M.
Takata. One of the Authors (Y. S.) wishes to thank Dr. J.
Schimizu for including a CC in CETRA.

[1] J. Miao, P. Charalambous, J. Kirz, and D. Sayre, Nature
(London) 400, 342 (1999).

[2] J. Miao, T. Ishikawa, B. Johnson, E. H. Anderson, B. Lai,
and K.O. Hodgson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 088303 (2002).

FIG. 3 (color). Comparison of evaluated equilibrium emittance
values between (circles) tracking and (lines) theory. The red
dashed line under "x represents a theoretical minimum of "x by
the damping partition number control.

FIG. 4 (color). Nonequilibrium horizontal and longitudinal
emittances at 200th turn after driving CCs. The red dashed
line crossing "x represents the same theoretical minimum as
shown in Fig. 3.
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betatron oscillation by photoemissions. The angular brack-
ets denote the ensemble-averaged quantity over the ring.
The parameters Jx, Jy, and Js are the damping partition
numbers that satisfy a relation of

Jx þ Jy þ Js ¼ 4: (2)

This relation is called the Robinson sum rule [16]. The
equilibrium emittance can be manipulated by controlling
the damping partition numbers through the energy depen-
dencies of (a) the pass length, (b) the energy modulation,
and (c) the integrated magnetic field. This type of phase
space manipulation is called damping partition number
control [17]. Previous schemes for damping partition con-
trol used the dependence of (c), e.g., by shifting the rf
acceleration frequency to pass the beam orbit through off-
center positions of the strong quadrupole magnets [18]. In
this case, the large orbit distortion induced over the ring
and the orbit instability have made it difficult to introduce
the damping partition control, especially in third-
generation synchrotron radiation sources. On the other
hand, the present scheme uses an electric field basis local-
izing the perturbation by magnetic fields, which may make
the scheme applicable to 2DXSs.

Our scheme employs CC pairs to control damping par-
tition numbers in a ring accelerator by introducing beam
energy-correlated energy modulation. Before attempting
the scheme using the CC pairs, we first derived the ana-
lytical expressions for changes of the damping partition
numbers by using a single CC in the framework of linear
approximation. In the derivation, a rectangular cavity of
TM210 is assumed as the CC and its vector potential is
defined by Ax ¼ Ay ¼ 0 and

As ¼ # Vc

!cd
sin

!
!x

a

"
cos

!
!y

2b

"
sinð!ctÞ; (3)

where 2a, 2b, and d are the width, height, and length of the
CC, respectively, Vc is the voltage amplitude of the CC,
!c ¼ !cf1=a2 þ 1=ð2bÞ2g#1=2 is its angular frequency,
and c is the velocity of light. Here, we also assume that
the synchronous phase of the CC, "cð¼ !cT0Þ equals 0 or
! radians, where T0 is the design revolution time. In order
to introduce beam energy-correlated energy modulation,
the CC is installed at a dispersive section in the ring (see
Fig. 1). Due to the energy dispersion, each off-momentum
particle in the relativistic energy region oscillates around
the closed orbit of x ¼ Dx!p=p0 & Dx!E=E0. Here, !
stands for the deviation from the design value. The pa-
rameter p is the beam momentum and D is the dispersion
function. Partial differentiation of Eq. (3) gives the electric
field in the CC as

~E s ¼ #@As

@t
& '!Vcx

ad
; (4)

provided that the electron beam size is much smaller than
the dimensions of the CC. The signs of Eq. (4) are positive

for "c ¼ 0 and negative for "c ¼ !. The off-momentum
particles are first separated by the bending magnet accord-
ing to the energy deviation as shown in Fig. 1 and then
accelerated or decelerated by the electric field depending
on the horizontal displacement x, i.e., the electron energy.
The magnetic field in the CC is also obtained as

~By ¼
@Ax

@s
# @As

@x
& '!Vc

ad
!T; (5)

assuming !c!T is much less than unity.
The electron passing the CC is kicked and the deviation

of the path length L over the single revolution [19] is
approximately expressed by neglecting higher order terms
[20,21] as !L & H

xds=# ¼ #deDx
~By=p0, where e is the

electron charge.
From Eqs. (4) and (5), the temporal evolution of electron

motion in the longitudinal phase space from the nth turn to
the (nþ 1) turn is written as follows, taking into account
both a nominal rf cavity for the radiation loss compensa-
tion and the CC

!Enþ1 ¼ !En þ!rfeV cosð"0Þ!Tn # K!En þ deð ~EsÞn;
(6)

!Tnþ1 ¼ !Tn þ $T0
!Enþ1

E0
# deDxð ~ByÞn

p0c
; (7)

where $ is the momentum compaction factor, !rf and V
are the angular frequency and the amplitude of the nominal
rf cavity, respectively, "0 is the rf phase for the design
particle, K ¼ dU=dEjE¼E0

and U is the energy loss per
revolution. Since the time scale of a single revolution is
much shorter than the synchrotron oscillation period, the
above coupled difference equations are rewritten in a form
of coupled differential equations by using the relation
d=dn ¼ T0 ( d=dt. By combining the two equations, the
second order differential equation for % ¼ !E=E0 is
obtained as

d2%

dt2
¼ #!2

s%# K

T0

d%

dt
; (8)

FIG. 1 (color). Schematic view of beam energy-correlated
energy modulation by a CC.
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θc = 2 π Vηx / α Uo 
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D=-1 => εx/2 and energy spread x√2 B*dB/dx ≠0 and ηx≠0

D=-1 => 

SOLEIL case, horizontal emittance : 3.7 
nmrad⇒1.85 nmrad

Emittance reduction via partition number

III-Storage rings based light sources  

2 

Emittance in Electron Storage Rings 

!  Horizontal (natural)  Emittance: 

Jx= Horizontal damping partition number 
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(the integral is to be evaluated only in dipoles). 
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• partition number reduction by combined magnet scheme, Robinon wiggler

• partition number reduction with a pair of coupling cavities 
driven in TM210 mode and set in π betatron phase difference  

in a mirror symmetrical optics

H. Abualrob, P. Brunelle, M-E. Couprie, O. Marcouillé, A. Nadji, L. Nadolski, R. Nagaoka, SOLEIL emittance reduction using a 
Robinson wiggler, IPAC12:, New Oerlans,  Louisiana,  2012
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storage ring and their !c values were set to ". One
thousand particles were used for the particle tracking and
the rms emittance values in the equilibrium state were
estimated as a function of Vc. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. The numerically evaluated rms emittance values
agree with those predicted by Eqs. (1) and (12). An initial
horizontal emittance of 2.0 nm rad is reduced to 0.71 nm
rad, about one third of the original one at a Vc value of
140 kV. In a case where the CCs are driven in a steady state,
#c must satisfy!1< #c < 2 for !c ¼ 0 and!2< #c < 1
for!c ¼ " as shown by Eqs. (1), (2), and (12), to preserve
an equilibrium condition. This means that the reduction
ratio of the equilibrium emittance is limited to
"xð#cÞ="xð#c ¼ 0Þ> 1=3 or "sð#cÞ="sð#c ¼ 0Þ> 2=3.
The simulation results, therefore, reveal that the proposed
scheme can nearly achieve the maximum emittance reduc-
tion ratio allowed under equilibrium conditions. In contrast
to the horizontal emittance, the energy deviation is
increased when #c < 0. This results in a shorter quantum
lifetime. In the case of the SPring-8 storage ring, the
available rf voltage is 19.5 MV and the rf voltage used is
set to obtain an rf energy aperture of about 3%, which
corresponds to 15.6 MV at 6 GeV in Table I. Under these
conditions, a quantum lifetime longer than 24 hours is
achieved at #c >!1:8, which gives an emittance reduction
ratio of 1=2:8.

Here, it is notable that we can drive the CCs for only a
finite period of timewith some gated signals in contrast to a
damping partition number control by a combined magnet
based scheme [17,26], because the scheme using the CC
pairs has a quick time response and its perturbation is
locally closed. This implies that under a nonequilibrium
state, an extremely large Jx or Js is accessible beyond the
sum rule, which may lead to smaller beam emittance in a
single eigenmode while the emittance enlargement occurs
in the coupled transverse or longitudinal mode. When the

CCs are turned off, the damped and excited modes of
circulating electron beams return to their nominal equilib-
rium states with a damping time scale, hence, allowing the
pulse operation to drive the CCs for a certain short time
with a fixed time interval. Particle tracking simulations
were performed to confirm the feasibility of controlling
the transient damping partition number between the hori-
zontal and longitudinal oscillation modes. The nonequilib-
rium emittance values at the 200th turn after driving the
CCs were numerically evaluated as a function of Vc. In this
simulation, the nominal rf voltage amplitude, V was set to
19.2 MV to suppress bunch lengthening. Eight pairs of CCs
(see Fig. 2 for the arrangement of each pair) were used to
scan #c over a wide range of !8 % #c % 8 beyond the
equilibrium condition. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We
see that the horizontal emittance is decreased to 0.56 nm rad
below the theoretical limit of 0.67 nm rad and these results
suggest the possibility of further emittance reduction by
additional optimization of the system parameters.
In the text above, we discuss control of the damping

partition number between the horizontal and longitudinal
oscillation modes. In a similar way, the damping partition
numbers can be adjusted between the vertical and longitu-
dinal modes. This requires the presence of a significant
vertical dispersion at each CC.
The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. T. Ishikawa,

Dr. M. Yabashi, Dr. K. Soutome, Dr. S. Goto, and Dr. M.
Takata. One of the Authors (Y. S.) wishes to thank Dr. J.
Schimizu for including a CC in CETRA.
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(London) 400, 342 (1999).

[2] J. Miao, T. Ishikawa, B. Johnson, E. H. Anderson, B. Lai,
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FIG. 3 (color). Comparison of evaluated equilibrium emittance
values between (circles) tracking and (lines) theory. The red
dashed line under "x represents a theoretical minimum of "x by
the damping partition number control.

FIG. 4 (color). Nonequilibrium horizontal and longitudinal
emittances at 200th turn after driving CCs. The red dashed
line crossing "x represents the same theoretical minimum as
shown in Fig. 3.
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betatron oscillation by photoemissions. The angular brack-
ets denote the ensemble-averaged quantity over the ring.
The parameters Jx, Jy, and Js are the damping partition
numbers that satisfy a relation of

Jx þ Jy þ Js ¼ 4: (2)

This relation is called the Robinson sum rule [16]. The
equilibrium emittance can be manipulated by controlling
the damping partition numbers through the energy depen-
dencies of (a) the pass length, (b) the energy modulation,
and (c) the integrated magnetic field. This type of phase
space manipulation is called damping partition number
control [17]. Previous schemes for damping partition con-
trol used the dependence of (c), e.g., by shifting the rf
acceleration frequency to pass the beam orbit through off-
center positions of the strong quadrupole magnets [18]. In
this case, the large orbit distortion induced over the ring
and the orbit instability have made it difficult to introduce
the damping partition control, especially in third-
generation synchrotron radiation sources. On the other
hand, the present scheme uses an electric field basis local-
izing the perturbation by magnetic fields, which may make
the scheme applicable to 2DXSs.

Our scheme employs CC pairs to control damping par-
tition numbers in a ring accelerator by introducing beam
energy-correlated energy modulation. Before attempting
the scheme using the CC pairs, we first derived the ana-
lytical expressions for changes of the damping partition
numbers by using a single CC in the framework of linear
approximation. In the derivation, a rectangular cavity of
TM210 is assumed as the CC and its vector potential is
defined by Ax ¼ Ay ¼ 0 and

As ¼ # Vc

!cd
sin

!
!x

a

"
cos

!
!y

2b

"
sinð!ctÞ; (3)

where 2a, 2b, and d are the width, height, and length of the
CC, respectively, Vc is the voltage amplitude of the CC,
!c ¼ !cf1=a2 þ 1=ð2bÞ2g#1=2 is its angular frequency,
and c is the velocity of light. Here, we also assume that
the synchronous phase of the CC, "cð¼ !cT0Þ equals 0 or
! radians, where T0 is the design revolution time. In order
to introduce beam energy-correlated energy modulation,
the CC is installed at a dispersive section in the ring (see
Fig. 1). Due to the energy dispersion, each off-momentum
particle in the relativistic energy region oscillates around
the closed orbit of x ¼ Dx!p=p0 & Dx!E=E0. Here, !
stands for the deviation from the design value. The pa-
rameter p is the beam momentum and D is the dispersion
function. Partial differentiation of Eq. (3) gives the electric
field in the CC as

~E s ¼ #@As

@t
& '!Vcx

ad
; (4)

provided that the electron beam size is much smaller than
the dimensions of the CC. The signs of Eq. (4) are positive

for "c ¼ 0 and negative for "c ¼ !. The off-momentum
particles are first separated by the bending magnet accord-
ing to the energy deviation as shown in Fig. 1 and then
accelerated or decelerated by the electric field depending
on the horizontal displacement x, i.e., the electron energy.
The magnetic field in the CC is also obtained as

~By ¼
@Ax

@s
# @As

@x
& '!Vc

ad
!T; (5)

assuming !c!T is much less than unity.
The electron passing the CC is kicked and the deviation

of the path length L over the single revolution [19] is
approximately expressed by neglecting higher order terms
[20,21] as !L & H

xds=# ¼ #deDx
~By=p0, where e is the

electron charge.
From Eqs. (4) and (5), the temporal evolution of electron

motion in the longitudinal phase space from the nth turn to
the (nþ 1) turn is written as follows, taking into account
both a nominal rf cavity for the radiation loss compensa-
tion and the CC

!Enþ1 ¼ !En þ!rfeV cosð"0Þ!Tn # K!En þ deð ~EsÞn;
(6)

!Tnþ1 ¼ !Tn þ $T0
!Enþ1

E0
# deDxð ~ByÞn

p0c
; (7)

where $ is the momentum compaction factor, !rf and V
are the angular frequency and the amplitude of the nominal
rf cavity, respectively, "0 is the rf phase for the design
particle, K ¼ dU=dEjE¼E0

and U is the energy loss per
revolution. Since the time scale of a single revolution is
much shorter than the synchrotron oscillation period, the
above coupled difference equations are rewritten in a form
of coupled differential equations by using the relation
d=dn ¼ T0 ( d=dt. By combining the two equations, the
second order differential equation for % ¼ !E=E0 is
obtained as

d2%

dt2
¼ #!2

s%# K

T0

d%

dt
; (8)

FIG. 1 (color). Schematic view of beam energy-correlated
energy modulation by a CC.
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storage ring and their !c values were set to ". One
thousand particles were used for the particle tracking and
the rms emittance values in the equilibrium state were
estimated as a function of Vc. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. The numerically evaluated rms emittance values
agree with those predicted by Eqs. (1) and (12). An initial
horizontal emittance of 2.0 nm rad is reduced to 0.71 nm
rad, about one third of the original one at a Vc value of
140 kV. In a case where the CCs are driven in a steady state,
#c must satisfy!1< #c < 2 for !c ¼ 0 and!2< #c < 1
for!c ¼ " as shown by Eqs. (1), (2), and (12), to preserve
an equilibrium condition. This means that the reduction
ratio of the equilibrium emittance is limited to
"xð#cÞ="xð#c ¼ 0Þ> 1=3 or "sð#cÞ="sð#c ¼ 0Þ> 2=3.
The simulation results, therefore, reveal that the proposed
scheme can nearly achieve the maximum emittance reduc-
tion ratio allowed under equilibrium conditions. In contrast
to the horizontal emittance, the energy deviation is
increased when #c < 0. This results in a shorter quantum
lifetime. In the case of the SPring-8 storage ring, the
available rf voltage is 19.5 MV and the rf voltage used is
set to obtain an rf energy aperture of about 3%, which
corresponds to 15.6 MV at 6 GeV in Table I. Under these
conditions, a quantum lifetime longer than 24 hours is
achieved at #c >!1:8, which gives an emittance reduction
ratio of 1=2:8.

Here, it is notable that we can drive the CCs for only a
finite period of timewith some gated signals in contrast to a
damping partition number control by a combined magnet
based scheme [17,26], because the scheme using the CC
pairs has a quick time response and its perturbation is
locally closed. This implies that under a nonequilibrium
state, an extremely large Jx or Js is accessible beyond the
sum rule, which may lead to smaller beam emittance in a
single eigenmode while the emittance enlargement occurs
in the coupled transverse or longitudinal mode. When the

CCs are turned off, the damped and excited modes of
circulating electron beams return to their nominal equilib-
rium states with a damping time scale, hence, allowing the
pulse operation to drive the CCs for a certain short time
with a fixed time interval. Particle tracking simulations
were performed to confirm the feasibility of controlling
the transient damping partition number between the hori-
zontal and longitudinal oscillation modes. The nonequilib-
rium emittance values at the 200th turn after driving the
CCs were numerically evaluated as a function of Vc. In this
simulation, the nominal rf voltage amplitude, V was set to
19.2 MV to suppress bunch lengthening. Eight pairs of CCs
(see Fig. 2 for the arrangement of each pair) were used to
scan #c over a wide range of !8 % #c % 8 beyond the
equilibrium condition. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We
see that the horizontal emittance is decreased to 0.56 nm rad
below the theoretical limit of 0.67 nm rad and these results
suggest the possibility of further emittance reduction by
additional optimization of the system parameters.
In the text above, we discuss control of the damping

partition number between the horizontal and longitudinal
oscillation modes. In a similar way, the damping partition
numbers can be adjusted between the vertical and longitu-
dinal modes. This requires the presence of a significant
vertical dispersion at each CC.
The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. T. Ishikawa,

Dr. M. Yabashi, Dr. K. Soutome, Dr. S. Goto, and Dr. M.
Takata. One of the Authors (Y. S.) wishes to thank Dr. J.
Schimizu for including a CC in CETRA.
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FIG. 3 (color). Comparison of evaluated equilibrium emittance
values between (circles) tracking and (lines) theory. The red
dashed line under "x represents a theoretical minimum of "x by
the damping partition number control.

FIG. 4 (color). Nonequilibrium horizontal and longitudinal
emittances at 200th turn after driving CCs. The red dashed
line crossing "x represents the same theoretical minimum as
shown in Fig. 3.
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betatron oscillation by photoemissions. The angular brack-
ets denote the ensemble-averaged quantity over the ring.
The parameters Jx, Jy, and Js are the damping partition
numbers that satisfy a relation of

Jx þ Jy þ Js ¼ 4: (2)

This relation is called the Robinson sum rule [16]. The
equilibrium emittance can be manipulated by controlling
the damping partition numbers through the energy depen-
dencies of (a) the pass length, (b) the energy modulation,
and (c) the integrated magnetic field. This type of phase
space manipulation is called damping partition number
control [17]. Previous schemes for damping partition con-
trol used the dependence of (c), e.g., by shifting the rf
acceleration frequency to pass the beam orbit through off-
center positions of the strong quadrupole magnets [18]. In
this case, the large orbit distortion induced over the ring
and the orbit instability have made it difficult to introduce
the damping partition control, especially in third-
generation synchrotron radiation sources. On the other
hand, the present scheme uses an electric field basis local-
izing the perturbation by magnetic fields, which may make
the scheme applicable to 2DXSs.

Our scheme employs CC pairs to control damping par-
tition numbers in a ring accelerator by introducing beam
energy-correlated energy modulation. Before attempting
the scheme using the CC pairs, we first derived the ana-
lytical expressions for changes of the damping partition
numbers by using a single CC in the framework of linear
approximation. In the derivation, a rectangular cavity of
TM210 is assumed as the CC and its vector potential is
defined by Ax ¼ Ay ¼ 0 and

As ¼ # Vc

!cd
sin

!
!x

a

"
cos

!
!y

2b

"
sinð!ctÞ; (3)

where 2a, 2b, and d are the width, height, and length of the
CC, respectively, Vc is the voltage amplitude of the CC,
!c ¼ !cf1=a2 þ 1=ð2bÞ2g#1=2 is its angular frequency,
and c is the velocity of light. Here, we also assume that
the synchronous phase of the CC, "cð¼ !cT0Þ equals 0 or
! radians, where T0 is the design revolution time. In order
to introduce beam energy-correlated energy modulation,
the CC is installed at a dispersive section in the ring (see
Fig. 1). Due to the energy dispersion, each off-momentum
particle in the relativistic energy region oscillates around
the closed orbit of x ¼ Dx!p=p0 & Dx!E=E0. Here, !
stands for the deviation from the design value. The pa-
rameter p is the beam momentum and D is the dispersion
function. Partial differentiation of Eq. (3) gives the electric
field in the CC as

~E s ¼ #@As

@t
& '!Vcx

ad
; (4)

provided that the electron beam size is much smaller than
the dimensions of the CC. The signs of Eq. (4) are positive

for "c ¼ 0 and negative for "c ¼ !. The off-momentum
particles are first separated by the bending magnet accord-
ing to the energy deviation as shown in Fig. 1 and then
accelerated or decelerated by the electric field depending
on the horizontal displacement x, i.e., the electron energy.
The magnetic field in the CC is also obtained as

~By ¼
@Ax

@s
# @As

@x
& '!Vc

ad
!T; (5)

assuming !c!T is much less than unity.
The electron passing the CC is kicked and the deviation

of the path length L over the single revolution [19] is
approximately expressed by neglecting higher order terms
[20,21] as !L & H

xds=# ¼ #deDx
~By=p0, where e is the

electron charge.
From Eqs. (4) and (5), the temporal evolution of electron

motion in the longitudinal phase space from the nth turn to
the (nþ 1) turn is written as follows, taking into account
both a nominal rf cavity for the radiation loss compensa-
tion and the CC

!Enþ1 ¼ !En þ!rfeV cosð"0Þ!Tn # K!En þ deð ~EsÞn;
(6)

!Tnþ1 ¼ !Tn þ $T0
!Enþ1

E0
# deDxð ~ByÞn

p0c
; (7)

where $ is the momentum compaction factor, !rf and V
are the angular frequency and the amplitude of the nominal
rf cavity, respectively, "0 is the rf phase for the design
particle, K ¼ dU=dEjE¼E0

and U is the energy loss per
revolution. Since the time scale of a single revolution is
much shorter than the synchrotron oscillation period, the
above coupled difference equations are rewritten in a form
of coupled differential equations by using the relation
d=dn ¼ T0 ( d=dt. By combining the two equations, the
second order differential equation for % ¼ !E=E0 is
obtained as

d2%

dt2
¼ #!2

s%# K

T0

d%

dt
; (8)

FIG. 1 (color). Schematic view of beam energy-correlated
energy modulation by a CC.
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storage ring and their !c values were set to ". One
thousand particles were used for the particle tracking and
the rms emittance values in the equilibrium state were
estimated as a function of Vc. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. The numerically evaluated rms emittance values
agree with those predicted by Eqs. (1) and (12). An initial
horizontal emittance of 2.0 nm rad is reduced to 0.71 nm
rad, about one third of the original one at a Vc value of
140 kV. In a case where the CCs are driven in a steady state,
#c must satisfy!1< #c < 2 for !c ¼ 0 and!2< #c < 1
for!c ¼ " as shown by Eqs. (1), (2), and (12), to preserve
an equilibrium condition. This means that the reduction
ratio of the equilibrium emittance is limited to
"xð#cÞ="xð#c ¼ 0Þ> 1=3 or "sð#cÞ="sð#c ¼ 0Þ> 2=3.
The simulation results, therefore, reveal that the proposed
scheme can nearly achieve the maximum emittance reduc-
tion ratio allowed under equilibrium conditions. In contrast
to the horizontal emittance, the energy deviation is
increased when #c < 0. This results in a shorter quantum
lifetime. In the case of the SPring-8 storage ring, the
available rf voltage is 19.5 MV and the rf voltage used is
set to obtain an rf energy aperture of about 3%, which
corresponds to 15.6 MV at 6 GeV in Table I. Under these
conditions, a quantum lifetime longer than 24 hours is
achieved at #c >!1:8, which gives an emittance reduction
ratio of 1=2:8.

Here, it is notable that we can drive the CCs for only a
finite period of timewith some gated signals in contrast to a
damping partition number control by a combined magnet
based scheme [17,26], because the scheme using the CC
pairs has a quick time response and its perturbation is
locally closed. This implies that under a nonequilibrium
state, an extremely large Jx or Js is accessible beyond the
sum rule, which may lead to smaller beam emittance in a
single eigenmode while the emittance enlargement occurs
in the coupled transverse or longitudinal mode. When the

CCs are turned off, the damped and excited modes of
circulating electron beams return to their nominal equilib-
rium states with a damping time scale, hence, allowing the
pulse operation to drive the CCs for a certain short time
with a fixed time interval. Particle tracking simulations
were performed to confirm the feasibility of controlling
the transient damping partition number between the hori-
zontal and longitudinal oscillation modes. The nonequilib-
rium emittance values at the 200th turn after driving the
CCs were numerically evaluated as a function of Vc. In this
simulation, the nominal rf voltage amplitude, V was set to
19.2 MV to suppress bunch lengthening. Eight pairs of CCs
(see Fig. 2 for the arrangement of each pair) were used to
scan #c over a wide range of !8 % #c % 8 beyond the
equilibrium condition. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We
see that the horizontal emittance is decreased to 0.56 nm rad
below the theoretical limit of 0.67 nm rad and these results
suggest the possibility of further emittance reduction by
additional optimization of the system parameters.
In the text above, we discuss control of the damping

partition number between the horizontal and longitudinal
oscillation modes. In a similar way, the damping partition
numbers can be adjusted between the vertical and longitu-
dinal modes. This requires the presence of a significant
vertical dispersion at each CC.
The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. T. Ishikawa,

Dr. M. Yabashi, Dr. K. Soutome, Dr. S. Goto, and Dr. M.
Takata. One of the Authors (Y. S.) wishes to thank Dr. J.
Schimizu for including a CC in CETRA.
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FIG. 3 (color). Comparison of evaluated equilibrium emittance
values between (circles) tracking and (lines) theory. The red
dashed line under "x represents a theoretical minimum of "x by
the damping partition number control.

FIG. 4 (color). Nonequilibrium horizontal and longitudinal
emittances at 200th turn after driving CCs. The red dashed
line crossing "x represents the same theoretical minimum as
shown in Fig. 3.
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betatron oscillation by photoemissions. The angular brack-
ets denote the ensemble-averaged quantity over the ring.
The parameters Jx, Jy, and Js are the damping partition
numbers that satisfy a relation of

Jx þ Jy þ Js ¼ 4: (2)

This relation is called the Robinson sum rule [16]. The
equilibrium emittance can be manipulated by controlling
the damping partition numbers through the energy depen-
dencies of (a) the pass length, (b) the energy modulation,
and (c) the integrated magnetic field. This type of phase
space manipulation is called damping partition number
control [17]. Previous schemes for damping partition con-
trol used the dependence of (c), e.g., by shifting the rf
acceleration frequency to pass the beam orbit through off-
center positions of the strong quadrupole magnets [18]. In
this case, the large orbit distortion induced over the ring
and the orbit instability have made it difficult to introduce
the damping partition control, especially in third-
generation synchrotron radiation sources. On the other
hand, the present scheme uses an electric field basis local-
izing the perturbation by magnetic fields, which may make
the scheme applicable to 2DXSs.

Our scheme employs CC pairs to control damping par-
tition numbers in a ring accelerator by introducing beam
energy-correlated energy modulation. Before attempting
the scheme using the CC pairs, we first derived the ana-
lytical expressions for changes of the damping partition
numbers by using a single CC in the framework of linear
approximation. In the derivation, a rectangular cavity of
TM210 is assumed as the CC and its vector potential is
defined by Ax ¼ Ay ¼ 0 and

As ¼ # Vc

!cd
sin

!
!x

a

"
cos

!
!y

2b

"
sinð!ctÞ; (3)

where 2a, 2b, and d are the width, height, and length of the
CC, respectively, Vc is the voltage amplitude of the CC,
!c ¼ !cf1=a2 þ 1=ð2bÞ2g#1=2 is its angular frequency,
and c is the velocity of light. Here, we also assume that
the synchronous phase of the CC, "cð¼ !cT0Þ equals 0 or
! radians, where T0 is the design revolution time. In order
to introduce beam energy-correlated energy modulation,
the CC is installed at a dispersive section in the ring (see
Fig. 1). Due to the energy dispersion, each off-momentum
particle in the relativistic energy region oscillates around
the closed orbit of x ¼ Dx!p=p0 & Dx!E=E0. Here, !
stands for the deviation from the design value. The pa-
rameter p is the beam momentum and D is the dispersion
function. Partial differentiation of Eq. (3) gives the electric
field in the CC as

~E s ¼ #@As

@t
& '!Vcx

ad
; (4)

provided that the electron beam size is much smaller than
the dimensions of the CC. The signs of Eq. (4) are positive

for "c ¼ 0 and negative for "c ¼ !. The off-momentum
particles are first separated by the bending magnet accord-
ing to the energy deviation as shown in Fig. 1 and then
accelerated or decelerated by the electric field depending
on the horizontal displacement x, i.e., the electron energy.
The magnetic field in the CC is also obtained as

~By ¼
@Ax

@s
# @As

@x
& '!Vc

ad
!T; (5)

assuming !c!T is much less than unity.
The electron passing the CC is kicked and the deviation

of the path length L over the single revolution [19] is
approximately expressed by neglecting higher order terms
[20,21] as !L & H

xds=# ¼ #deDx
~By=p0, where e is the

electron charge.
From Eqs. (4) and (5), the temporal evolution of electron

motion in the longitudinal phase space from the nth turn to
the (nþ 1) turn is written as follows, taking into account
both a nominal rf cavity for the radiation loss compensa-
tion and the CC

!Enþ1 ¼ !En þ!rfeV cosð"0Þ!Tn # K!En þ deð ~EsÞn;
(6)

!Tnþ1 ¼ !Tn þ $T0
!Enþ1

E0
# deDxð ~ByÞn

p0c
; (7)

where $ is the momentum compaction factor, !rf and V
are the angular frequency and the amplitude of the nominal
rf cavity, respectively, "0 is the rf phase for the design
particle, K ¼ dU=dEjE¼E0

and U is the energy loss per
revolution. Since the time scale of a single revolution is
much shorter than the synchrotron oscillation period, the
above coupled difference equations are rewritten in a form
of coupled differential equations by using the relation
d=dn ¼ T0 ( d=dt. By combining the two equations, the
second order differential equation for % ¼ !E=E0 is
obtained as

d2%

dt2
¼ #!2

s%# K

T0

d%

dt
; (8)

FIG. 1 (color). Schematic view of beam energy-correlated
energy modulation by a CC.
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storage ring and their !c values were set to ". One
thousand particles were used for the particle tracking and
the rms emittance values in the equilibrium state were
estimated as a function of Vc. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. The numerically evaluated rms emittance values
agree with those predicted by Eqs. (1) and (12). An initial
horizontal emittance of 2.0 nm rad is reduced to 0.71 nm
rad, about one third of the original one at a Vc value of
140 kV. In a case where the CCs are driven in a steady state,
#c must satisfy!1< #c < 2 for !c ¼ 0 and!2< #c < 1
for!c ¼ " as shown by Eqs. (1), (2), and (12), to preserve
an equilibrium condition. This means that the reduction
ratio of the equilibrium emittance is limited to
"xð#cÞ="xð#c ¼ 0Þ> 1=3 or "sð#cÞ="sð#c ¼ 0Þ> 2=3.
The simulation results, therefore, reveal that the proposed
scheme can nearly achieve the maximum emittance reduc-
tion ratio allowed under equilibrium conditions. In contrast
to the horizontal emittance, the energy deviation is
increased when #c < 0. This results in a shorter quantum
lifetime. In the case of the SPring-8 storage ring, the
available rf voltage is 19.5 MV and the rf voltage used is
set to obtain an rf energy aperture of about 3%, which
corresponds to 15.6 MV at 6 GeV in Table I. Under these
conditions, a quantum lifetime longer than 24 hours is
achieved at #c >!1:8, which gives an emittance reduction
ratio of 1=2:8.

Here, it is notable that we can drive the CCs for only a
finite period of timewith some gated signals in contrast to a
damping partition number control by a combined magnet
based scheme [17,26], because the scheme using the CC
pairs has a quick time response and its perturbation is
locally closed. This implies that under a nonequilibrium
state, an extremely large Jx or Js is accessible beyond the
sum rule, which may lead to smaller beam emittance in a
single eigenmode while the emittance enlargement occurs
in the coupled transverse or longitudinal mode. When the

CCs are turned off, the damped and excited modes of
circulating electron beams return to their nominal equilib-
rium states with a damping time scale, hence, allowing the
pulse operation to drive the CCs for a certain short time
with a fixed time interval. Particle tracking simulations
were performed to confirm the feasibility of controlling
the transient damping partition number between the hori-
zontal and longitudinal oscillation modes. The nonequilib-
rium emittance values at the 200th turn after driving the
CCs were numerically evaluated as a function of Vc. In this
simulation, the nominal rf voltage amplitude, V was set to
19.2 MV to suppress bunch lengthening. Eight pairs of CCs
(see Fig. 2 for the arrangement of each pair) were used to
scan #c over a wide range of !8 % #c % 8 beyond the
equilibrium condition. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We
see that the horizontal emittance is decreased to 0.56 nm rad
below the theoretical limit of 0.67 nm rad and these results
suggest the possibility of further emittance reduction by
additional optimization of the system parameters.
In the text above, we discuss control of the damping

partition number between the horizontal and longitudinal
oscillation modes. In a similar way, the damping partition
numbers can be adjusted between the vertical and longitu-
dinal modes. This requires the presence of a significant
vertical dispersion at each CC.
The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. T. Ishikawa,

Dr. M. Yabashi, Dr. K. Soutome, Dr. S. Goto, and Dr. M.
Takata. One of the Authors (Y. S.) wishes to thank Dr. J.
Schimizu for including a CC in CETRA.
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FIG. 3 (color). Comparison of evaluated equilibrium emittance
values between (circles) tracking and (lines) theory. The red
dashed line under "x represents a theoretical minimum of "x by
the damping partition number control.

FIG. 4 (color). Nonequilibrium horizontal and longitudinal
emittances at 200th turn after driving CCs. The red dashed
line crossing "x represents the same theoretical minimum as
shown in Fig. 3.
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betatron oscillation by photoemissions. The angular brack-
ets denote the ensemble-averaged quantity over the ring.
The parameters Jx, Jy, and Js are the damping partition
numbers that satisfy a relation of

Jx þ Jy þ Js ¼ 4: (2)

This relation is called the Robinson sum rule [16]. The
equilibrium emittance can be manipulated by controlling
the damping partition numbers through the energy depen-
dencies of (a) the pass length, (b) the energy modulation,
and (c) the integrated magnetic field. This type of phase
space manipulation is called damping partition number
control [17]. Previous schemes for damping partition con-
trol used the dependence of (c), e.g., by shifting the rf
acceleration frequency to pass the beam orbit through off-
center positions of the strong quadrupole magnets [18]. In
this case, the large orbit distortion induced over the ring
and the orbit instability have made it difficult to introduce
the damping partition control, especially in third-
generation synchrotron radiation sources. On the other
hand, the present scheme uses an electric field basis local-
izing the perturbation by magnetic fields, which may make
the scheme applicable to 2DXSs.

Our scheme employs CC pairs to control damping par-
tition numbers in a ring accelerator by introducing beam
energy-correlated energy modulation. Before attempting
the scheme using the CC pairs, we first derived the ana-
lytical expressions for changes of the damping partition
numbers by using a single CC in the framework of linear
approximation. In the derivation, a rectangular cavity of
TM210 is assumed as the CC and its vector potential is
defined by Ax ¼ Ay ¼ 0 and

As ¼ # Vc

!cd
sin

!
!x

a

"
cos

!
!y

2b

"
sinð!ctÞ; (3)

where 2a, 2b, and d are the width, height, and length of the
CC, respectively, Vc is the voltage amplitude of the CC,
!c ¼ !cf1=a2 þ 1=ð2bÞ2g#1=2 is its angular frequency,
and c is the velocity of light. Here, we also assume that
the synchronous phase of the CC, "cð¼ !cT0Þ equals 0 or
! radians, where T0 is the design revolution time. In order
to introduce beam energy-correlated energy modulation,
the CC is installed at a dispersive section in the ring (see
Fig. 1). Due to the energy dispersion, each off-momentum
particle in the relativistic energy region oscillates around
the closed orbit of x ¼ Dx!p=p0 & Dx!E=E0. Here, !
stands for the deviation from the design value. The pa-
rameter p is the beam momentum and D is the dispersion
function. Partial differentiation of Eq. (3) gives the electric
field in the CC as

~E s ¼ #@As

@t
& '!Vcx

ad
; (4)

provided that the electron beam size is much smaller than
the dimensions of the CC. The signs of Eq. (4) are positive

for "c ¼ 0 and negative for "c ¼ !. The off-momentum
particles are first separated by the bending magnet accord-
ing to the energy deviation as shown in Fig. 1 and then
accelerated or decelerated by the electric field depending
on the horizontal displacement x, i.e., the electron energy.
The magnetic field in the CC is also obtained as

~By ¼
@Ax

@s
# @As

@x
& '!Vc

ad
!T; (5)

assuming !c!T is much less than unity.
The electron passing the CC is kicked and the deviation

of the path length L over the single revolution [19] is
approximately expressed by neglecting higher order terms
[20,21] as !L & H

xds=# ¼ #deDx
~By=p0, where e is the

electron charge.
From Eqs. (4) and (5), the temporal evolution of electron

motion in the longitudinal phase space from the nth turn to
the (nþ 1) turn is written as follows, taking into account
both a nominal rf cavity for the radiation loss compensa-
tion and the CC

!Enþ1 ¼ !En þ!rfeV cosð"0Þ!Tn # K!En þ deð ~EsÞn;
(6)

!Tnþ1 ¼ !Tn þ $T0
!Enþ1

E0
# deDxð ~ByÞn

p0c
; (7)

where $ is the momentum compaction factor, !rf and V
are the angular frequency and the amplitude of the nominal
rf cavity, respectively, "0 is the rf phase for the design
particle, K ¼ dU=dEjE¼E0

and U is the energy loss per
revolution. Since the time scale of a single revolution is
much shorter than the synchrotron oscillation period, the
above coupled difference equations are rewritten in a form
of coupled differential equations by using the relation
d=dn ¼ T0 ( d=dt. By combining the two equations, the
second order differential equation for % ¼ !E=E0 is
obtained as

d2%

dt2
¼ #!2

s%# K

T0

d%

dt
; (8)

FIG. 1 (color). Schematic view of beam energy-correlated
energy modulation by a CC.
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D=-1 => εx/2 and energy spread x√2

ηx= dispersion function

ρx = radius of curvature due to B

B*dB/dx ≠0 and ηx≠0

D=-1 => 
≈	  89	  T2/m

SOLEIL case, horizontal emittance : 3.7 
nmrad⇒1.85 nmrad

Emittance reduction via partition number

III-Storage rings based light sources  
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storage ring and their !c values were set to ". One
thousand particles were used for the particle tracking and
the rms emittance values in the equilibrium state were
estimated as a function of Vc. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. The numerically evaluated rms emittance values
agree with those predicted by Eqs. (1) and (12). An initial
horizontal emittance of 2.0 nm rad is reduced to 0.71 nm
rad, about one third of the original one at a Vc value of
140 kV. In a case where the CCs are driven in a steady state,
#c must satisfy!1< #c < 2 for !c ¼ 0 and!2< #c < 1
for!c ¼ " as shown by Eqs. (1), (2), and (12), to preserve
an equilibrium condition. This means that the reduction
ratio of the equilibrium emittance is limited to
"xð#cÞ="xð#c ¼ 0Þ> 1=3 or "sð#cÞ="sð#c ¼ 0Þ> 2=3.
The simulation results, therefore, reveal that the proposed
scheme can nearly achieve the maximum emittance reduc-
tion ratio allowed under equilibrium conditions. In contrast
to the horizontal emittance, the energy deviation is
increased when #c < 0. This results in a shorter quantum
lifetime. In the case of the SPring-8 storage ring, the
available rf voltage is 19.5 MV and the rf voltage used is
set to obtain an rf energy aperture of about 3%, which
corresponds to 15.6 MV at 6 GeV in Table I. Under these
conditions, a quantum lifetime longer than 24 hours is
achieved at #c >!1:8, which gives an emittance reduction
ratio of 1=2:8.

Here, it is notable that we can drive the CCs for only a
finite period of timewith some gated signals in contrast to a
damping partition number control by a combined magnet
based scheme [17,26], because the scheme using the CC
pairs has a quick time response and its perturbation is
locally closed. This implies that under a nonequilibrium
state, an extremely large Jx or Js is accessible beyond the
sum rule, which may lead to smaller beam emittance in a
single eigenmode while the emittance enlargement occurs
in the coupled transverse or longitudinal mode. When the

CCs are turned off, the damped and excited modes of
circulating electron beams return to their nominal equilib-
rium states with a damping time scale, hence, allowing the
pulse operation to drive the CCs for a certain short time
with a fixed time interval. Particle tracking simulations
were performed to confirm the feasibility of controlling
the transient damping partition number between the hori-
zontal and longitudinal oscillation modes. The nonequilib-
rium emittance values at the 200th turn after driving the
CCs were numerically evaluated as a function of Vc. In this
simulation, the nominal rf voltage amplitude, V was set to
19.2 MV to suppress bunch lengthening. Eight pairs of CCs
(see Fig. 2 for the arrangement of each pair) were used to
scan #c over a wide range of !8 % #c % 8 beyond the
equilibrium condition. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We
see that the horizontal emittance is decreased to 0.56 nm rad
below the theoretical limit of 0.67 nm rad and these results
suggest the possibility of further emittance reduction by
additional optimization of the system parameters.
In the text above, we discuss control of the damping

partition number between the horizontal and longitudinal
oscillation modes. In a similar way, the damping partition
numbers can be adjusted between the vertical and longitu-
dinal modes. This requires the presence of a significant
vertical dispersion at each CC.
The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. T. Ishikawa,

Dr. M. Yabashi, Dr. K. Soutome, Dr. S. Goto, and Dr. M.
Takata. One of the Authors (Y. S.) wishes to thank Dr. J.
Schimizu for including a CC in CETRA.
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FIG. 3 (color). Comparison of evaluated equilibrium emittance
values between (circles) tracking and (lines) theory. The red
dashed line under "x represents a theoretical minimum of "x by
the damping partition number control.

FIG. 4 (color). Nonequilibrium horizontal and longitudinal
emittances at 200th turn after driving CCs. The red dashed
line crossing "x represents the same theoretical minimum as
shown in Fig. 3.
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betatron oscillation by photoemissions. The angular brack-
ets denote the ensemble-averaged quantity over the ring.
The parameters Jx, Jy, and Js are the damping partition
numbers that satisfy a relation of

Jx þ Jy þ Js ¼ 4: (2)

This relation is called the Robinson sum rule [16]. The
equilibrium emittance can be manipulated by controlling
the damping partition numbers through the energy depen-
dencies of (a) the pass length, (b) the energy modulation,
and (c) the integrated magnetic field. This type of phase
space manipulation is called damping partition number
control [17]. Previous schemes for damping partition con-
trol used the dependence of (c), e.g., by shifting the rf
acceleration frequency to pass the beam orbit through off-
center positions of the strong quadrupole magnets [18]. In
this case, the large orbit distortion induced over the ring
and the orbit instability have made it difficult to introduce
the damping partition control, especially in third-
generation synchrotron radiation sources. On the other
hand, the present scheme uses an electric field basis local-
izing the perturbation by magnetic fields, which may make
the scheme applicable to 2DXSs.

Our scheme employs CC pairs to control damping par-
tition numbers in a ring accelerator by introducing beam
energy-correlated energy modulation. Before attempting
the scheme using the CC pairs, we first derived the ana-
lytical expressions for changes of the damping partition
numbers by using a single CC in the framework of linear
approximation. In the derivation, a rectangular cavity of
TM210 is assumed as the CC and its vector potential is
defined by Ax ¼ Ay ¼ 0 and

As ¼ # Vc

!cd
sin

!
!x

a

"
cos

!
!y

2b

"
sinð!ctÞ; (3)

where 2a, 2b, and d are the width, height, and length of the
CC, respectively, Vc is the voltage amplitude of the CC,
!c ¼ !cf1=a2 þ 1=ð2bÞ2g#1=2 is its angular frequency,
and c is the velocity of light. Here, we also assume that
the synchronous phase of the CC, "cð¼ !cT0Þ equals 0 or
! radians, where T0 is the design revolution time. In order
to introduce beam energy-correlated energy modulation,
the CC is installed at a dispersive section in the ring (see
Fig. 1). Due to the energy dispersion, each off-momentum
particle in the relativistic energy region oscillates around
the closed orbit of x ¼ Dx!p=p0 & Dx!E=E0. Here, !
stands for the deviation from the design value. The pa-
rameter p is the beam momentum and D is the dispersion
function. Partial differentiation of Eq. (3) gives the electric
field in the CC as

~E s ¼ #@As

@t
& '!Vcx

ad
; (4)

provided that the electron beam size is much smaller than
the dimensions of the CC. The signs of Eq. (4) are positive

for "c ¼ 0 and negative for "c ¼ !. The off-momentum
particles are first separated by the bending magnet accord-
ing to the energy deviation as shown in Fig. 1 and then
accelerated or decelerated by the electric field depending
on the horizontal displacement x, i.e., the electron energy.
The magnetic field in the CC is also obtained as

~By ¼
@Ax

@s
# @As

@x
& '!Vc

ad
!T; (5)

assuming !c!T is much less than unity.
The electron passing the CC is kicked and the deviation

of the path length L over the single revolution [19] is
approximately expressed by neglecting higher order terms
[20,21] as !L & H

xds=# ¼ #deDx
~By=p0, where e is the

electron charge.
From Eqs. (4) and (5), the temporal evolution of electron

motion in the longitudinal phase space from the nth turn to
the (nþ 1) turn is written as follows, taking into account
both a nominal rf cavity for the radiation loss compensa-
tion and the CC

!Enþ1 ¼ !En þ!rfeV cosð"0Þ!Tn # K!En þ deð ~EsÞn;
(6)

!Tnþ1 ¼ !Tn þ $T0
!Enþ1

E0
# deDxð ~ByÞn

p0c
; (7)

where $ is the momentum compaction factor, !rf and V
are the angular frequency and the amplitude of the nominal
rf cavity, respectively, "0 is the rf phase for the design
particle, K ¼ dU=dEjE¼E0

and U is the energy loss per
revolution. Since the time scale of a single revolution is
much shorter than the synchrotron oscillation period, the
above coupled difference equations are rewritten in a form
of coupled differential equations by using the relation
d=dn ¼ T0 ( d=dt. By combining the two equations, the
second order differential equation for % ¼ !E=E0 is
obtained as

d2%

dt2
¼ #!2

s%# K

T0

d%

dt
; (8)

FIG. 1 (color). Schematic view of beam energy-correlated
energy modulation by a CC.
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Somes examples

III-Storage rings based light sources  
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~ x 25 

~ x 5 

Hor. Emittance [nm] 4 0.15 0.01

Vert. Emittance [pm] 3 2 2

Energy spread [%] 0.1 0.09 0.09

Betax[m]/Betaz [m] 37/3 6/2 6/2

Brightness increase

III-Storage rings based light sources  

P. Raimondi   USR Accelerator R&D Workshop, Huairou (Beijing), China, October 30, 2012
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Brightness increase

III-Storage rings based light sources  

Probably for the next 40-50 years
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Short pulses

III-Storage rings based light sources  

• reduction of the momentum 
compression factor 

• high RF voltage / modulated RF 
voltage or phase 

σl=αcσγ/Ωs

• flipping of the transerse phase space to 
longitudinal and vis-versa (CRAB cavities) : 

1 ps
vertical kick

• slicing : 100 fs, reduced intensity 

A. Zholents et al.  PRL 76,1996, 916

Dedicated user shifts at ANKA, SOLEIL, BESSY....
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Short pulses
III-Storage rings based light sources  

A. S. Muller, IPAC 2013, Shanghai, China, 2013
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Spatio-temporal dynamics of relativistic electron bunches during the micro-bunching instability in storage rings

Fig. 2: (color). a,b) Absolute value of the Fourier transform
of the experimental temporal THz signals versus the current.
Details c,d,e,f) at I=0.22, 0.23, 0.27 and 0.29 mA (blue, green,
velvet, orange line resp.). a,c,d) frequency between 0 and 5 kHz
and b,d,f) between 5 and 45 kHz. Signals shifted vertically for
figure clarity.

coordinate in unit of m) and δ = E−E0

E0
(its relative en-

ergy, with E0 the storage ring nominal energy). For the
turn number (n+ 1), the coordinates of the particle i are
calculated according to the following formulas [11]:

zi(n+ 1) = zi(n)− αCδi(n) (1)

δi(n+ 1) = δi(n) +
VRF
E0

cos
(

2πfRF

c zi+1 − φs

)

− U0

E0

− δi(n)du1 + du2 × ξ + Vwf [zi(n)]
E0

(2)

The electron position z changes versus its relative energy
δ at a rate proportional to α and to the ring circumfer-
ence C. The energy loss due to synchrotron radiation
includes a constant component (U0 = 2e2

3×4πε0
γ4 2π

R with
ε0 the vacuum permittivity, R the bending magnet ra-
dius, γ = E/m0c2, m0 the electron mass and c the speed
of light), a damping term (du1 = 2

3r0γ
3 [2I2 + I4], with

r0 the electron radius and I2 and I4 the radiation inte-
grals [11]), and a random part, due to quantum properties
of the photon emission (with ξ a random Gaussian distri-

bution, du2 =
√

2Cqγ2 1
2.+I4/I2

1
Rdu1, Cq = 55

32
√
3

h̄c
mc2 and

h̄ the Planck constant). To compensate the energy losses
induced by the synchrotron radiation, the electrons are
accelerated in the Radio-Frequency (RF) cavities, with a
frequency fRF and a voltage VRF . The synchronous phase
φs corresponds to the constant loss part equal to the RF
cavities gain: φs = acos(U0/VRF ). Finally, the interac-
tion of the electrons with their own electromagnetic field
is taken into account with the term Vwf :

Vwf (z) =− 2πR
4πε0

eNe

(

∞
∫

0

2

(3R2)
1
3

dρ(z−z′)
dz

1
(z′)1/3

dz′

− 1
2h2

+∞
∫

−∞

ρ(z − z′)G2

[

1
2h

(

R
h

)1/2
z′
]

dz′

)

(3)

For simplicity, only the CSR wakefield is considered,
when an electron bunch is circulating along a circular

trajectory of radius R [24] between two infinite parallel
plates separated by a height 2h [23], modeling the vacuum

chamber (ρ(z) =
∫ +∞

−∞
f(z, δ)dδ, with f(z, δ) the electron

bunch distribution and G2(z) from [23], Eq. (5.22b)).
The first term on the right hand side of the equation (3)
accounts for the free-space term and the second term
account for the shielded effect induced by the parallel
plates The contributions to the wakefield by resistive
walls, broad-band and narrow-band impedances (from
storage ring components like vacuum walls, tapers, Beam
Positions Monitor, etc.) are neglected. For numerical
calculation, the longitudinal positions z are distributed
along a grid composed of Nbin cases, centred on z = 0
and separated by a step ∆z.
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Fig. 3: a,b) Typical longitudinal phase space f(z, δ) at (a)
I = 0.5 mA and (b) I = 1 mA. White lines: iso-contour of the
electron-bunch distribution associated to a value of 30 macro-
particles (grid: 150×150). c,d) associated profile from inte-
gration (black line) over all the energies (i.e. ρ(z)) and (grey
line) over a small energy range (−1.27 10−3 < δ < −1.33 10−3,
cf. white dashed line in (a,b). Amplitude×40). Parameters:
I = 0.5 mA, Np = 106, α = 4.4 × 10−5, VRF = 3 MV,
fRF = 352.2 MHz, E0 = 2.75 GeV, σE = 10−3E0, R = 5.36 m,
I2 = 1.17, I4 = 5.53 × 10−4, h = 1.25 cm, C = 354 m,
Nbin = 2000, ∆z = 0.1 mm.

The numerical integration of the equations (1), (2) and
(3) at α = α0/10 for a sufficiently high current enables to
observe some sub-structures in the bunch distribution, as
shown in Figure 3a,b). Instead of being Gaussian in the
two directions of the phase-space, the electron bunch dis-
tribution f(z, δ) presents some sub-structures in the lower-
energy area, which evolve in time with a rotating move-
ment (counter-clockwise) due to the synchrotron rotation.
Those sub-structures translate into a micro-bunching in
the associated bunch profile ρ(z) (Fig. 3c, d), leading to a
coherent emission in the THz frequency range.

Figure 4 shows in b) the evolution of the emitted coher-
ent power PCSR(t) at I = 0.5 mA over 3000 storage ring
turns, with PCSR(t) given by PCSR(t) =

∫ νf

ν0
|ρ̃(ν, t)|2dν,

corresponding to the integration of the longitudinal bunch

p-3

C. Evain et al. EPL 98, 4006 (2012)
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Different simultaneous short pulses operation

III-Storage rings based light sources  
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SINGLE PARTICLE TRACKING FOR SIMULTANEOUS LONG AND
SHORT ELECTRON BUNCHES IN THE BESSY II STORAGE RING∗

M. Ruprecht† , A. Jankowiak, A. Neumann, M. Ries, G. Wüstefeld, HZB, Berlin, Germany
T. Weis, TU Dortmund University, Dortmund, Germany

Abstract
A scheme where 1.5 ps and 15 ps long bunches (rms)

can be stored simultaneously in the BESSY II storage ring
has recently been proposed (BESSYVSR [1]). This paper
presents simulations of single particle beam dynamics in-
fluenced by superconducting cavities used for the strong
longitudinal beam focusing. The effect of RF jitter on
(very short) bunches is investigated and results are dis-
cussed. Furthermore, possible effects on beam dynamics
during ramp up and ramp down of the high gradient fields
in the cavities are studied. The primary goal is to reveal
preliminary design specifications for RF jitter on the basis
of single particle dynamics.

INTRODUCTION
Since over 10 years, BESSY II successfully operates

dedicated shifts with short bunches of 3 ps length, achieved
by an optics with reduced momentum compaction factor
α [2]. The current in this so called low-α optics is typically
reduced to 40 µA per bunch to avoid the bursting instabil-
ity induced by the coherent synchrotron radiation [3]. The
instability does not cause beam loss but leads to an increase
in bunch length and energy spread. As this operation mode
conflicts with the interest of the majority of users, who rely
on high photon flux from synchrotron radiation, the low-α
shifts are limited to 12 days per year. Half of those shifts
are offered with 270 µA per bunch at an acceptable burst-
ing level.

BESSYVSR (A Variable Pulse Length Storage Ring) is
an upgrade proposal for BESSY II presented in [1] with
focus on short pulses and high flexibility and availability
of various pulse lengths and fill patterns. This scheme
overcomes the limitation of dedicated low-α shifts, pro-
viding short and long bunches simultaneously at all beam
ports. The transverse beam dimensions are identical to
those presently applied in BESSY II.

In this scheme, a set of two sc cavity systems with a
total RF gradient 100 times greater than the present setup
are placed in a straight section of BESSY II. The cavities
are operated at the 3rd harmonic (1.5 GHz) and 3.5th har-
monic (1.75 GHz) of the fundamental RF cavity, as de-
picted in Fig. 1. In this paper, all cavities are assumed
to be located at the same position in the ring, where the
dispersion vanishes. The phase and accelerating voltage
(25 MV and 21.4 MV) of the sc cavity systems is chosen
in such a way that their gradients dV/dt add up at even

∗Work supported by BMBF and Land Berlin.
† martin.ruprecht@helmholtz-berlin.de

bucket locations (e.g. t = 0) and cancel at odd bucket lo-
cations (e.g. t = 2 ns), thus forming RF buckets for the
short and long bunches respectively. Close to the position
at t = 2 ns, the RF potential is determined by the normal
conducting cavity system, providing a zero current bunch
length of σt = 10 ps (rms), while at even bucket locations
σt = 1 ps is obtained. In BESSY II, a current dependent
bunch lengthening of 50% just below the bursting thresh-
old compared to the zero current bunch length has been ob-
served. Other settings are also possible, e.g. a case where
all cavity voltages cancel at t = 2 ns, thus providing a
highly non linear RF potential.
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Figure 1: Accelerating voltage versus time. Voltages of
the fundamental RF cavity (green), the 1.5 GHz cavity sys-
tem (red), the 1.75 GHz cavity system (blue) and the sum
(black) are drawn. The ellipses indicate the locations of
the short bunch (t = 0 and t = 4 ns) and the long bunch
(t = 2 ns).

From single particle beam dynamics, the scaling of the
bunch length is known to be σt ∝

√
α/(dV/dt). Thus, the

bunch length is decreased by a factor of 10 if the gradient
is increased by a factor of 100. As presented in [1], the
threshold current of the bursting instability is proportional
to the RF gradient, allowing to store much higher currents
in the scheme of BESSYVSR than presently at the same
bunch length. For a bunch length of 1.5 ps this results in
a single bunch current of 800 µA. If the low-α optics is
combined with the proposed RF upgrade, BESSYVSR will
allow for bunches with 300 fs at 20 µA per bunch. The
200 long and 200 short buckets open up the possibility of
various fill patterns and distributions of current in the long
and short bunches up to a total current of 300 mA, limited
by radiation safety.

RF JITTER
The suggested operation modes in BESSYVSR imply

very short bunch lengths, thus making the setup presum-
ably sensitive to RF jitter, which will be discussed in this
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 besides isolated bunch and multi-bunches filling pattern, «tailored bunch operation»  by 
varying the orbit or the energy of one bunch with respect to the remaining ones. 
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IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
ERLs

ERL advantages :
- freedom to use the optimum beta function
- ability to provide ultra low emittance
- possible implementation of long undulators
- easy longitudinal bunch manipulation => short pulses

ERL challenges :
- injector (ultra-low emittance), photocathode 
and drive laser
- emittance preservation
- beam stability and collective effects (space 
charge, wakefields, ion trapping, IBS...)
- beam loss, halo
- cryogenics

highlights the first possible advantage for ERLs as light sources:
freedom to use the optimum beta function.

Assuming that bq ¼ L=ð2pÞ, if we additionally have eqol=ð4pÞ,
the source is said to be diffraction limited. In this case, we obtain
the highest possible brightness and full transverse coherence. One
important goal of any spontaneous X-ray source is to provide
diffraction limited radiation at, say, 1 Å. This requires eqo7pm, a
value that is achieved in the vertical plane in many modern
storage rings. However, present storage ring designs cannot
approach this performance in both planes (see, however, Ref.
[3]). These considerations highlight the second potential advan-
tage of ERLs as light sources: the ability to supply ultra-low
electron beam emittances and hence reach the diffraction limit in
both transverse dimensions.

Returning to Eq. (1), we note that if sd-0, then BpNu.
If, however, sd is large, the benefit of a longer device is diminished.
In storage rings, typically sd ¼ 0:1%, whereas in a linac, sd can be
considerably lower, being determined by the bunch length and the
rf frequency. This highlights the third potential advantage of ERLs
as light sources, namely, the ability to better capitalize on long
undulators to achieve higher brightness. Fourthly, the electron
beam longitudinal distribution is easily manipulated in the ERL
because of the absence of significant radiation damping in the time
it takes the electrons to traverse the accelerator. This circumstance
allows the possibilities of, by longitudinal compression of the
electron bunches, high repetition rate short X-ray pulse fluxes
beyond those possible in storage rings.

Finally, note that Eq. (1) contains the electron beam current. In
storage rings, the average beam current can easily exceed 100mA.
In the past, high average current has been a decisive advantage in
favor of storage ring light sources. The energy recovery concept
directly addresses this issue by reducing the power requirements
for running continuous beam from a linac. ERL beam conditions
supporting two possible X-ray production modes are listed in
Table 1, scaled to the same beam energy, and compared to those
in the forefront storage ring source [4].

2. Accelerator physics and challenges of ERLs

While essential, the concept of energy recovery does not
address all of the challenges facing linac-based spontaneous light
sources, which are discussed in detail in this section of this paper.
Much information on the challenges and their present status may
be found in the proceedings of the biennial conferences on ERLs
that have been held at Jefferson Laboratory [5], Daresbury
Laboratory [6], and Cornell University [7], and in recent review
papers at accelerator conferences [8–10]. Here, we briefly highlight
some of the most difficult challenges, which begin at the cathode
where the electrons originate, and continue throughout the system
until the electron beam is decelerated and finally dumped.

In the injector, challenges include the production of ultra-low
emittance beams with high average current that is sustained for
long periods (e.g., days), as expected at a user facility. Significant
improvements in cathode technology will be essential to success
on this topic. The choice of gun type is not settled, particularly
given some of the difficulties that have been encountered for very
high-voltage DC guns.

Given the high average current and high beam energy, control-
ling beam loss is a critical issue, requiring dramatically better
understanding of the mechanisms of halo generation and loss.
Effective collimation systems that do not adversely impact beam
brightness must be developed. As for any high-brightness beam,
collective effects have significant potential for impacting perfor-
mance. Among these are space charge, coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR), short- and long-range wakefields, ion trapping,
and intrabeam scattering. An important issue related to collective
effects is management of the energy spread after deceleration, which
impacts beam loss and the ability to recover to a low beam energy.

Design of the overall system presents challenges of a different
type, related to optimization of cost and performance. Issues such
as the choice of maximum beam energy, choice of undulator length
and the number of undulators, choice of the number of passes to
use through the linac, and best design for preserving the emittance
must be considered. Related issues are determining tolerances and
development of adequate correction and feedback systems.

Experience with free-electron lasers has demonstrated convin-
cingly the utility of accurate, start-to-end modeling. Most of these
challenges will require a significant improvement in computa-
tional capabilities and sophistication. Not only are improved
codes required, but benchmarking is essential to give the
confidence required to build a full-scale facility.

2.1. Significant research and development topics needed for an
advanced ERL-based X-ray source

2.1.1. Photocathode studies
The three basic types of cathode that have been used to

generate electron beams for accelerator-based applications are
semiconductor photocathodes, metalic photocathodes, and ther-
mionic cathodes. At Jefferson Laboratory, Daresbury Laboratory,
and Cornell University, a Cs:GaAs photocathode is used in a DC
gun [11], while the Budker Institute FEL/ERL [12] utilizes a
thermionic cathode. To date, no other type of cathode has
delivered continuous beam for an ERL-based machine. The JLab
FEL DC gun delivered over 900h and 7000 Coulombs at 2–9mA
CW from a single GaAs wafer between 2004 and 2007. Cornell
University has recently demonstrated 20mA average DC current
after the gun and 8mA from their 6MeV injector [13]. In 1991, the
Boeing normal conducting RF gun demonstrated 32mA with a
K2CsSb photocathode and still holds the record for the highest

Table 1
Present advanced photon source beam parameters compared to ERL X-ray source parameters in high coherence and high flux modes [4].

Quantity APS ERL high coherence ERL high flux

Beam energy (GeV) 7 7 7
Average current (mA) 100 25 100
Repetition rate (MHz) 6.5–352 1300 1300
Bunch charge (nC) o59 0.019 0.077
Horizontal emittance (geometric pm), [normalized ðmmÞ] 3100 [42] 6 [0.08] 20 [0.27]
Vertical emittance (geometric pm), [normalized ðmmÞ$ 25–50 [0.35–0.70] 6 [0.08] 20 [0.27]
rms bunch length (ps) 420 2 1.7
rms energy spread (%) 0.1 0.015 0.014
Photon brightness (1020p/(smm2mrad2 0.1%BW)) 0.3 200 60

Photon brightness at 10 keV reported.

S. Benson et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 637 (2011) 1–112

At present : ERL test facilities
driver for IR-FELs

towards ERL X-ray source

probably for the next 50 years

S. benson et al. NIM A 637 (2011) 1-11
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IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
 XFEL on ERLs

Kim et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100 (2008) 244802

Optics of high reflectivity  in normal 
incidence : C, BeO, SiC, Al2O3

Ex : Al2O3 case in normal incidence in (0 0 0 
30) plane, 30K, 14,36 eV

R=0.96, 4% transmission for extraction
R=0.99 for diamond

Cavity configuration

-CRL : parabolic compound refractive lenses:
2 parabolic mirrors (Be, T=0.997) + 1 eelipsoidal mirror 

in grazing incidence

2  Al2O3 mirror cavity in normal incidence

3 mirror diamond cavity (off incidence to avoid diffraction)
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frequency changes during the electronic transi-
tion) as well as medium anharmonicity, increase
the mean effective phonon frequency (due to the
appearance of higher harmonics) and, therefore,
are expected to moderate the calculated energy-
gap dependence of the rate. '
(d) In principle slow processes can be masked

by the occurrence of competing processes like
infrared emission, pure vibrational relaxation,
and energy transfer to other impurities. In the
present case pure intrastate (infrared radiation
or vibrational relaxation) relaxation was shown to
be too slow to compete with the observed rates.
The lack of concentration dependence of the rates
also excludes energy transfer between different
CN molecules.
In summary, we have established the impor-

tance of a process characterized by interstate
cascading for the relaxation of diatomic guest
molecules. The observed rates in CN qualitative-
ly satisfy the energy-gap law but further studies

are needed to establish quantitative agreement.
One of us (A.N. ) is grateful to Professor
J. Jortner for many helpful discussions.

*Permanent address: Department of Chemistry, Tel-
Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel.
'For a recent review see K. F. Freed, in "Topics in

Applied Physics, " edited by E. Lim (to be published),
A. Nitzan and J. Jortner, Theor. Chim. Acta. 29, 97

(1973).
H, Dubost and R, Charneau, Chem. Phys. 12, 407

(1976); K. Dressier, 0. Oheler, and D. A. Smith, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 34, 1364 (1975).
V. E. Bondyvey, to be published.
'See, e.g. , R. Kubo and Y. Toyozawa, Prog. Theor,

Phys. 13, 160 (1955).
We are grateful to J. Jortner for suggesting this mo-
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~A. Nitzan and J. Jortner, J. Chem. Phys. 56, 3360

(1972).
I. Weissman, J. Jortner, and A. Nitzan, "Quadratic

Effects in Multiphonon Transition Rates in Solids" (to
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First Operation of a Free-Electron Laser*

D. A. G. Deacon, f L. R. Elias, J. M. J.Madey, G. J. Ramian, H. A. Schwettman, and T. I. Smith
High Energy Physics Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

(Received 17 February 1977)

A free-electron laser oscillator has been operated above threshold at a wavelength of
3.4 p,m.

Ever since the first maser experiment in 1954,
physicists have sought to develop a broadly tun-
able source of coherent radiation. Several ingen-
ious techniques have been developed, of which the
best example is the dye laser. Most of these de-
vices have relied upon an atomic or a molecular
active medium, and the wavelength and tuning
range has therefore been limited by the details
of atomic structure.
Several authors have realized that the constraints

associated with atomic structure would not apply
to a laser based on stimulated radiation by free

electrons. ' ' Our research has focused on the in-
teraction between radiation and an electron beam
in a spatially periodic transverse magnetic field.
Of the schemes which have been proposed, this
approach appears the best suited to the generation
of coherent radiation in the infrared, the visible,
and the ultraviolet, and also has the potential for
yielding very high average power. We have pre-
viously described the results of a measurement
of the gain at 10.6 pm. ' In this Letter we report
the first operation of a free-electron laser oscil-
lator.

HELICAL MAGNET
(3.2 cm PERIOD) 43 MeV BUNCHED

BEAM

RESONATOR ~RESONATOR
MIRROR

I 2.7m
MIRROR

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the free-electron laser oscillator. (For more details see Ref. 6.)

First FELs
VOLUME 38, NUMBER 16 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 18 APRIL 1977

TABLE I. Laser characteristics.

Laser characteristics Above threshold Below threshold

Wavelength (p m)
W'idth (full width of half-maximum)
Average Power (W)
Peak power (Ref. 7)
Mirror transmission

3.417
0.008
0.36
7x 10

1.5%

3.407
0.031
10 8

10 '

Our apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
A superconducting helix generates a periodic
transverse magnetic field of 2.4 kG. A 43-MeV
electron beam from the superconducting accelera-
tor is fired along the axis of the helix. Radiation
passing through the helix with the electron beam
is amplified and a pair of mirrors at the ends of
the interaction region provide feedback.
The characteristics of the oscillator are listed

in Tables I and II. The wavelength was 3.417 p m
and the average power output was 0.36 W. Fac-
toring out the duty cycle of the machine, ' this
translates to a peak power of the order of V kW.
With a mirror transmission of 1.5% the intracav-
ity power was 500 kW. The total energy collected
on the detector was 0.01% of the electron beam
energy.
The laser spectrum is shown in the upper half

of Fig. 2 and the spontaneous spectrum in the low-
er half. Note the difference in the radiated power:
Above threshold, the oscillator power increases
by a factor of 10' over the spontaneous radiation.
The oscillator linewidth was 8 nm (200 6Hz).
The electron energy in the experiment was cho-

sen to satisfy the wavelength equation'

A. 1 A. q raB
2 4g2 C2

width observed in the experiment is by no means
the limiting linewidth. As established by the ear-
lier experiments, ' a homogeneously broadened
gain profile is attainable and the laser linewidth
can be improved by means of intracavity disper-
sive elements. The efficiency of the present las-
er is limited by the fraction of the electrons' en-
ergy which can be converted to radiation in a sin-
gle pass through the interaction region. This lim-
itation would not apply to devices in which the
electron beam was reaccelerated and recirculated
through the interaction region as in an electron
storage ring, where efficiency above 20% should
be possible. ' The nanosecond electron bunch

ABOVE
THRESHOLD

0.7m p.

INSTRUMENT
Wl DT H

where X, is the magnet period, y~c2 the electron
energy, r, the classical electron radius, and B
the magnetic field strength. The wavelength var-
ies inversely as the square of the electron energy.
The experiment demonstrates the capability of

a free-electron laser to operate at high power at
an arbitrary wavelength. We note that the line- TH

3.4l 7p,

TABLE II. Electron beam characteristics.

Energy (Ref. 8)
Width (full width at half-maximum):
Average current
Peak current (Ref. 7)
Emittance (at 43.5 MeV):

43.5 MeV
0.05%
130 pA
2.6 A
0.06 mm mrad

I

3.4lOp
FIG. 2. Emission spectrum of the laser oscillator

above threshold (top) and of the spontaneous radiation
emitted by the electron beam {bottom).
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D. A. G. Deacon et al, First Operation of a FEL. PRL 
38, 16, 1977, 892

First demo : on linear accelerator, MARK III, 
Stanford, infra-red

Second FEL : on storage ring, ACO, Orsay, visible, 1983

M. Billardon et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 1652,(1983)

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
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Overview of short wavelength FEL : future

LCLS
LCLS-II SACLA

SCSSPohang FEL
FERMI

FLASH
FLASH-II

Swiss FEL
LUNEX5

Wisconsin FEL

VUV- soft X ray

EFELMarie
SPARC

project operating FEL

NLS

hard X ray

Shanghai FEL

Dialan FEL
Stockholm FEL
MAX IV FEL

Polish FEL

Tohoku FEL

GALAXIES

BNL FEL DUV FEL

MAX-lab FEL

Duke FEL
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X-ray FELs : LCLS (USA, 1.5-15 Å, 2 mJ)

http://www-ssrl.slac.stanford.edu/lcls/

P. Emma et al., Nature Photonics, 2010,(PUBLISHED ONLINE: 
1AUGUST 2010 | DOI: 10.1038/NPHOTON.2010.176)

Linac-0 
L =6 m!

Linac-1 
L !9 m!
!rf ! -25°!

Linac-2 
L !330 m!
!rf ! -41°!

Linac-3 
L !550 m!
!rf ! 0°!

BC1 
L !6 m!

R56! -39 mm!

BC2 
L !22 m!

R56! -25 mm! DL2   
L =275 m!

DL1 
L !12 m!
R56 !0 !

undulator 
L =130 m!

6 MeV!
"z ! 0.83 mm!
"# ! 0.05 %!

135 MeV!
"z ! 0.83 mm!
"# ! 0.10 %!

250 MeV!
"z ! 0.19 mm!
"# ! 1.6 %!

4.50 GeV!
"z ! 0.022 mm!
"# ! 0.71 %!

13.6 GeV!
"z ! 0.022 mm!
"# ! 0.01 %!

Linac-X 
L =0.6 m!
!rf= -160°"

21-1 
b,c,d 

...existing 
linac 

L0-a,b 

rf 
gun 

21-3b 
24-6d X 25-1a 

30-8c 

undulator 

beam
 parked here 

2 mJ, 1.4 Å 
1.5 Å saturation 
at 65 m (of 112 
m)

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs

32 years after the first FEL, 50 years after the first laser
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X-ray FELs : LCLS
LCLS Operational Performance :
280 eV – 10 keV, > 70 GW, 6 mJ, 96.7 % (94.8) electron (photon) avalaibility. 

Courtesy T. Raubenheimer 

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
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X-ray FELs : LCLS II (250 pC, 120 Hz)
250 eV- 13 keV

Courtesy T. Raubenheimer 

- Polarisation control (DELTA undulator)
- TW level by tapering
- self seeding in soft X-ray

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
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Possibility to use the  
LINAC for injecting 
SPring-8 in ERL=> 
SR of high energy

http://www-
xfel.spring8.or.jp/

index.htm

2011 : Lasing SACLA on  7 
June 7- 2011 : 0.12 nm

Hard X ray FEL : SACLA (SPring-‐8	  Angstrom	  Compact	  LAser)

Courtesy T. HaraCourtesy T. Hara

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
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!"#$%&'()*%+,%-.%/*0

Courtesy T. Hara

H. Tanaka, M. Yabashi et al., Nature Photonics 6, 2012, 540-544

Photon energy range 

Hard X ray FEL : SACLA (SPring-‐8	  Angstrom	  Compact	  LAser)

Stability of FEL pulse energy
(10 keV, 7.9 GeV, K=2.1)

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
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SC Linac, 2 km, 23 MV/m, 1 nC , 1.4 π mm.mrad,  
uncorrelated σ

γ
=  2.5 MeV rms, 10 Hz, 

http://xfel.desy.de/

• European XFEL (17 GeV)

• Swiss FEL

• Korean FEL
• Shanghai FEL
• MaRIE

Hard X ray FELs under construction/project

SwissFEL at the Paul Scherrer Institute 

3/13/13 PSI, Seite 5 

0.7- 7 nm, 100 Hz; 360 µJ
> 1 nm: transform limited

Athos Undulators
12 x 4 m; gap 24 - 6.5 mm

!u = 40 mm; K= 1 - 3.2; LU= 58 m

BC 2
Linac 1 Linac 2 Linac 3

Aramis Undulators

Switch
Yard

C band (36 x 2 m)
27 MV/m, - 20.9 º

C band (16 x 2 m)
27.5 MV/m, 0 º

210 m
2.0 GeV; 2.7 kA
"z = 6 µm (21 fs)

273 m
3.0 GeV
"# = 0.34 %
$N,proj. = 0.47 µm

498 m
2.1- 5.8 GeV, 2.7 kA
"z = 6.2 µm (21 fs)
"# = 0.006 %
$N,slice = 0.29 µm
$N,proj. = 0.51 µm

Energy tuning
C band (52 x 2 m)

max 28.5 MV/m, 0 º

12 x 4 m; gap 3.2 – 5.5 mm
!u = 15 mm; K= 1.2; LU= 58 m

1 (0.8) - 7 Å
5 – 20 fs; 100 Hz; 80 µJ

S band
(2 x4 m)

14/16 MV/m
0 / 0 º

Gun

La
se

r
H

ea
te

r

Booster 1 Booster 2
BC 1

S band 
(4x4 m)

16 MV/m
- 17 º

X band
(2 x 0.75 m)
13.3 MV/m
+ 180 º

z = 16 m
E = 130.4 MeV, I = 20 A
"z = 871 µm (2.9 ps)
"# = 0.15 %
$N,slice = 0.23 µm
$N,proj. = 0.27 µm

63 m
355 MeV, 150 A
"z = 124 µm (413 fs)

S band
100 MV/m
51 º from 
0 crossing

R56 = 66.6 mm
% = 4.2 º
"#= 1.07 %

R56 = 20.7 mm
% = 2.15 º
"#= 0.57 %

Energy tuning 
C band (8 x 2 m)

max 28.5 MV/m, 0 º

Deflector

Deflector

2.5- 3.4 GeV, 2.7 kA
426 m

Collimation

Athos Linac

600 m 

Technology choice: 
•  RF photo-electron gun (2.5 cell), S-band 
•  2 Stage compression at highest energy possible to minimize RF tolerances 
•  C-band linac (less RF stations, real estate and mains power  than S-band, chirp removal after BC 2) 
•  X-band for linearizing phase space before BC 1 
•  2 bunch operation (28 ns) with distribution to Aramis and Athos at 100 Hz 
•  Laser Heater to mitigate microbunch instability 
•  Self-seeding of hard and soft X-ray beamlines 
 Courtesy of Sven Reiche 

C-band

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
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Soft X ray FELs : FLASH, SCSS test. Acc.

FLASH : 30 nm (2005) 6 nm (2007), 4.5 nm (2010), FLASH-II under construction

T. Shintake et al., Nat. Phot. 2, 555-559 (2008) T. Shintake et al. Proceedings EPAC 2006. 38,3 µJ

SCSS Test Accelerator : 60-40 nm, to be moved to SACLA (3 nm, 1.3 GeV)

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
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 0.3 – GW’s range, sub-ps to 10 fs ,  variable polarization  7

Figure 3. (a) Seed laser tunability curves. (b) Coverage of the 20–66 nm tuning
range through different FEL harmonics seeded by two of the ranges of the OPA.

the simplest way to tune the FEL. An alternative way has been proposed that takes advantage of
the process that is responsible for the bunching [22, 23].

3.1. The seed laser

Details of the exact layout and parameters of the FERMI@Elettra seed laser can be found
elsewhere [24]. Here we will only summarize its main features briefly. An extensive computer
simulation campaign has been performed at the early stages of the FERMI@Elettra design
to obtain a set of starting parameters for the seed laser system. It was found that a broadly
tunable deep-UV pulse (wavelength range 200–300 nm) having a peak power of the order of
100 MW is needed in order to obtain strong enough bunching. The seed pulse duration has been
chosen in the 100–200 fs range, leading therefore to the need to have about 10–20 µJ of UV
energy per pulse reaching the modulator. In the broadly tunable version, which is expected to
become the main mode of operation after completion of the commissioning, the only feasible
solution was to use an optical parametric amplifier (OPA). The implemented one is a Light
Conversion/Coherent Opera Solo. It is pumped by a 3.3 mJ femtosecond regenerative amplifier
(Coherent Elite), which was later upgraded at Elettra-Sincrotrone Trieste to reach 6.5 mJ per
pulse by adding a single-pass amplifier stage. The signal and idler waves of the OPA span
from 1.08 to about 2.6 µm; up-conversion to UV is achieved through a sequence of nonlinear
harmonic generation and mixing. The OPA output energy per pulse in the spectral range that
can be used for seeding the FEL is shown in figure 3(a). The optical beam transport from the
seed laser table to the undulator is rather long and complex, and efforts have been made to
find a proper multilayer system that would cover a range as wide as possible with losses as
small as possible. In the currently installed version, the overall optical transport loss (reflective
telescope and 8–10 folding and steering mirrors) is about 40% and allows us to deliver to the
FEL sufficient seeding power in the 215–275 nm range.

As can be seen from figure 3(a), four different up-conversion processes have to be used
in order to cover this range. So far, due to limited time, only one of them, namely SH SF-
Signal (second harmonic of the frequency-mixed OPA signal and fundamental 780 nm light,
the blue curve in figure 3(a)) has been used during FEL operation, with the seed laser tunable
with sufficient power in the 228–262 nm range. The corresponding ranges of FEL tunability

New Journal of Physics 14 (2012) 113009 (http://www.njp.org/)

• FEL1 : Single stage cascaded FEL, full specs. achieved, dedicated to 
user experiments

– Continuously tuneable in the 20-65 nm range (up to 100 nm possible with specific 
machine setup)

– Bandwidth (best 0.06% @ 32 nm), 30-100 uJ / pulse (depending on wavelength 
setting – up to a factor 2-3 more relaxing the spectral purity requirements) 

E. Allaria et al. New J. Phys. . 145, 112009, 2012
Allaria E et al 2012 Highly coherent and stable pulses from the FERMI seeded 
free-electron laser in the extreme ultraviolet Nature Photon. 6 699–704

FEL2: Double stage, fresh bunch, cascade FEL, in commissioning
March 2013, commissioning @1.23GeV, 8.16 (25 µJ), 6.53,  5.44 nm, 
coherent spectra visible down to 4.35nm (≈200nJ), June 2013, 
commissioning @1.5 GeV …

Soft X ray FELs : FERMI@ELLETRA

IV-(Linac-based) FELs & ERLs
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SASE : spikes in longitudinal and spectral distributions

R. Bonifacio et al, Opt. Comm. 50, 1984, 376

A.M. Kondratenko et al, Sou Phys. Dokl. 
24 (12), 1979, 989 

K. J. Kim et al, PRL57, 1986, 1871

C. Pelligrini et al, NIMA475, 2001, 1

limited temporal coherence («spikes»), pulse to pulse jitter

Single spike operation

20 ps, 14 GeVLCLS

S. Reiche et al., NIMA  593 (2008) 45-48 

fluctuation of emittances (50%) and slice energy spread
(13%) which can be attributed to this phase jitter. About
50% of the acquired spectra were characterized by a pat-
tern similar to that shown in Fig. 6 [image (a)], where
typical SASE spikes are absent and the spectrum is com-
posed by a single coherence region. Image (b) in Fig. 6,
obtained by postprocessing the GENESIS 1.3 simulation
data with an algorithm introduced to model the spectrome-
ter input slit or grating transformations to reproduce
the image on the CCD camera, exhibits a similar form.
While the number of single spike events in the simulations
(! 30%) was lower than in the experiment, the agreement
in the details of the reconstructed spectra in these cases is
striking. A Gaussian profile fitting the main structure in the
spectrum of Fig. 6 has a standard deviation of 1.45 nm. It
likely results from the contribution of a partially nonlinear
chirped radiation field spike [31]. A Fourier limited pulse
with the same width would have a rms duration of !50 fs
and a peak power of about 2 GW.

In this Letter, we have demonstrated the possibility of
generating isolated spike radiation pulses in a single pass
FEL operating in SASE mode, by combining a chirped
electron beam with a tapered undulator. This was obtained
without increase in the gain length or loss of efficiency, but
in fact yielding an increase by a factor of !20 in the pulse
energy due to the involvement of the entire beam in the
FEL gain. This higher efficiency is accompanied by a
narrowing of the spectral width. These studies provide a
further insight into ways for controlling the longitudinal
coherence of SASE FELs that are of particular interest for
sub-fs x-ray radiation applications.

*luca.giannessi@enea.it
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FIG. 6 (color online). Typical FEL spectrum showing a single
spike from the experiment (a) and from the GENESIS 1.3 simu-
lation (b). The total pulse energy is !300 !J.
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week ending
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144801-4

with energy chirp on the electron 
beam and undulator tapering

L. Giannessi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 144801 (2011) 

the correlated energy spread is 
compensated only for spikes 
drifting with the appropriate 
velocity associated to the taper

SPARC
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L. H. Yu et al, Science 289, 2000, 932

L. H. Yu et al, PRL912003, 074801

SASE x 105

HGHG

210 MeV, 
30 mJ 800 nm Ti:Sa laser
Undulator 10x3.89 cm, 0.31 T

T. Saftan APAC 2004, Gyeongu
ex case of seeding at BNL on linac

Improvement of longitudinal coherence with seeding

• temporal coherence given by the external seed laser
• improved stability (intensity, spectral fluctuations and 
jitter) => pump-probe experiments 
• quicker saturation => cost and size reduction
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!

T. Togashi et al., Optics 
Express, 1, 2011, 317-324

G. Lambert et al., Nature Physics Highlight, (2008) 296-300

∆λ=0.46%

∆λ=0.54%

∆λ=0.54%

HHG seeding at 160 and 60 nm on SCSS Test Accelerator (coll. 
Franch-Jap), at 160 nm at SPARC, at 30 nm on SFLASH

Improvement of hit rate by EO sampling to 30 % (Tomizawa et al.) - improvement of temporal coherence,
 - jitter reduction, quicker saturation, 

- higher order harmonic level

Wavelength (nm)
302622 24 28 32

HNL6 
(0,2 nJ)

HNL7 
(0,1 nJ)

HNL5
 (19 nJ)

T.  Tanikawa et 
al. , EPL 106, 3 
(2011) 34001

SCSS Test Acc. SPARC, sFLASH

Short wavelength HHG direct seeding

G. Lambert, et al. , EPL88-5-54002, 2009
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HGHG  λu2 =  λu1/q,   L. H. Yu et al, NIM A 393 (1997) 96

Fresh bunch HGHG : non heated part of the electron 
bunch used, L. H. Yu et al, NIMA 483 (2002) 493

Cascading HGHG : λu2 =  λu1/q, λu4 =  λu1/p
Harmonic cascade :  λu2 =  n λu1/q, 
L. Giannessi, P. Musumeci, New Journal Phys.  8, (2006), 294

Seeding and up-frequency conversion

M. Labat, et al. , Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 107, 224801 (2011)

Ex cascade (modulator 
and radiator) @ SPARC

represented. Simulations confirm that in all the configura-
tions the FEL reaches saturation at the end of themodulator.
In the 5M=1R configuration (a) the deep saturation in the
long modulator, results in a very strong bunching with a
high harmonic content, enabling the emission of coherent
radiation at !rad ¼ 133 nm in the last radiator module. This
regime is known as the coherent harmonic generation [31].
The longitudinal pulse structure reveals the overbunching,
which occured in the modulator with multiple peaks deter-
mined by the particles synchrotron oscillation at 266 nm
[32]. In the experiment, we observe a broad spectrum with
sidebands and large shot to shot fluctuations [see Fig. 5(a)].
In the 4M=2R configuration (b), the radiation at !rad ¼
133 nm is progressively amplified along the available two
radiator modules. In the leading edge of the pulse, a super-
radiant peak develops, slipping toward the unmodulated
electron beam region, which offers a higher gain. The
generated output power is higher and the spectrum is nar-
rower, as confirmed by the experiment. The PERSEO simu-
lation, in the 3M=3R configuration [Fig. 6(c)], shows amore
pronounced build up of the superradiant peak together with
a clear modulation at the second harmonic wavelength in
the phase space. In the GENESIS 1.3 simulation, and in
agreement with the experiment, no further increase of the
output power could be observed. This is likely due to the

electron beam matching degradation in the last modules in
the 3M=3R configuration (see Fig. 3), which is not included
in the PERSEO model.
In this Letter, we have experimentally demonstrated the

feasibility of a cascaded FEL configuration seeded by
harmonics generated in gas. Up to about 4" 1012 photons
with high coherence at 133 nm were produced. The tran-
sition between the coherent harmonic generation and
superradiant emission was investigated, providing insights
in novel methods for producing coherent radiation at short
wavelengths.
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 5 (color online). Cascaded FEL pulse energy and band-
width at 133 nm at the end of the undulator in the 5M=1R,
4M=2R and 3M=3R configurations; experimental data (black
squares) and simulations by GENESIS 1.3 (red stars). Data aver-
aged over 100 shots. Error bars represent #1 standard deviation.
Electron beam parameter of Table I(b). Seed energy: 40# 10 nJ.
Simulation data: current I ¼ 49# 6 A and beam energy
E ¼ 176:2# 0:35 MeV [similar to those of Table I(b)], emit-
tance "x;y ¼ 0:9# 0:25 mmmrad (estimate of the slice parame-
ters based on a 80% charge cut) and energy spread
!E=E ¼ 10$4 # 10$5 (minimum slice energy spread along
the longitudinal bunch coordinate). The images in (a),(b),(c)
correspond to single shot spectra acquisitions in the various
configurations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 6 (color online). Radiation power (solid line, a.u.) and
phase profiles (dotted line) on the left side, and e-beam phase
space (energy E vs phase z) in the highlighted region at the
end of the six undulator sections, on the right side.
(a) Configuration 5M=1R, (b) 4M=2R and (c) 3M=3R.
Simulation with PERSEO [33].

PRL 107, 224801 (2011) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
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224801-4

36.18

39.8 44.2
49.75

58.6 66.3 79.6 99.5 nm

199 nm132,66 nm

L. Giannessi et al., FEL experiment at SPARC : 
seeding with harmonics generated in gas, FEL 

2010, Malmo, Sweden

H11 observed at SPARC

Ex FEL2 @ 
FERMI@ELETTRA with a 
2-stage cascade, from 200 

nm to 10.8 nm
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Seeding stability
Seeding @ 160 nm 
(SCSS Test Accelerator)
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Figure 6 
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Tomizawa et al, Seeding workshop, Trieste, 2012 Dec. , 

associated with a degradation of the longitudinal coherence of the
FEL pulse, but rather with a natural shortening of the FEL pulse dur-
ation relative to the seed pulse. This effect has been theoretically pre-
dicted43 and also seen in numerical simulations of our conditions. It
is, however, important to point out that even without considering
such a shortening of the FEL pulse, the time–bandwidth product
is already smaller than a factor of 4.

Another very important property of light sources to be used for
energy-resolved experiments is the wavelength (or photon-energy)

stability. The FERMI measurements shown in Fig. 4b indicate that
the normalized photon-energy stability is of the order of 7× 1025

(r.m.s.), a noticeable improvement when compared to previous
SASE FEL results obtained in the same photon energy range12,13,44.

Conclusions
Our results show that the FERMI FEL-1 seeded source is able to
produce high-intensity pulses in the EUV range with close to trans-
form-limited bandwidth and unprecedented stability in intensity,
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Figure 3 | Measured beam profiles and double slit diffraction pattern. a, FEL spot size measured on a YAG screen positioned 52.4 m downstream from the
radiator exit. The main signal is well reproduced by a Gaussian profile and is characterized by a second moment of "2 mm in both the vertical and horizontal
directions. b, FEL spot size measured on a second YAG screen positioned 72.5 m downstream from the radiator exit. In this case the measured horizontal and
vertical beam dimensions are 2.6 mm and 2.4 mm, respectively. c,d, Image and projection of the interference pattern recorded on the second YAG screen
when the FEL beam propagates through two 20mm slits, separated by 0.8 mm, placed "8.5 m before the screen.
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Figure 4 | Single-shot and multi-shot spectra at 32.5 nm. a, Measured FEL and seed laser spectrum (dashed red and continuous blue lines respectively).
b, Acquisition of 500 consecutive FEL spectra.
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FERMI FEL1

Seeding @ 60 nm (SCSS Test Accelerator)
synchronisation improvement by Electro-Optical Sampling (Tomizawa et al. )
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Self-seeding for soft and hard X ray domain

Demonstration of self-seeding in a hard-X-ray free-electron laser, J. Amann, W. Berg, V. Blank, F.-J. Decker, Y. Ding, 
P. Emma, Y. Feng, J. Frisch, D. Fritz, J. Hastings, Z. Huang, J. Krzywinski, R. Lindberg, H. Loos, A. Lutman, H.-D. 
Nuhn, D. Ratner, J. Rzepiela, D. Shu, Yu. Shvyd'ko, S. Spampinati, S. Stoupin, S. Terentyev, E. Trakhtenberg, D. Walz 
et al., Nature Photonics 6, 693–698 (2012)

SLAC NATIONAL ACCELERATOR LABORATORY • 2575 SAND HILL ROAD • MENLO PARK • CALIFORNIA • 94025 • USA 
Operated by Stanford University for the U.S. Department of Energy 

Without self-seeding these X-ray laser pulses contain a range of wavelengths (or colors) in an unpredictable 
pattern, not all of which experimenters can use. Until now, creating a narrower wavelength band at LCLS 
meant subtracting the unwanted wavelengths, resulting in a substantial loss of intensity. 
 
To create a precise X-ray wavelength band and make the LCLS even more “laser-like,” researchers installed 
a slice of diamond crystal halfway down the 130-meter bank of magnets where the X-rays are generated.  
 
Producing the narrower wavelength band is just the beginning. “The resulting pulses could pack up to 10 
times more intensity when we finish optimizing the system and add more undulators," said Zhirong Huang, a 
SLAC accelerator physicist and co-author, who has been a major contributor to the project. 
 
LCLS has already begun accepting proposals to use self-seeding for future experiments.  
 
The first tests of the LCLS self-seeding system have generated intense excitement among scientists the 
world over. Representatives from other X-ray laser facilities, including Swiss FEL, SACLA in Japan and the 
European XFEL, came to help, and also learn how to implement it at their own sites. 
 
According to Paul Emma, a co-author who was a key figure in the original commissioning of the LCLS and in 
implementing self-seeding, “the entire group of observers was smiling from ear to ear." Emma, now working 
at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, has a history of making tough jobs look easy, but he would only say, "I 
was very happy to see it work." 
 
The team included collaborators from the Technical Institute for Superhard and Novel Carbon Materials in 
Troitsk, Russia, which supplied the diamond filter, and Argonne National Laboratory, which designed the 
vacuum chamber to house it and the precision motion controls to adjust it. The research was supported by 
the DOE’s Office of Science.  
 
SLAC is a multi-program laboratory exploring frontier questions in photon science, astrophysics, particle 
physics and accelerator research. Located in Menlo Park, California, SLAC is operated by Stanford 
University for the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science. To learn more, please visit 
www.slac.stanford.edu.  
 
DOE’s Office of Science is the single largest supporter of basic research in the physical sciences in the 
United States, and is working to address some of the most pressing challenges of our time. For more 
information, please visit science.energy.gov. 
 

 
 
The LCLS’s new self-seeding improvements yield laser pulses focused to higher intensity in a much narrower band of X-
ray wavelengths, as you can see in these spectrographs comparing a normal SASE (self-amplified spontaneous 
emission) pulse (left) and a seeded one (right). The results promise to speed research discoveries and may enable 
experiments that have never before been possible. (Graph from J. Amman, et al. adapted by Greg Stewart, SLAC 
National Accelerator Laboratory) 
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Feldhaus et al., Opt. Comm 140 (1997) 341
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G. Stupakov., PRL 102, 074801 (2009)

D. Xiang et al., PRL 105, 114801 (2010)
Zhao et al., Proceed FEL conf, Mamö (2010), 
Nature Photonics

Two laser- electron interactions : echo
• with phasing of the emettors on linac : 
first proposition on Linac for LEL (Stanford)
experimental demo at Stanford and in Shanghai Test machine in the UV
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Towards spikes reduction with iSASE 

Improve longitudinal coherence by increasing the longitudinal slippage (ISASE)

Courtesy T. Raubenheimer 

J. Wu, A. Marinelli, C. Pelligrini. FEL 2012

Single shot spectrum (13.8 GeV,150 pC)

LCLS
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Two colour operation of a Free Electron Laser and applications in the mid-infrared, R.Prazeres, F.Glotin, C.Insa, D.A.Jaroszynski, J.M.Ortega, Nuclear Instr. and 
Methods, A407, 464 (1998), Two colour operation of a Free Electron Laser and applications in the mid-infrared, R.Prazeres, F.. Glotin, C.Insa, D.A.Jaroszynski, 
J.M.Ortega, Eur. Phys. J. D3, 87 (1998)

Two-color FEL 

Magnetic 
Chicane 1st undulator section 

K1 

e- 

x-ray 
1st Color 

2nd undulator section 

x-ray 
2nd Color 

Controlled 
Delay 

K2 

Eb =  5800 MeV 
and Eγ = 1.5 keV

- double slotted emittance spoiler enabling to control 
the delay (fresh bunch)

- iSASE with delay (phase shifter), undulators slightly 
detuned to act as phase shifters.  U1 5K1), U2 (K2), 
U1(K1), U2(K2)

A. A. Lutman et al., Experimental 
demonstration of fs two-color X-ray 
FELs, PRL 110, 134801 (2013)

Pulse splitting in short wavelength free 
electron laser, 
M. Labat, N. Joly, S. Bielawski, C. Swaj, 
C. Bruni, M. E. Couprie, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 103 (2009) 264801 

The method we propose overcomes all the issues related to
the previously mentioned schemes.

Seeded FELs can rely on different configurations
[9–14]. In this work, we focus on the so-called harmonic
generation scheme, in which a relativistic electron beam
propagating through the static and periodic magnetic field
generated by an undulator (called a modulator) interacts
with a collinear externally injected optical pulse (seed)
having wavelength !0; see Fig. 1. The interaction modu-
lates the electron-beam energy. Energy modulation is
transformed into spatial bunching, when the electron
beam propagates through a magnetic chicane (dispersive
section). The bunching (as the energy modulation) has a
periodicity equal to the seed wavelength. However, it also
presents significant components at the harmonics of the
latter, i.e., at n!0 (where !0 ¼ 2"c=!0, c being the speed
of light and n an integer number). Finally, the bunched
electron beam is injected into a long undulator chain
(called a radiator), where it emits coherently at one of
the seed harmonics. In the radiator, the electromagnetic
intensity generated from bunched electrons is amplified,
until, due to bunching deterioration, electrons are no longer
able to supply energy to the wave and the process reaches
saturation.

Consider now an FEL, in which a homogeneous electron
beam is seeded by a Gaussian monochromatic laser pulse,
e.g., the one generated by a Ti:Sa laser. In standard opera-
tion mode, the seed peak intensity, the strength of the
dispersive section, and, as a consequence, the bunching
at the radiator entrance are tuned, so as to maximize the
emission from the part of the electron beam seeded by the
center of the Gaussian pulse [see Fig. 2(a)]. The parts of
the beam seeded by the tail of the Gaussian pulse will
instead arrive at the radiator entrance with a local bunching
smaller than optimum. As a result, the output FEL pulse
will approximately reproduce the Gaussian shape of the
seed, both in time and in spectrum. Suppose now we
maintain constant the strength of the dispersive section
and steadily increase the seed intensity [(see Fig. 2(b)].
For high enough intensities, the part of the electron beam
that, in the modulator, interacted with the center of the

Gaussian seed will have, at the radiator entrance, a bunch-
ing larger than optimum (overbunching). Because of the
large laser-induced energy spread, the FEL emission from
this part of the bunch will be significantly attenuated. The
larger the seed peak intensity, the larger the overbunched
zone will be. The beam portions having optimum bunching
(seeded by the lateral parts of the Gaussian seed) will be
located both at the right and at the left of that zone. As a
consequence, in these conditions the FEL pulse will be
characterized, in the time domain, by two lateral peaks
[(see Fig. 2(b)] or, if the seed is sufficiently intense to
suppress the emission from the central part, by two
separated subpulses [8]. Because the seed is assumed to
be monochromatic, the two subpulses have the same
wavelength.
The situation changes if the seed carries a significant

frequency chirp. Indeed, in this case, the two subpulses
will be also characterized by different wavelengths; see
Fig. 2(c). This opens up the possibility of using the FEL as
a self-standing source to carry out two-color pump-probe
experiments.
Let’s consider a seed pulse carrying a controllable

linear chirp [15]. The pulse electric field reads [16]:

EðtÞ $ expð%!Rt
2 % i!It

2Þ; (1)

where !R and !I are constant parameters controlling,
respectively, the pulse duration and bandwidth. According
to the previous equation, one can define the time-dependent
phase of the pulse as #ðtÞ ¼ !It

2. Switching to intensity
(’ jEðtÞj2), one finds that the rms pulse temporal duration,

$l, is given by $l ¼ 1=ð2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
!R

p
Þ.

The instantaneous frequency within the seed pulse,
!instðtÞ, is defined by the following relation:

FIG. 1. Schematic layout of a seeded single-pass FEL
(harmonic generation scheme).

FIG. 2. Seed-electron interaction and resulting FEL (temporal
and spectral) outputs for different seed configurations: no chirp
and moderate seed intensity (left panel), no chirp and high
seed intensity (central panel), chirped seed with high intensity
(right panel). The meaning of the symbols is explained in the
text.
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!instðtÞ #!0 ¼
d!ðtÞ
dt

¼ 2!It: (2)

In order to illustrate our findings, we consider the para-
digmatic example of the FERMI@Elettra FEL [17], whose
relevant parameters are listed in the caption of Fig. 3. The
left panel of Fig. 3 shows the measured spectral evolution
of the FERMI@Elettra FEL pulse, as a function of the
seed power.

As expected, above a given power threshold the FEL
pulse splits, both in time and in spectrum [18]. Larger seed
powers correspond to larger extensions of the overbunched
zone around the pulse center and, therefore, to larger
temporal and spectral separations.

The central panel of Fig. 3 reports the spectral evolution
of the FEL pulse, simulated using the numerical code
PERSEO [19]. As can be seen, the agreement with experi-
ments (left panel) is very satisfactory. This confirms the
correctness of our interpretation of the pulse splitting
mechanism. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the correspond-
ent (simulated) temporal pulse splitting. We remark that
the maximum obtainable temporal split is limited by the
electron-beam duration and by the possibility of generating
long-enough (chirped) seed pulses characterized by
significant local power at their tails.

In the following, we concentrate on the analysis of the
so-called low-gain regime. In this low-gain regime, the
relative FEL gain bandwidth B (approximately equal to
the relative maximum spectral separation) is proportional

to the inverse of the number of radiator periods (Nu):
B ’ 1=Nu.
Exploiting a chirped seeded FEL for carrying out pump-

probe experiments relies on the possibility of controlling
independently the spectral and temporal distance between
subpulses. Let us show how this can be achieved.
Suppose we want to generate, at the radiator exit, two

subpulses having constant spectral distance and variable
temporal separation. First, let’s see how, for a given chirp,
one can decide the subpulses’ spectral distance. We indi-

cate the latter with "̂! ¼ !̂1 # !̂2, where !̂1 ¼ n!1 and
!̂2 ¼ n!2 are the central frequencies of the two subpulses,
!1 and !2 being the corresponding instantaneous frequen-
cies carried by the seed [determined according to Eq. (2)],
and n the selected harmonic number; see Fig. 2. In general,

"̂! will be given by "B!rad, where " is a factor (smaller
or slightly larger than one) fixed by the user and
!rad ¼ n!0 is the central frequency at which the radiator
is tuned.
According to Eq. (2),

j"̂!j ¼ nj!2 #!1j ¼ 4n!I #t ’ "nB!0; (3)

where #t is the temporal position of !1 and !2 (symmetric
with respect to !0; see Fig. 2), determining the (identical)
seed powers experienced by the portions of the electron
beam emitting in the radiator at the two frequencies !̂1 and
!̂2. Such a power is given by

P ¼ P0 exp

 
##t2

2#2
l

!
; (4)

P0 being the maximum seed power. Knowing P, one can
find the electron-beam energy modulation, "$, induced by
the laser-electron interaction inside the modulator [20]:

"$ðrÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
P
#P

s
KLu

$0#r
J0;1

"
K2

4þ 2K2

#
exp

 
# r2

4#2
r

!
: (5)

Here #P ’ 8:7 GW, K is the modulator parameter, Lu the
modulator length, $0 the nominal (normalized) beam
energy, J0;1 is the difference between the J0 and J1 Bessel
functions, r is the radial position inside the electron beam,
and #r is the seed-laser spot size in the modulator. The
energy modulation is related to the bunching, b, created in
the dispersive section by the following relation [9]:

b ¼ exp
"
# 1

2
n2#2

$d
#
Jnðn"$dÞ; (6)

where #$ is the (normalized) electron-beam incoherent
energy spread, d is the strength of the dispersive section
and Jn the Bessel function. The parameter d is usually
expressed in terms of the parameter R56, as d ¼
2%R56=ð&0$0Þ. Our aim is to find the optimum value of
the dispersive section which, for a fixed seed power, allows
maximizing the FEL emission at the two wavelengths we

FIG. 3. Projected spectral and temporal FEL intensities for
different seed powers. Left panel: experimental spectral splitting,
measured at FERMI@Elettra [7]; central and right panels:
simulated spectral and temporal splitting (using the code
PERSEO). The set of parameters, valid both for the experiment
and for the simulation, is the following: normalized energy
ð$0Þ ¼ 2:544& 103, energy spread ð#$Þ ¼ 2:544& 10#1, peak
current ðIpeakÞ ¼ 200 A, bunch duration ¼ 1 ps (rms); modula-

tor period ¼ 0:1 m, modulator length ðLuÞ ¼ 3 m, modulator
parameter ðKÞ ¼ 5:7144, radiator period ð&wÞ ¼ 55& 10#3 m,
number of radiator periods ðNuÞ ¼ 264, central modulator wave-
length ð’ 2%c=!0Þ ¼ 261 nm, central radiator wavelength
ð&radÞ ¼ 32:6 nm, harmonic number ðnÞ ¼ 8; seed-laser power
ðP0Þ ¼ 50–500 MW, strength of the dispersive section ðR56Þ ¼
20 'm, laser spot size in the modulator ð#rÞ ’ 300 'm,
ð!R;!IÞ3 ¼ ð5& 10#5 fs#2; 3:2& 10#5 fs#2Þ.
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Ultra-short pulses 

Femtosecond and Subfemtosecond X-Ray Pulses from a Self-Amplified
Spontaneous-Emission–Based Free-Electron Laser

P. Emma,* K. Bane, M. Cornacchia, Z. Huang, H. Schlarb,† G. Stupakov, and D. Walz
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, 2575 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA

(Received 29 August 2003; published 20 February 2004)

We propose a novel method to generate femtosecond and subfemtosecond photon pulses in a free-
electron laser by selectively spoiling the transverse emittance of the electron beam. Its merits are
simplicity and ease of implementation. When the system is applied to the Linac Coherent Light Source,
it can provide x-ray pulses the order of 1 fs in duration containing about 1010 transversely coherent
photons.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.074801 PACS numbers: 41.60.Cr, 41.50.+h, 41.85.–p, 52.59.–f

There is a growing interest within the community of
synchrotron radiation and free-electron laser users in the
availability of ever shorter pulses as experimental probes
in several fields of research that include structural studies
of single biomolecules, x-ray diffraction from a single
protein molecule, and femtosecond chemistry. The inter-
est in femtosecond pulses lies in the fact that electron
transfer reaction dynamics in atomic and molecular sys-
tems, providing information about the most basic reaction
mechanisms in chemistry (e.g., forming and breaking
chemical bonds), biology, and soft or condensed matter
physics, are on the femtosecond scale (see, e.g., [1]).

Present state of the art synchrotron radiation sources
routinely deliver intense photon beams, from infrared
to x rays, in pulses of 30–50 ps duration, and it does
not seem feasible to deliver much shorter pulses without
sacrificing other performance characteristics of the radia-
tion. Free-electron lasers (FELs), such as the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [2] planned for construc-
tion at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), or
the TESLA X-FEL [3] promise to deliver pulses of 200-fs
duration with a peak brightness 10 orders of magnitude
greater than presently achievable in synchrotron radiation
sources.

While proposals exist to produce femtosecond pulses
from FELs [4,5], these typically require significant
changes to the machine design. We present a simple
method, applicable to nearly any linac-based FEL, to
select out a narrow time slice of the electron bunch to
generate very short duration x-ray free-electron laser
radiation via the self-amplified-spontaneous-emission
(SASE) process. The SASE gain process is highly sensi-
tive to the transverse emittance (!) of the electron beam,
with emittance describing the position-momentum
phase-space area occupied by the ensemble of particles.
The method takes advantage of this high sensitivity,
where the emittance must be evaluated over the radiation
slippage length (number of undulator periods times the
radiation wavelength). For example, the shortest FEL
radiation wavelength produced by the LCLS is 1:5 !A,
which requires a normalized emittance (phase-space

area multiplied by beam energy " in rest mass units) of
"! & 1 #m at 14.3 GeV, while a normalized emittance of
"! * 3 #m suppresses the gain. Since the slippage length
is only about 1 fs for a 100-m long, 3-cm period undulator,
it is much shorter than the length of the electron beam
(about 200 fs). Spoiling the emittance of most of the
beam, while leaving a very short unspoiled time slice,
will produce an x-ray FEL pulse much shorter than the
full electron bunch.

The method relies upon the fact that in a magnetic
bunch-compressor chicane the beam is tilted at a large
angle relative to the longitudinal axis t (see Fig. 1). At the
point of maximum tilt (center of the chicane) a thin foil is
placed in the path of the beam. The foil has a vertically (y)
oriented narrow slot at its center. The Coulomb scattering
of the electrons passing through the foil increases the
horizontal and vertical emittances of most of the beam,
but leaves a very thin unspoiled slice where the beam
passes through the slit.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Sketch of electron bunch at center of
magnetic bunch-compressor chicane with tilted beam in hori-
zontal, x, and longitudinal coordinates, t. (b) The slotted foil at
chicane center leaves a narrow, unspoiled beam center.
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Emittance spoiler

fundamental FEL resonance occurs at the laser wave-
length !L ! 800 nm . Interaction with the laser light in
the wiggler then produces a time-dependent electron en-
ergy modulation as shown in Fig. 2. For the laser parame-
ters mentioned above, we expect a central peak energy
offset !Eo " 15 MeV, which is a factor of 1.35 times
larger than those of its nearest neighbors. This relative
difference is important when considering the 2-nm en-
ergy modulation to be induced in a following undulator.

A second isochronous bend after the wiggler magnet
returns the electrons back to the original axis, while the
800-nm laser pulse continues to propagate along a paral-
lel, offset path. The electrons now enter a long undulator
modulator (UM) (not shown to scale in Fig. 1), which
serves as an energy modulator at a 2-nm wavelength. The
coherent, # 100-fs long, 2-nm output pulse from the HC
FEL copropagates in the UM with electrons and arrives
simultaneously with those electrons that experienced the
strong energy modulation at 800 nm. The undulator pa-
rameter K of the UM is tuned such that only those
electrons very near the peak of the 800-nm energy
modulation have the correct energy for resonant FEL
interaction with the 2-nm light. The other electrons fall
outside the energy bandwidth of the UM FEL and are not
significantly modulated. Although the UM is relatively
long (Lu " 5 m ), it is shorter than one full FEL gain
length so there is little SASE action (which otherwise
would produce unwanted microbunching at the 2-nm
wavelength throughout the 2-ps long electron bunch).

Following [11], the standard 1D FEL particle equations
in the zero gain limit may be written as

d"
dz$

! %"2 sin# and
d#
dz$

! 2$"; (1)

where z$ & z=Lu is the dimensionless length along the
undulator, # is the electron phase relative to the FEL

ponderomotive well, and " & 2Nu'%% %R(=%R with Nu
being the number of undulator periods and %R the
resonant Lorentz factor. " is the dimensionless, FEL-
equivalent synchrotron tune. Using a perturbation expan-
sion of " and # in powers of "2, one obtains at the
undulator end (z$ ! 1) through order "2
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where #0 and "0 refer to values at undulator entrance
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Here !%1 is the detuning offset from the FEL resonant
energy and &" is due to instantaneous energy spread.
Equation (3) applies close to the peak of the 800-nm
energy modulation.

Downstream of the UM the electrons enter a chicane
with a time-of-flight parameter R56 ! 750 nm which in-
duces strong microbunching at the !x ! 2-nmwavelength
and at higher harmonics !x=n. In the middle of the
chicane, the electron beam orbit is separated "1 mm
transversely from the path of the x-ray light. This permits
a photon stop to block all light coming to this point,
which is important for obtaining maximum contrast of
the attosecond x-ray pulse over the background radiation.
The electron phase at the chicane exit then equal

#e ! #0 %
"2

"0

!

'2') 1( sin$"0 sin~##

%
"

sin$"0

$"0
% cos$"0

#

cos~##
$

) C) 2$"0'') 1(; (4)

where C is an energy-independent path-length difference
term, ' & R56=2Nu!x, and ~## & #0 ) $"0. It is conve-
nient to define the complex bunching factor at the nth
harmonic bn & hein#ei, where the averaging takes place
over #0 and &". Presuming a uniform phase distribution
of electrons in #0, a Gaussian energy distribution in &"
whose rms value (v & 2Nu(E=%Rmc2, we obtain from
Eq. (4) at the chicane exit

bn' #""0( ! Jn!n$"2)'$ #""0("ein*' #""0(e%'1=2(!n$'2')1((v"2 ;
(5)
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FIG. 2. The calculated energy modulation of the electrons
along the electron bunch produced in the interaction with
a few-cycle, 800-nm laser pulse in the wiggler magnet
presuming an instantaneous electron beam energy spread
(E ! 0:3 MeV.

FIG. 1 (color online). A schematic of the components involved in attosecond x-ray pulse production.
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fundamental FEL resonance occurs at the laser wave-
length !L ! 800 nm . Interaction with the laser light in
the wiggler then produces a time-dependent electron en-
ergy modulation as shown in Fig. 2. For the laser parame-
ters mentioned above, we expect a central peak energy
offset !Eo " 15 MeV, which is a factor of 1.35 times
larger than those of its nearest neighbors. This relative
difference is important when considering the 2-nm en-
ergy modulation to be induced in a following undulator.

A second isochronous bend after the wiggler magnet
returns the electrons back to the original axis, while the
800-nm laser pulse continues to propagate along a paral-
lel, offset path. The electrons now enter a long undulator
modulator (UM) (not shown to scale in Fig. 1), which
serves as an energy modulator at a 2-nm wavelength. The
coherent, # 100-fs long, 2-nm output pulse from the HC
FEL copropagates in the UM with electrons and arrives
simultaneously with those electrons that experienced the
strong energy modulation at 800 nm. The undulator pa-
rameter K of the UM is tuned such that only those
electrons very near the peak of the 800-nm energy
modulation have the correct energy for resonant FEL
interaction with the 2-nm light. The other electrons fall
outside the energy bandwidth of the UM FEL and are not
significantly modulated. Although the UM is relatively
long (Lu " 5 m ), it is shorter than one full FEL gain
length so there is little SASE action (which otherwise
would produce unwanted microbunching at the 2-nm
wavelength throughout the 2-ps long electron bunch).

Following [11], the standard 1D FEL particle equations
in the zero gain limit may be written as
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where z$ & z=Lu is the dimensionless length along the
undulator, # is the electron phase relative to the FEL

ponderomotive well, and " & 2Nu'%% %R(=%R with Nu
being the number of undulator periods and %R the
resonant Lorentz factor. " is the dimensionless, FEL-
equivalent synchrotron tune. Using a perturbation expan-
sion of " and # in powers of "2, one obtains at the
undulator end (z$ ! 1) through order "2
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Here !%1 is the detuning offset from the FEL resonant
energy and &" is due to instantaneous energy spread.
Equation (3) applies close to the peak of the 800-nm
energy modulation.

Downstream of the UM the electrons enter a chicane
with a time-of-flight parameter R56 ! 750 nm which in-
duces strong microbunching at the !x ! 2-nmwavelength
and at higher harmonics !x=n. In the middle of the
chicane, the electron beam orbit is separated "1 mm
transversely from the path of the x-ray light. This permits
a photon stop to block all light coming to this point,
which is important for obtaining maximum contrast of
the attosecond x-ray pulse over the background radiation.
The electron phase at the chicane exit then equal
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where C is an energy-independent path-length difference
term, ' & R56=2Nu!x, and ~## & #0 ) $"0. It is conve-
nient to define the complex bunching factor at the nth
harmonic bn & hein#ei, where the averaging takes place
over #0 and &". Presuming a uniform phase distribution
of electrons in #0, a Gaussian energy distribution in &"
whose rms value (v & 2Nu(E=%Rmc2, we obtain from
Eq. (4) at the chicane exit
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FIG. 2. The calculated energy modulation of the electrons
along the electron bunch produced in the interaction with
a few-cycle, 800-nm laser pulse in the wiggler magnet
presuming an instantaneous electron beam energy spread
(E ! 0:3 MeV.

FIG. 1 (color online). A schematic of the components involved in attosecond x-ray pulse production.
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such as to comply with an approximate condition of valid-
ity for the above formula, namely Nw!!w=!w ! 0:05.

Following [12], the standard 1D FEL particle equations
in the zero gain limit may be written as

d"
ds"

# $"2 sin# and
d#
ds"

# 2$"; (2)

where s" % s=Lu is the dimensionless length along the
undulator, # is the electron phase relative to the pondero-
motive well, " % 2Nw&!$ !w'=!w, and "2 %
2Nw!!w=!w is the FEL-equivalent synchrotron tune.
Using perturbation expansion of " and # in powers of
"2 < 1, one obtains a solution of Eq. (2) at the end of
the undulator (s" # 1) through order "2 (see also [8,12]):

"f # "0 (
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sin&#0 ( 2$"0' $ sin#0
2$"0

$ cos#0

"

;
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where "0 and #0 refer to values at the wiggler entrance.
Following interaction with the laser beam in the wiggler,

the electron beam is accelerated to energy !x and passes
through a magnetic chicane with a time-of-flight parameter
R56. We neglect relative longitudinal motions of the elec-
trons during the acceleration, but consider them in the

chicane. Although the laser is not present at this point it
is still convenient to use the electron phase relative to
ponderomotive well as a definition of electron location in
the longitudinal direction. A new phase can be found from
the following equation (see also [8]):
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where ~# % #0 ( $"0, % % R56!w=&2Nw&L!x', and C is
an energy independent path-length difference term. Using
(4) and presuming a uniform distribution of electrons in #0
and a Gaussian distribution in "0 with rms value '" %
2Nw'!0=!w, one obtains the following expression for the
WS electron current after the chicane (see also [13]):

I&z'=I0 # 1( 2
X

1
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where z is the coordinate along the electron bunch within
the WS, I0 is the electron current outside of the WS, B #
!!w='!0, and k # 2$=&L. Note that high harmonics with
n > nc #

%%%

2
p

B=$"2&2%( 1' do not contribute signifi-

FIG. 2. (Color) (a) Longitudinal phase space after the chicane showing microbunching of electrons and an enhanced electron density.
Only a part of the WS equivalent to one optical cycle at the laser wavelength is actually shown. (b) The histograms of the energy
distribution of electrons after the chicane taken along the lines a; b; c in (a).
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   x-rays
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FIG. 1. (Color) A schematic of ESASE x-ray FEL.
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Tapering : slightly adjust the undulator field to keep the resonance
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associated with a degradation of the longitudinal coherence of the
FEL pulse, but rather with a natural shortening of the FEL pulse dur-
ation relative to the seed pulse. This effect has been theoretically pre-
dicted43 and also seen in numerical simulations of our conditions. It
is, however, important to point out that even without considering
such a shortening of the FEL pulse, the time–bandwidth product
is already smaller than a factor of 4.

Another very important property of light sources to be used for
energy-resolved experiments is the wavelength (or photon-energy)

stability. The FERMI measurements shown in Fig. 4b indicate that
the normalized photon-energy stability is of the order of 7× 1025

(r.m.s.), a noticeable improvement when compared to previous
SASE FEL results obtained in the same photon energy range12,13,44.

Conclusions
Our results show that the FERMI FEL-1 seeded source is able to
produce high-intensity pulses in the EUV range with close to trans-
form-limited bandwidth and unprecedented stability in intensity,
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Figure 3 | Measured beam profiles and double slit diffraction pattern. a, FEL spot size measured on a YAG screen positioned 52.4 m downstream from the
radiator exit. The main signal is well reproduced by a Gaussian profile and is characterized by a second moment of "2 mm in both the vertical and horizontal
directions. b, FEL spot size measured on a second YAG screen positioned 72.5 m downstream from the radiator exit. In this case the measured horizontal and
vertical beam dimensions are 2.6 mm and 2.4 mm, respectively. c,d, Image and projection of the interference pattern recorded on the second YAG screen
when the FEL beam propagates through two 20mm slits, separated by 0.8 mm, placed "8.5 m before the screen.
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 Transverse mode :Young slit experiments 
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 Superconducting LINAC : Toward higher repetition rate

Storage 
ring

~50 ps
~ns

~nJ/pulse in 0.1% BW

ERL 
Future short 
pulse mode

~10 fs ~µs
~nJ/pulse in 0.1% BW

~10 µs
~10 nJ/pulse in 1% BW

~10 fsHHG 
Future
capability

10 to 300 fs
~10 ms

~mJ/pulse in 0.1% BWLCLS

100 ms
10 to 100 fs

200 ns

600 μs
~mJ/pulse in 0.1% BW

Eu XFEL

1 μs ≤1 to 300 fs

~0.1 mJ/pulse in 0.1% BWNGLS

High peak brightness high average brightness 
 ≤ fs, evenly-spaced, ~time-bandwidth limited pulses

Courtesy J. Corlett

• high temporal and spatial coherence 
• high repetition rate
• high average power and brightness
• high peak power and brightness
• ultrafast pulses
• synchronization with experimental lasers
• multiple beamlines
• independent tunability for each beamline
• each FEL and beamline configured for 

specific science needs	


NGLS is a facility 
concept for soft X-
ray science, 
providing X-ray 
lasers beams with:
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High repetition rate soft X-ray laser array
o Up to 106 pulses per second
o Average coherent power up to ~100 W

Spatially and temporally coherent X-rays (seeded)
o Ultrashort pulses from ≤1 fs to ~300 fs
o Narrow energy bandwidth to 50 meV

Tunable X-rays
o Adjustable photon energy from 100 eV – 1.25 keV, 2 keV achievable
o Moderate to high flux with 1010 – 1012 photons/pulse

Expandable
o Capability (e.g. repetition rate, pulse duration, tuning range)
o Capacity (additional FEL beamlines)

NGLS performance
High stability CW superconducting linac; 

laser heater, bunch compressors

High-brightness, 
high rep-rate injector

Beam spreader

Array of independent FELs

X-ray beamlines and endstations

Expandable to increase 
capacity and capability

Courtesy J. Corlett

 Superconducting LINAC : Toward higher multiple FEL lines
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High repetition rate soft X-ray laser array
o Up to 106 pulses per second
o Average coherent power up to ~100 W

Spatially and temporally coherent X-rays (seeded)
o Ultrashort pulses from ≤1 fs to ~300 fs
o Narrow energy bandwidth to 50 meV

Tunable X-rays
o Adjustable photon energy from 100 eV – 1.25 keV, 2 keV achievable
o Moderate to high flux with 1010 – 1012 photons/pulse

Expandable
o Capability (e.g. repetition rate, pulse duration, tuning range)
o Capacity (additional FEL beamlines)

NGLS performance
High stability CW superconducting linac; 

laser heater, bunch compressors

High-brightness, 
high rep-rate injector

Beam spreader

Array of independent FELs

X-ray beamlines and endstations

Expandable to increase 
capacity and capability

Courtesy J. Corlett

• A CW SCRF linac provides a 
“backbone” for delivering high-
brightness electron beam to an array 
of independent FELs

• Nominal high-level linac parameters
• 300 pC
• 1 MHz
• 2.4 GeV
• 16 MV/m
• 500 A 
• 300 fs

 Superconducting LINAC : Toward higher multiple FEL lines
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Soft X-ray FEL in switched by-pass
Ee- = 4.5 GeV εx,y = ~11 pm-rad

λFEL = 1 nm λ/4π = 80 pm-rad

Ipk = 300 Apk LID = 50-100 m

Ppk = few hundred kW    rep rate:  
kHz

A.S. Fischer et al. 40 Å designs for the PEP 
storage ring, NIM 318 (1992)730-735

Can inject special short, high peak current 
bunch to lase for a few turns

30 3.3 

	
 Soft X-ray partial lasing with stored beam in PEP-X
	
 	
    Z. Huang, C. Pellegrini et al.

	
 SASE with Transvers eGradient Undulator
	
 	
    Z. Huang, Y. Cai, Y. Ding

E = 4.5 GeV    εx/y=160 / 1.6 pm     δE/E = 1.6x10-3 rms     σz=1ps    Q = 0.75 nC       
Ipk = 300 A

ηy = 0.05 m    βx/y = 16 / 50 m      σβ = 52 mm     ση = 78 mm 
vertical undulator:  λu = 3 cm     K = 3.7     λph = 1.5 nm

 XFEL on low emittance ring

IV-(storage ring based) FELs 
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Soft X-ray FEL in switched by-pass
Ee- = 4.5 GeV εx,y = ~11 pm-rad

λFEL = 1 nm λ/4π = 80 pm-rad

Ipk = 300 Apk LID = 50-100 m

Ppk = few hundred kW    rep rate:  
kHz

A.S. Fischer et al. 40 Å designs for the PEP 
storage ring, NIM 318 (1992)730-735

Can inject special short, high peak current 
bunch to lase for a few turns

30 3.3 

	
 Soft X-ray partial lasing with stored beam in PEP-X
	
 	
    Z. Huang, C. Pellegrini et al.

pulse energy = 0.5 mJ

ID grad = 22.9 m-1   

	
 SASE with Transvers eGradient Undulator
	
 	
    Z. Huang, Y. Cai, Y. Ding

E = 4.5 GeV    εx/y=160 / 1.6 pm     δE/E = 1.6x10-3 rms     σz=1ps    Q = 0.75 nC       
Ipk = 300 A

ηy = 0.05 m    βx/y = 16 / 50 m      σβ = 52 mm     ση = 78 mm 
vertical undulator:  λu = 3 cm     K = 3.7     λph = 1.5 nm

 XFEL on low emittance ring

IV-(storage ring based) FELs 
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 Laser Wakefield Accelerator

LWFA beam
- Very short
- Strongly diverging (1 mrad)
- Small size
- Large relative energy spread (1 %)
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spread <5%.
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energy spread : 0.75%
emitttance 2.2 ±0.7 π mm.rad

Intense laser focused in a gas jet / cell / capillary
=> ions : accelerator electric field

W. P. Leemans et al. , Nature Physics 418, 2006, 696

V-Novel accelerators for light sources

C. Rechatin et al., Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 102, 194804 (2009)

1.5 fs RMS duration : Peak current of 4 kA

O. Lundh et al. Nature Physics,

2002  2004  2009
Energy spread (%) 100       5       1
below : C. Cipiccia et al. Nature Physics, 2011 
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Figure 3 | Single-shot spatially resolved undulator spectrum.

a, Smoothed representation of the zeroth and the ± first diffraction order of

the measured undulator spectrum corresponding to the electron spectrum

of Fig. 2c. It consists of a fundamental peak at 17 nm and a second

harmonic peaked at 9 nm, with a high energy cutoff at ∼7 nm. The

theoretical parabolic dependence of the wavelength on the observation

angle Θ is shown by solid lines. An electron energy of 207MeV

corresponding to the peak of the effective electron spectrum of Fig. 2c was

used as a parameter. For the different emission characteristics of the

second harmonic, our simulation yields an on-axis radiation spectrum

peaked at a wavelength of 9.2 nm, which defines the parameter chosen for

the corresponding parabola. b, On-axis lineout summed over 10 pixel rows

around Θ =0 (blue) and the underlying raw data (red).

on-axis photon flux at the detector, whereas deviations of a few
tens of megaelectronvolts cause this flux to drop sharply (Fig. 2b).
Thus, the magnetic lenses limit the energy range of electrons that
primarily contribute to the undulator radiation and therefore define
an ‘effective’ electron spectrum (Fig. 2c).

The influence of the electron-beam divergence on the angular
flux of the undulator radiation at the position of the detector
was computed with the code SRW (ref. 25), taking into account
all beamline components (see the Methods section) to generate a
‘system response’ curve (Fig. 2b). An effective electron spectrum
can be determined by multiplying this system response curve with
the measured electron spectrum (shown in Fig. 2c). This effective
band-pass filtering reduces the shot-to-shot fluctuations of the
spectral width and mean photon energy of the undulator emission
as well as the bandwidth of an individual shot significantly below
those of the corresponding electron spectra. For example, the
fundamental spectrum of a single shot, shown in Fig. 3, shows a
bandwidth of 22% (full-width at half-maximum, FWHM) at an
observation angle of Θ = 0 (after deconvolving the instrument
function deduced from the zeroth diffraction order), whereas a
bandwidth of 65% would be expected without the filtering of the
lenses. In 70% of consecutive laser shots we observed undulator
spectra, whereas in the remaining 30% the amount of charge
in the effective electron spectrum was insufficient to produce
enough radiation. The average charge within the effective electron
spectrum was 0.6 ± 0.3 pC, which produced 70,000 ± 25,000
photons in the undulator fundamental, integrated over a detection
cone of K/(2γ ) = ±0.7 mrad, leading to a bandwidth of 30%
FWHM. The observed spectra show a fundamental wavelength at
18 nm and a second harmonic peak at 10 nm with shot-to-shot
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Figure 4 |Undulator wavelength versus electron energy. Detected
fundamental undulator radiation wavelengths plotted against the

corresponding maxima of the effective electron spectra (determined by the

method of Fig. 2c). The green and blue points correspond to consecutive

shots with two different positions of the magnetic lenses, demonstrating

the wavelength-tunability of the source (see Supplementary Information).

The error bars arise from measurement errors of the electron spectrometer,

the X-ray spectrometer, magnetic lens distances and the undulator field.

The asymmetric error bars of the blue points are due to a non-zero angle of

the electron beam with the spectrometer axis. The red points represent

shots that lie outside the stable electron acceleration regime. The

theoretical behaviour described in equation (1) is shown as a solid line.

standard deviations of about 5%. The wavelength of the second
harmonic is slightly longer than half the fundamental owing to
its emission characteristics. In contrast to the fundamental, its
flux distribution is peaked off-axis19 (Θ > 0) with correspondingly
longer wavelengths according to equation (1). Owing to the
horizontally focusing mirror, these components are propagated
through the slit onto the detector, shifting the peak of the observed
on-axis spectrum to longer wavelengths.

Figure 3 shows the spectral and angular distribution of undula-
tor radiation measured in a single shot. The parabolic dependence
of the wavelength on the observation angle Θ as predicted by
equation (1) (see solid lines in Fig. 3a), is in excellent agreement
with the measured data. From the spectrum shown in Fig. 3,
we deduce (see the Methods section) that our source delivers
8,200± 3,100 photons per shot per mrad2 per 0.1% bandwidth.
An analytical estimation for the on-axis peak intensity in units of
photons per shot per mrad2 per 0.1% bandwidth for an undulator
with a deflection parameter of K < 1 is approximately given by19
Nph ≈1.744×1014N 2

u ·E2(GeV)·Qe ·K 2/(1+K 2/2), whereNu is the
number of undulator periods, E is the electron energy andQe is the
charge of the electron bunch. According to this estimate, a charge
of 1.3 pC in the effective electron spectrum (green curve in Fig. 2c,
which produced the undulator spectrum of Fig. 3) corresponds to
9,500± 2,100 photons per shot per mrad2 per 0.1% bandwidth.
(The error is due to uncertainties in the calibration of the charge
measurement and in the lens settings, both of which determine
the amount of charge in the effective spectrum.) From the mea-
sured electron-beam divergence of ∼1mrad and source diameter
of ∼2 µm (derived from numerical simulations23 and plausibility
arguments involving the wakefield dimensions), we estimate the
normalized electron-beam emittance as εn = 0.8πmmmrad. For
the central energy of the effective electron spectrum, this translates
to a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) photon-beam size of 270 µm ver-
tically and 630 µm horizontally in the undulator, with respective
r.m.s. divergences of 180 and 170 µrad. Assuming a duration of
10 fs for the undulator radiation pulse, these estimates yield a peak
brilliance of ∼1.3× 1017 photons per second per mrad2 per mm2

per 0.1% bandwidth.

828 NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 5 | NOVEMBER 2009 | www.nature.com/naturephysics

M. Fuchs et al. 5, 2009, 826
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Figure 1 Set-up of the experiment. The laser pulse is focused by an off-axis parabolic mirror into a supersonic helium gas jet where it accelerates electrons (blue line) to

several tens of mega-electron volt energy. The electron beam profile may be monitored by a removable scintillating screen. The electrons propagate through an undulator,

producing synchrotron radiation, and into a magnetic electron spectrometer. Radiation is collected by a lens and analysed in an optical spectrometer. The spectrometer is

protected against direct laser and plasma exposure by a thin aluminium foil in front of the undulator.

simultaneously recorded for each individual shot, as shown in the

Methods section.

Relativistic electrons undergo transverse oscillations as they

pass through the undulator under the action of the Lorentz force

of the periodic magnetic field and emit polarized radiation. The

wavelength l of the emitted light is mainly given by the undulator

period lu and the electron energy Ee = γm0c2
, where γ is the

relativistic Lorentz factor, m0 is the electron rest mass and c is the

speed of light. The small reduction in the longitudinal velocity due

to periodic deflection results in a slight decrease in the frequency of

the radiation field by a factor of (1+ K 2/2). The wavelength of the

emitted radiation also depends on the angle of emission, ϑ, with

respect to the optical axis and is peaked in the forward direction.

This is given by l = (lu/2hγ2)(1+ (K 2/2)+γ2ϑ2), where h is

the harmonic order. For electron energies of 55–75 MeV, the

wavelength emitted by our undulator is in the visible spectral range.

Figure 2 shows a measured electron spectrum (inset) and the

corresponding undulator radiation spectrum (black squares) for

the same laser shot. The electron spectrum is peaked at 64 MeV,

has a width of 3.4 MeV (full-width at half-maximum, FWHM) and

contains a charge of 28 pC. As the electron beam is not focused into

the undulator, the relevant Twiss beam parameters at the centre

of the undulator are β = 100 m and α = −115. The normalized

emittance of the beam is taken as εn ≈ 1.3πmm mrad, which has

been estimated from the source size, σr.m.s. = 3 µm derived from

simulations and the beam divergence σ �
r.m.s. = 1.6 mrad determined

from the beam spot size. This value of emittance is consistent

with simulations
9
. The measured undulator radiation spectrum,

shown in Fig. 2, is peaked at 740 nm, has a bandwidth of 55 nm

and contains 284,000 photons. We also show a similar peak (red

circles) at 900 nm produced by a 58 MeV, 14 pC, σγ/γ ≈5%, bunch

in another shot (not shown). The expected undulator radiation

spectrum has been calculated for the measured electron spectra,

taking into account the 1 MeV resolution of the spectrometer,

by integrating the Liénard–Wiechert potentials
17,18

for a collection

angle of 2 mrad. The calculated undulator spectra indicated by the

solid lines in Fig. 2 are in excellent quantitative agreement with

the measured photon spectra peak positions, spectral widths and

photon numbers.
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Figure 2 Undulator radiation spectrum and corresponding electron spectrum.
The measured electron spectrum (inset) shows a distinct maximum at 64MeV with a

width of 3.4MeV (FWHM), and a total charge of 28 pC. The corresponding undulator

radiation spectrum (black squares) is simultaneously recorded. The peak centred at

740 nm contains 284,000 photons. The red circles show an undulator radiation

spectrum from a different shot, produced by a 58MeV, 14 pC electron bunch. The

simulations of the undulator spectra (solid lines) take into account the measured

electron spectrum, the undulator parameters and the optical imaging system, and

compare well with the measured signals.

The measured optical spectrum provides a valuable method

for estimating the beam quality and sets an upper limit on

the energy spread and emittance. The total relative spectral

width must include contributions from the natural spectral

width δl/l = 1/Nu, which is 2% for our undulator. The

measured spectral width imposes an upper limit on the combined

angular spread, ϑ2γ2
, and energy spread, 2σγ/γ , because

(δl/l)2

measured
= (2σγ/γ)2 + (ϑ2γ2)2 +1/N 2

u
. This places an upper

limit on the emittance of εn ≈ 1πmm mrad and electron beam

nature physics VOL 4 FEBRUARY 2008 www.nature.com/naturephysics 131

Now down to 4 nm

Production or radiation : 
- betatron radiation
- Thomson scattering
- undulator spontaneous emission
- FEL? 

 Laser Wakefield Accelerator

V-Novel accelerators for light sources
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 LWFA based FEL

A. R. Maier et al., Phys. Rev. X 2, 031019 (2012)

• Energy spread : 1 %, divergence 1 mrad
=> strong focusing + chicane decompression + chromatic matching

before the chicane (2.2 kA, 4 fs RMS) after the chicane (180A, 40 fs RMS FEL power

A. Loulergue et al. sub. PRL
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FIG. 4. a) SASE FEL peak power comparison versus chicane
strength, b) Optimum SASE FEL power increase comparison
along the 5 m undulator of 15 mm magnetic period and 1.5
T maximum field at 40 nm wavelength and 400 MeV beam
energy.

beam is used as an external input file in time dependent
mode and a linear field tapering is applied to compensate
the induced chicane linear energy chirp [35, 36]. The
output peak power versus the chicane strength is plotted
in Fig. 4a in SASE mode which exhibits an increase of
about 2 orders of magnitude for the chromatic matching
case. The chicane strength (r56) sensitivity is not critical
in both cases and gives a flat optimum from 0.3 to 0.8
mm. The super matching case has a higher and continu-
ous power increase (Fig. 4b) driven by the focusing slip-
page and reaches few MW peak power while the strong
focusing case, the FEL process is just about to start.
With a 50 kW input seed [37, 38] (considered as con-
tinuous), the peak power gains are similar to the SASE
mode with nearly 2 orders of magnitude increase for the
super matching case as shown in Fig. 5 which reaches
the saturation in the GW peak power range at the exit
of the 5 m undulator. The FEL temporal and spectral
distributions also evolve in a smooth single spike Gaus-
sian shape regime. In addition, the chromatic matching
case tends to reduce the FEL pulse length: it reaches its
minimum around synchronization where the peak power
is maximum (FEL wave ”canalization” favoring the short
single spike regime). The minimum pulse length is about
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FIG. 5. 50 kW seeded FEL peak power comparison versus
chicane strength over 5 m undulator of 15 mm magnetic pe-
riod and 1.5 T maximum field at 40 nm wavelength and 400
MeV beam energy.

two times shorter in the chromatic matching mode with
about 2 fs fwhm either in SASE or seeded mode.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on today available LWFA beams, magnets
and undulators, we have shown the possibility to
further increase the FEL peak power by two orders
of magnitude turning the large inherent transverse
chromatic emittance of those beams into direct FEL
gain advantage. The possibility to reach the GW peak
power level at the femtosecond pulse duration over 5
m undulator seems also feasible in achievable seeded
mode in the XUV wavelength range. Two quadrupole
triplets flanking the chicane are needed, a more accurate
focusing tuning is required and variable permanent
quadrupole gradient [39] or position [25] may be then
suitable. The chicane strength synchronization tuning
is large, only depends on the quadrupole working point
and is free from any possible initial beam jitters making
it rather robust. In addition, it seems to favorise the
single spike regime with shorter pulses. The transfer
line layout is still rather compact as compared to a long
conventional optics suppressing the chromatic emittance
that feasibility is still to be validated for those beams.
There are several other effects that where not included
as collective effects, magnet imperfections, alignment
and initial electron correlations in these simple simula-
tions. We believe that the chromatic focusing concept
presented here, and further investigations, is a viable
scheme to drive FEL from LWFA beams with inherent
large initial divergence and energy spread.

The authors acknowledge support of the Agence Na-
tionale pour la recherche (DYNACO, QUAPEVA) and
support of the European Research Council for funding
the PARIS ERC project (Contract No. 226424).
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requirement (2) and making the FEL process then pos-
sible [21]. Prior to be decompressed and injected into
the undulator, the beam has to be refocused by means
of a quadrupole triplet. The large initial divergence and
energy spread render the emittance and the short bunch
length preservation very concerning through the refocus-
ing. To limit these effects, the quadrupoles must be lo-
cated as close as possible from the source at the cost
of a very high strength [25, 26] using a compact and
very strong permanent triplet of quadrupole magnets of
few hundred Tm−1. The chromatic effects of the triplet
are still important as compared to the initial emittance.
The slice energy sorting of the chicane will then transfer
the chromatic emittance into mismatch from slice to slice
along the undulator and spoil the FEL process efficiency.
Up to second order, a general quadrupole transfer using
the usual transport notation [27] limited to the horizontal
plane is given by:
∣

∣

∣

∣

x
xp

=

[(

r11 r12
r21 r22

)

+ δ

(

r116 r126
r216 r226

) ]
∣

∣

∣

∣

x0

xp0
(3)

where the first matrix (rij) of the second hand side stands
for the linear part, the second matrix (rij6) is the chro-
matic second order perturbation. (x0 xp0), (xxp) are
respectively the initial and final horizontal coordinates
(position-angle) of one particle and δ its relative energy
deviation. In the following an initial Gaussian distribu-
tion without any correlation is assumed having a large
initial rms divergence σxp0. From Eq. (3), setting the
on-momentum particles (δ = 0) to a waist σx−min and
canceling the chromatic term (r226 = 0), the three rms
associated momenta transfer according to their relative
energy deviation is approximated by:







σ2
x(δ) ≈ σ2

x−min + r2126 σ2
xp0 δ2,

σxxp(δ) ≈ r126 r22 σ2
xp0 δ,

σ2
xp(δ) ≈ r222 σ2

xp0.
(4)

σx, σxp and σxxp are respectively the rms size divergence
and the cross term. They present an upright set of slice
ellipses, as sketched in Fig. 1a. If ε0 denotes the initial
beam emittance, from Eq. (4), the energy slice emit-
tances ε(δ) and the total emittance εt integrated over
the energy deviation are given by:

{

ε(δ) ≈ ε0,
ε2t ≈ ε20 + (r126 r22 σ2

xp0 σδ)2.
(5)

This set of slices reach their minimum size σx−min along
the undulator position S (Fig. 1b) according to:

S(δ) = −
σxxp(δ)

σ2
xp(δ)

= −
r126
r22

δ. (6)

Thanks to the chicane energy sorting (of linear
strength r56) converting energy deviation (δ) to longi-
tudinal position

∆s = r56δ, (7)

FIG. 1. a) Sketch of transverse phase space ellipse orientation,
b) Sketch of beam size along undulator for different energy
deviations δ.

the minimum σx−min is slipping along the bunch (fo-
cusing slippage) and can be synchronized with the FEL
slippage such as the effective mean beam size is always
the minimum. In the exponential gain regime, the FEL
slippage, ∆s = λr/(3λu)S [28], combined with Eq. (6)
and (7) gives the synchronization condition for the chi-
cane strength:

r56 = −
r126
r22

λr

3λu
. (8)

As long as the initial beam divergence is large and limited
to second order term r226 cancellation, the synchroniza-
tion condition (8) only depends on the focusing transfer
and is free from any initial jitter such as position, point-
ing, divergence, length, energy spread. It is only weakly
affected by the mean energy fluctuation (via the energy
resonant emission λr). To operate this chromatic focus-
ing slippage, in both horizontal and vertical planes, at
least an additional triplet of quadrupoles is mandatory.
The presence of possible strong vertical focusing (strong
Ku and low energy) of a planar undulator may distort
the vertical ”focusing slippage”. A worthwhile effective
transverse beam size reduction may be obtained shorten-
ing the gain length according to Eq.(1). There is always a
positive chicane strength solution whatever the focusing
and in practice, the transverse effects of a four identical
magnet chicane being negligible, a simple decompression
scan should meet the synchronization condition.

IV. ELECTRON BEAM TRACKING

For this study we take conservative values for the
LWFA electron beam described as a 6D Gaussian bunch
without any correlations having a total rms emittance
1 π.mm.rad, a divergence of 1 mrad rms, a 1% rms rel-
ative energy spread with an rms bunch length of 1 µm
and 4 kA peak current. The FEL performance are com-
pared for two transfer lines: a first one composed of only
one triplet followed by a chicane (referred to the strong
focusing case) and a second one with the additional sec-
ond triplet located downstream the chicane mandatory to
control the second order chromatic terms in both planes

start : 400 MeV, 1 µm,  1.25 mrad, 1 %, 2 fs RMS, 20 pC 
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  LWFA based FEL 

4G+ : towards full temporal and transverse, short 
pulses,  multi-FEL lines  to be validated by,
5G: (Conventional Linac replaced by a LWFA), FEL 
being viewed as an qualifying LWFA application
pilot user experiments

40-4 nm, 20 fs and shorter

!

electron beam transport for FEL amplification

Also DESY,, OASIS (Berkeley), Stratclyde et al. 

Example of LUNEX5 : free electron Laser Using a New accelerator for the Exploitation of X-ray radiation of 5th 
generation : 
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• Energy spread : 1 % too large for FEL amplification
=> chicane decompression / transverse gradient undulator

Compact X-ray Free-Electron Laser from a Laser-Plasma Accelerator
Using a Transverse-Gradient Undulator

Zhirong Huang,1 Yuantao Ding,1 and Carl B. Schroeder2

1SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA
2Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA

(Received 13 July 2012; published 12 November 2012)

Compact laser-plasma accelerators can produce high energy electron beams with low emittance, high

peak current but a rather large energy spread. The large energy spread hinders the potential applications

for coherent free-electron laser (FEL) radiation generation. We discuss a method to compensate the effects

of beam energy spread by introducing a transverse field variation into the FEL undulator. Such a

transverse gradient undulator together with a properly dispersed beam can greatly reduce the effects of

electron energy spread and jitter on FEL performance. We present theoretical analysis and numerical

simulations for self-amplified spontaneous emission and seeded extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray FELs

based on laser plasma accelerators.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.204801 PACS numbers: 41.60.Cr, 41.75.Jv, 52.38.Kd

The advent of x-ray free-electron lasers (FELs) repre-
sents a revolution in light source development that enables
the simultaneous probe of both the ultrasmall and the
ultrafast worlds [1]. The first soft x-ray FEL facility,
FLASH at DESY, has been in operation for users since
2005 [2]. The first hard x-ray FEL facility, the Linac
Coherent Light Source at SLAC [3], became operational
in 2009. More recently, the SACLA at SPring-8 [4] started
its user program beginning in 2012. These are remarkable
scientific facilities in size (hundreds to thousands of meters
long) and in user capacities (hundreds of users annually). A
few more such facilities will come online in this decade
[5]. Nevertheless, it is very desirable to develop compact
x-ray FELs that are similar in characteristics but are much
smaller in footprint.

Laser plasma accelerators (LPAs) have made tremen-
dous progress in generating high-energy (! 1 GeV), high
peak current (! 10 kA), and low-emittance (! 0:1 !m)
beams [6,7]. Such an accelerator was used to produce soft
x-ray spontaneous undulator radiation [8], and active
research and development efforts have been pursued to
develop compact FELs [9,10] based on these novel accel-
erators. Nevertheless, due to the challenges in controlling
the injection process, LPA beams have rather large energy
spread, typically on a few percent level. Such energy
spread hinders the short-wavelength FEL application.

The goal of this Letter is to point out that a transverse
gradient undulator together with a properly dispersed beam
is capable of overcoming the large energy spread of LPAs
for short-wavelength FEL amplification. Using one-
dimensional (1D) analysis and three-dimensional (3D)
simulations, we show how LPAs can be used to drive
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray FELs in short
undulators. The resulting radiation pulses can be multi-
gigawatt in power, a few femtosecond in duration, and have
good transverse and temporal coherence properties.

The effect of beam energy spread on FELs can be best
understood by the undulator resonant wavelength
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beam peak current, and $x is the average rms transverse
beam size in the undulator.
Smith and co-workers at Stanford proposed a ‘‘trans-

verse gradient wiggler (undulator)’’ (TGU) to reduce the
sensitivity to electron energy variations for FEL oscillators
[12]. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 1. By canting the
magnetic poles, one can generate a linear x dependence
of the vertical undulator field so that
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Compact laser-plasma accelerators can produce high energy electron beams with low emittance, high

peak current but a rather large energy spread. The large energy spread hinders the potential applications

for coherent free-electron laser (FEL) radiation generation. We discuss a method to compensate the effects

of beam energy spread by introducing a transverse field variation into the FEL undulator. Such a

transverse gradient undulator together with a properly dispersed beam can greatly reduce the effects of

electron energy spread and jitter on FEL performance. We present theoretical analysis and numerical

simulations for self-amplified spontaneous emission and seeded extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray FELs

based on laser plasma accelerators.
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beams [6,7]. Such an accelerator was used to produce soft
x-ray spontaneous undulator radiation [8], and active
research and development efforts have been pursued to
develop compact FELs [9,10] based on these novel accel-
erators. Nevertheless, due to the challenges in controlling
the injection process, LPA beams have rather large energy
spread, typically on a few percent level. Such energy
spread hinders the short-wavelength FEL application.

The goal of this Letter is to point out that a transverse
gradient undulator together with a properly dispersed beam
is capable of overcoming the large energy spread of LPAs
for short-wavelength FEL amplification. Using one-
dimensional (1D) analysis and three-dimensional (3D)
simulations, we show how LPAs can be used to drive
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray FELs in short
undulators. The resulting radiation pulses can be multi-
gigawatt in power, a few femtosecond in duration, and have
good transverse and temporal coherence properties.
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sensitivity to electron energy variations for FEL oscillators
[12]. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 1. By canting the
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improved by seeding, as shown in Fig. 5(b). As we will
show in the next example, the transverse mode pattern of
SASE can be improved if the transverse gradient of the
undulatoris increased, even in the absence of seeding.

We now consider a compact soft x-ray FEL example
using 1 GeV laser plasma beams that have been demon-
strated at LBNL [21] and elsewhere [22,23]. To reach
the important ‘‘water window’’ wavelengths, we consider
using the SC undulator described in Ref. [14] (see Table I)
that also reachs very large transverse gradient ! !
300 m"1. The detailed parameter list for this set of simu-
lations can be found in Table I. Figure 6 shows the FEL
power around 3.9 nm for the case of a normal SC undulator
(blue) as well as a SC undulator with ! ¼ 150 m"1 (red).
We see that the TGU improves the SASE power by about
two orders of magnitude and reaches power saturation
within 5-m undulator distance. For comparison, we also
show in Fig. 6 a case of decompressed beam with a peak
current of 1.5 kA and a slice energy spread of 0.15%
(black). Although the gain length of the decompressed
beam is similar to that of the TGU, it saturates at lower
power level due to the lower peak current. Figure 7 shows
the comparison of typical single shot spectra for the three

cases. Because of the very short electron pulse duration
($ 5 fs) without decompression, the TGU SASE forms a
single coherent spike while the decompressed beam gen-
erates multiple spikes with its rms bandwidth close to 2%.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the SASE transverse mode
pattern in the absence of decompression. Without TGU,
the transverse coherence is very poor because of the large
energy spread and relatively low gain. With TGU, good
transverse coherence ($ 50%) is established because the
stronger transverse gradient allows for a weakly dispersed
beam (100 "m horizontal rms beam size).
One additional advantage of TGU is that the FEL wave-

length is insensitive to the electron energy jitter. At present,
LPAs generate beams with a few percent energy jitter.
Without TGU, this large energy jitter directly maps into
SASE wavelength jitter. TGU can potentially reduce or
eliminate this energy jitter completely.
In summary, we have demonstrated the significant advan-

tage of using TGUs to enhance the short-wavelength FEL
performance of laser-plasma accelerators with 1D analysis
and 3D simulations. There are several practical effects that
were not included in these simple considerations. They

FIG. 5 (color online). Trasverse mode pattern for a SASE and
a seeded FEL at 31 nm based on the THUNDER TGU.

FIG. 6 (color online). FEL power around 3.9 nm for a normal
undulator without decompression (solid blue), with a factor of 7
decompression (dashed doted black), and for a transverse gra-
dient undulator without decompression (dashed red).

FIG. 7 (color online). Typical single-shot spectra of SASE for
a normal undulator without decompression (solid blue), with a
factor of 7 decompression (dashed doted black), and for a
transverse gradient undulator without decompression (dashed
red).

FIG. 8 (color online). Trasverse mode pattern for a SASE FEL
at 3.9 nm.
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pattern in the absence of decompression. Without TGU,
the transverse coherence is very poor because of the large
energy spread and relatively low gain. With TGU, good
transverse coherence ($ 50%) is established because the
stronger transverse gradient allows for a weakly dispersed
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One additional advantage of TGU is that the FEL wave-

length is insensitive to the electron energy jitter. At present,
LPAs generate beams with a few percent energy jitter.
Without TGU, this large energy jitter directly maps into
SASE wavelength jitter. TGU can potentially reduce or
eliminate this energy jitter completely.
In summary, we have demonstrated the significant advan-

tage of using TGUs to enhance the short-wavelength FEL
performance of laser-plasma accelerators with 1D analysis
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were not included in these simple considerations. They
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 Dielectric accelerator 

GALAXIE Subsystems

Accelerator Design

Fabrication and Testing

Mid-IR Pulsed Laser

S-Band Photoinjector and Skew Quads

Dielectric Accelerator and Microquads

THz Undulator

Dielectric Accelerator

Accelerator eigenmode
1

Resonant spatial harmonic provides acceleration.

Nonresonant spatial harmonics provide focusing.

Hole diameters approximately 800 nm.
1
B. Naranjo, A. Valloni, S. Putterman, and J.B. Rosenzweig, “Stable Charged-Particle Acceleration and Focusing in a Laser

Accelerator Using Spatial Harmonics,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 164803 (2012)
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GALAXIE Subsystems

Accelerator Design

Fabrication and Testing

Breakdown Testing

Single-layer device

Stacked structure

Fabricated structure

[Max Ho, UCLA Nanolab]
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GALAXIE Subsystems

Accelerator Design

Fabrication and Testing

Mid-IR Pulsed Laser

S-Band Photoinjector and Skew Quads

Dielectric Accelerator and Microquads

THz Undulator

Microquad Fabrication

Strip mold and seed
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µ-quadrupole

B. Naranjo, A. Valloni, S. Putterman, J. B. Rosenzweig, stable charge-particle accleration and 
focusing in an laser accelerator using spatial harmonics, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 176803 (2012)

R. Candler et al. High brightness electron 
beam workshop, Porto-Rico, 2013

GALAXIE Subsystems

Accelerator Design

Fabrication and Testing

Mid-IR Pulsed Laser

S-Band Photoinjector and Skew Quads

Dielectric Accelerator and Microquads

THz Undulator

Microquad Results
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GALAXIE Subsystems
Accelerator Design

Fabrication and Testing

Mid-IR Pulsed Laser
S-Band Photoinjector and Skew Quads
Dielectric Accelerator and Microquads
THz Undulator

Overview

Mid-IR Pulsed Laser

S-Band Photoinjector

Skew Quads

Skew Quads

Dielectric Accelerator

Microquads
THz Undulator 40-50 keV

Coherent X-rays

3 / 40

• Resonant spatial 
harmonic provides 
acceleration
• non resonant spatial 
harmonics provides 
focusing
 •hole diameter typically 
800 nm

Example of GALAXIES project UCLA
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 The inverse FEL

In an FEL energy in the e-beam is 
transferred to a radiation field

In an IFEL the electron beam absorbs 
energy from a radiation field.

High power laser

W. Kimura et al. PRL92, 154801 (2004)STELLA 2 : gain of 17% of the energy

IFEL @ UCLA : 15 => 35 MeV in 25 cm (0.5 TW @ 10.6 µm), 70 MeV / m P. Musumeci et al. PRL94, 154801 (2005)

10 TW laser system
5J -500 fs

RF Linac

4.5 m 1.5 m 3.5 m

45 MeV

0.5 m

RF photogun
Linear 
Prebuncher

Strongly tapered undulator

Cryogenic short-period 
FEL undulator

FEL

1 GeV

RUBICON, LLNL : 105 MeV achieved recentyly

P. Musumeci

P. Musumeci EAAC , Elba, May 2013
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  towards high rep. rate LWFA based FEL

Towards 100 TW to PW laser peak power, with MW average power
with an improve efficiency (target : 30 %)

• Yb doped single mode fiber (fiber noise)
• µm precision fiber assembly
• fiber to fiber phase shift measurement : 
quadriwave lateral shearing interefrometer

Phase Noise Measurement with a  
Quadrilateral Shearing Interferometer 
(104 fibers with !/60 precision at kHz)   
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J. Primot (ONERA)
G. Mourou EEAC, May 2013, Elba
	  

64 CW fibers have been phased 
(This experiment in fact validates an extension possible  to >104 phased  fibers at 

1kHz)   

G. Mourou !"#

• phase correction by optical modulator :
64 fibers locked in 2011 !

G. Mourou EEAC, May 2013, Elba
	  

• non linear effects
phase locking of 8 fiber amplifiers : 3.1 
µJ, 50 fs, 1 MHz

L. Daniault et al., Opt. Expr. 20, 21627 (2012)
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B. Hettel, Ultimate storage ring light sources, design and performances 
objectives, USR Accelerator R&D Workshop, Huairou (Beijing), China, October 30, 2012
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Conclusion

+ New ideas..... 

Sources complementarity and more flexibility on light source properties
Further synergy / interplay with laser

- Storage ring based : mature, towards transverse coherence (USR) and tailored bunches
but still rather long bunches and rather large energy spreads

- ERL : Test facility, towards X-ray user facilities

FEL provides longitudinal coherence in X-ray range
- Linac based SASE :
Now LCLS has acheived a 95% photon avalaibility, equivalent to what is provided on 
synchrotron light sources
It evolves towards advanced «tailored» charactristics with muti-color, , adjustable 
polarisation, higher powers and energies... 
harmonic production (to which number? when? )

For the next 50 years ....

Emergence of new accelerator schemes and related technologies
need of demo experiments, improvement of stability and relaibility

V-Conclusion
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commentary

The future is fibre accelerators
Gerard Mourou, Bill Brocklesby, Toshiki Tajima and Jens Limpert

Could massive arrays of thousands of fibre lasers be the driving force behind next-generation particle 
accelerators? The International Coherent Amplification Network project believes so and is currently 
performing a feasibility study.

The challenge of producing the next 
generation of particle accelerators, 
for both fundamental research at 

laboratories such as CERN and more applied 
tasks such as proton therapy and nuclear 
transmutation, has been taken up by the 
high-intensity laser community. With 
the advent of chirped pulse ampli!cation 
(CPA) in 19851 came the ability to generate 
ultrashort laser pulses with intensities in 
excess of 1018 W cm–2. At these intensities, 
the electromagnetic !eld drives electrons 
into relativistic motion, opening the 
door to useful e#ects like wake!eld 
acceleration2 and hard X-ray production 
by bremsstrahlung, Compton or betatron 
emission3. Ion motion becomes relativistic4 at 
intensities above 1022 W cm–2 — an intensity 
regime demonstrated or anticipated with 
development projects for very-large-scale 
lasers like the HERCULES laser at the 
University of Michigan in the USA, which 
has generated some of the highest peak 
intensities ever delivered to a target5, and ELI6 
(the Extreme Light Infrastructure project), 
which will create four linked high-intensity 
laser facilities across Europe. In recent 
experiments7, electrons have been accelerated 
by laser wake!eld schemes to gigaelectronvolt 
energies over distances of just a few 
centimetres — a length that is orders of 
magnitude smaller than that required 
by conventional radiofrequency-based 
accelerators. $ese exciting developments 
suggest that, in principle, laser-based schemes 
could o#er a far more compact, cost-e#ective 
approach to making high-energy particle 
accelerators in the future.

$e issue for creating laser-based 
accelerators that match or exceed the 
performance of conventional accelerators 
is the requirement that the drive lasers 
simultaneously produce high peak and 
average powers with high e%ciency. Even 
state-of-the-art petawatt lasers like BELLA8 at 
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
in California typically have average powers 
of only a few tens of watts with a wall-
plug e%ciency of 10–4. To produce high 
average beam currents, practical laser-based 

accelerators will require much higher pulse 
repetition rates (tens of kilohertz) and thus 
average laser powers of hundreds of kilowatts 
with a wall-plug e%ciency of >20%. Such 
characteristics are still out of reach of today’s 
conventional laser technology.

Fibre benefits
Fibre lasers, where the active gain medium 
is con!ned within the core of an optical 
!bre and pumped using semiconductor laser 
diodes, have seen unprecedented increases 
in both average power and e%ciency over 
the past ten years. Continuous-wave !bre 
lasers with average powers in the kilowatt 
regime were !rst demonstrated in 20049,10, 
and are now commonplace, with wall-plug 
e%ciencies of over 30%.

Although semiconductor diode lasers 
can provide very high average laser powers 
at very low costs (projected to be as low as 
$5 W−1 in the near future), and with very 
high e%ciency (50–60%), they have poor 
beam quality. Fibre lasers act as highly 
e%cient brightness converters, taking poor-
quality diode beams and using them to 
generate coherent light with a much better 
beam quality with very high e%ciency — 
their optical-to-optical conversion e%ciency 

can be nearly 90% at kilowatt powers. High 
average powers are possible because the 
residual heat generated in the core can be 
easily removed owing to the high surface-
to-volume ratio of the !bre geometry and 
because the silica from which the !bres 
are manufactured has favourable material 
properties. In addition, as the thermal load 
produced by the lasing process is distributed 
over a long length, the thermal load per 
unit length is rather low. Furthermore, 
waveguiding dominates over thermally 
induced refractive index changes up to 
very high powers. $e !bre laser has thus 
become the tool of choice in many industrial 
applications for which high-average-
power laser beams are required together 
with the ability to manufacture reliable 
lasers in large quantities; 10-kW single-
mode continuous-wave lasers with nearly 
di#raction-limited beam quality are already 
commercially available.

$e generation of high-energy ultrafast 
pulses in !bres is limited by the same 
core geometry that makes high average 
powers possible. Pulses with high peak 
powers experience nonlinear e#ects during 
propagation, resulting in unwanted pulse 
distortion and lengthening. In bulk gain 
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Figure 1 | Principle of a coherent amplifier network. An initial pulse from a seed laser (1) is stretched 
(2), and split into many fibre channels (3). Each channel is amplified in several stages, with the final 
stages producing pulses of ~1 mJ at a high repetition rate (4). All the channels are combined coherently, 
compressed (5) and focused (6) to produce a pulse with an energy of >10 J at a repetition rate of 
~10 kHz (7).
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Reduction of the number of fibers by cavity enhancement
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IV-Novel accelerators for light sources

• Yb doped single mode fiber (fiber noise)

• µm precision fiber assembly

• fiber to fiber phase shift measurement : 
quadriwave lateral shearing interefrometer

• phase correction by optical modulator :
64 fibers locked in 2011 !

• non linear effects
phase locking of 8 fiber amplifiers : 3.1 
µJ, 50 fs, 1 MHz

L. Daniault et al., Opt. Expr. 20, 21627 (2012)
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EUCARD, EUCARD2 and and Workshop on Visions for accelertor future, CERN, June 11-13, 2013

1-Introduction 
Synchrotron Radiation

The sun : Hydrogen, loops of magnetic field
visible synchrotron radiation emitted in the center, 
X-ray on the edges

Astrophysics

• Bending magnets in storage 
rings

• Undulators 
Create a (quasi-) periodic (permament) 

magnetic field 

Particle accelerators
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